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INTRODUCTION
BY THE RIGHT HON. THE EARL OF LYTTON

It is often said that the Englishman plays at his

business and makes a business of his play, but the

truth which is implied in the statement certainly does

not apply to English people alone. It is a universal

tendency everywhere for games and sports to develop

from purely recreative pastimes into serious business.

The standard of proficiency increases yearly, new
achievements are continually made, new records

established, and those who desire to reach first-class

rank find that they have to devote many months in

the year to serious practice. No exception to this

general tendency can be found in those sports which

are dealt with in this book. In skating, ski-ing,

tobogganing, curling, etc., the accomplishments of

those who are masters of their art are at once the

delight and the despair of beginners. If they were

asked to explain the secret of their success they

would probably reply that they owed everything to

continuous practice. Such an answer must necessarily

be depressing to those who are only just beginning to

experience the delights of a new accomplishment and
are hoping to do wonders in a few weeks. To such

beginners this book will bring a more helpful and
encouraging message, for it will tell them, with the

authority of an acknowledged master in each case,

what steps should be taken to acquire proficiency in

the particular sport in which they are interested.



xii INTRODUCTION

Until comparatively lately winter sports have

been almost unknown to Englishmen. Our climate

provides us so rarely with ice and snow that pro-

ficiency in skating or ski-ing has been confined to

very few. In recent years, however, several circum-

stances have occurred to popularise these sports. The

establishment of artificial ice rinks in London and

elsewhere has given to skaters opportunities for prac-

tice which were unknown to a former generation.

The result has been greatly to increase the proficiency

of English skaters, who can now hold their own in

international figure-skating competitions with the

skaters of other countries.

It is one of the attractions of this sport that women
may excel in it as well as men, and the developments

in group skating, dance steps, and pair skating offer

many opportunities for delightful combinations. In

this department of the art English ladies have espe-

cially distinguished themselves. Mrs. Syers is prob-

ably the best lady skater in the world, and last year

Mrs. G. Smith succeeded in passing the first-class

international test, and was thus the first lady skater

to obtain the gold medal of the N.S.A. In pair

skating, also, it would be impossible to find better

exponents than Mr. and Mrs. Syers and Mr. and Mrs.

Johnson.
Although artificial ice rinks in this country have

accomplished much, they are now unable to satisfy the

demands which they have stimulated. They have

tempted large numbers of men and women to take to

skating, but restrictions of space prevent them from

affording complete enjoyment. To that class ofskaters

in particular who skate in the English style these rinks,

are of little use. What is known as English skating

requires a large surface of ice undisturbed by other

performers, and this anomaly has therefore arisen, thaft.
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whereas the international style of skating has invaded

England, English skaters have been driven to the

Continent. These English skaters were the first to

discover the unrivalled opportunities which the climate

of Switzerland offered to all lovers of winter sports,

and the delightful experiences which they enjoyed

have led others to follow their example in ever-

increasing numbers. Tobogganing and ski-ing, which

are almost impossible in England, can now be enjoyed

to the full in Switzerland, and the proprietors of Swiss

hotels have everywhere provided excellent toboggan

and bob-sleigh runs, as well as large skating rinks.

In view of the immense and ever-increasing popu-

larity of these winter sports, and of the splendid

opportunities for their enjoyment which are now
within the reach of all, Mr. Edward Arnold has done

wisely in bringing out a book which will be of great

service to those who are in the habit of spending

their winter holiday in Switzerland. The article on

each sport has been written by a competent authority

and is well illustrated by photographs. The instruction

and information which have here been put together

cannot fail to be of great value to a large number of

people.
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WINTER SPORTS

BANDY
" Why Bandy ? " " Why not ? " is often held to be

a sufficient answer, but in order not to augment the

manifold troubles of the beginner, let it be explained

at once that the game derives its name from the

wooden club called a bandy. The beginner must be

encouraged, for his first few games are a humiliating

experience ; in no other form of sport, indeed, is his

uselessness so terribly apparent to himself. How
account for the inability to strike a ball three feet

away, before an opponent who had to come twenty

yards ! How explain the futility of the push applied

to it on the rare occasions when it is reached !

A few hours' play will contribute all the experience

that is necessary to overcome these initial difficulties,

insurmountable though they appear at the outset

;

but the game is not yet learned, and it is to be hoped

that the notes which follow may be of assistance to

those wishing to acquire it. The writer proposes to

deal with bandy as it is played out of doors in the

Engadine at St. Moritz ; this form of the game must
be distinguished from the ice-hockey, which is played

with enthusiasm all over Canada. The players there

attain a very high degree of skill, and their competi-

tions, which are decided in covered rinks, are followed

3
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with the greatest interest by the spectators. Those

who wish to see a fine and exciting game should look

on at a match at Prince's Skating Club between the

Prince's Ice-hockey Club and some Canadian team.

This game differs considerably from the outdoor variety.

In the first place, the playing area being limited, a

very heavy " puck " is used instead of the fast travel-

ling ball ; in the second place the weight of the puck

calls for a stick of a special design. Again, as it

would be practically impossible to prevent the puck

from going out continually, in a rink fifty feet broad,

it is necessary to consider that the ball remains in

play after it has hit the barrier, which corresponds to

the side lines and goal lines at the outdoor game. The

use of the barrier is an art which the indoor player

has to master, and this branch of knowledge gives him

a very great superiority over the outdoor player,

however expert, who has the temerity to cross sticks

with him on his own rink.

Mr. Soldan has been kind enough to take the

accompanying photographs, for which Messrs. Howell

and Napier, of Prince's Club, have had the goodness to

pose. They will give a better idea of the game than a

written description.

No. 1 shows the bully with which the game com-

mences. The two players tap one another's sticks before

touching the puck, which lies between them ; small

though it looks, it weighs a pound and a quarter

!

No. 3 shows Mr. Howell shooting, and No. 4 Mr.

Napier shooting.

Attention is specially directed to the position of the

hands : in each case pace is imparted to the puck by
the swing of the body, the player, it will be noticed,

having first transferred his weight to the foot in front.

No. 2 illustrates a pass, the puck being concealed

behind the stick of the nearer player who has just
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received it. The reader is cautioned against supposing

that passes are usually exchanged under these tran-

quil conditions. Good sport can be had out of doors

on a space of ice of any size, but a game played on a

rink less than 90 yards by 50 is not considered

"bandy" at St. Moritz or Davos. The St. Moritz

Bandy Rink furnishes a ground of about 110 yards

by 65, and is found suitable for two teams of nine

each. A ground 150 yards by 100 is amply large

enough for two teams of eleven each. Larger grounds

make the game a matter of speed skating. The

standard lacrosse ball is generally used : it is of solid

indiarubber, and weighs about four ounces. (The

indoor puck weighs more than a pound.)

The rules of the game are much the same as those

of hockey, but a player may not use either side of

his stick, and is forbidden to hook the stick of an

opponent.

The experienced land-hockey player does not neces-

sarily command success at bandy : he starts with

definite conceptions as to an adversary's speed and

reach, and these he must alter. The best number of

players for the outdoor game is nine a side : with

fewer, the defence is less able to supply two men to

tackle a forward, and one mistake is likely to result in

a goal a great deal more often than is desirable, for

nothing seems to lessen the interest in the game so

much as easy scoring. With greater numbers the

game is apt to degenerate into a scramble. Shots

from the wing are seldom dangerous : the attackers

therefore tend to come in towards the goal, and they

are followed by the defence. The result of this is the

kind of " clawin', maulin' mess," which made Private

Ortheris beg to be " put somewheres where I ain't

trod on." These scrimmages make excellent couches for

Consulars of Rome, but they do not advance the cause
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of scientific bandy, it being practically impossible for

the goalkeeper to see what is going on in front of him.

The next question that arises is how to dispose of the

nine men to the best advantage, and for the moment
there appears to be no difference of opinion as to this :

the team is divided into four forwards, three half-backs,

a back and a goalkeeper. At one time it was common
to play two backs as in Association football, but it is

now generally held that the second back may even be

a hindrance ; at any rate his services can be used to

better advantage elsewhere. When looking about for

a goalkeeper, one can sometimes find a man who has

kept goal a,t other games ; if not, get a cricketer

—

mid-off, if possible. It is a common mistake to count

inability to skate unto a goalkeeper for righteousness.

This arises from the fact that many bad skaters are

good sportsmen, who recognise that however useless a

man may be in the open he is very welcome, if he will

keep goal in a practice game ; verywelcome indeed, forhe

has to face the thankless job common to all goalkeepers,

under circumstances peculiarly disadvantageous. He
is sure to be blue with cold ; blue checkered with

black, for collisions between moving forwards and his

stationary instability can only have one result. Thus

in common gratitude his name comes to be considered

for the match team. He may expect favourable

criticism from the forwards: "He knocked out that

high one of mine from the corner just before Jones

scored," says Outside Left ;
" Yes," adds Inside Bight,

" and he has lots of pluck, he didn't get out of the way
of that shot of mine which he saved with his stomach

;

it was a tremendous shot
;
you saw him writhe."

In the end he is selected " because he always

comes to play." Now a goalkeeper should be chosen

for " the splendour and speed of his feet "—large feet

and the strength to wield them are what is needed. A
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BANDY 7

forward, no matter how brilliant, seldom scores a point

by an unaided effort, but several times in the course

of a game it rests with the goalkeeper whether or nob

a goal results from a shot.

The game which is now being considered is one be-

tween good players, who are about equally skilful

:

under such circumstances an hour's play only produces

about four goals, and the individual who can reduce

that amount by 25 per cent, is the most important

person on the side. Where goalkeepers differ consider-

ably in merit, the best should be asked to play in goal

and not elsewhere. For any other arrangement to pay

the conditions must be abnormal. Figure skating

helps all bandy players, but especially the goalkeeper,

for he is constantly having to preserve his balance in

strange positions. The goalkeeper should watch the

forward's stick : it is not possible to explain in a few

lines the limitations to which "shooting" is subject,

but a certain amount of experience will soon teach the

goalkeeper the only direction in which a hard shot is

likely to come from a hunted forward. The goalkeeper

will usually move a foot or two out from his goal

towards the forward, partly because this movement is

likely to disconcert him, partly because it makes the

target smaller. He should make up his mind to which

side the ball is to be hit, but he should keep his

decision to himself. If he jumps as the stick hits the

ball, it will be a good shot which is too quick for him,

while if hejumps too soon he may find that the forward

will finish his original stroke over the ball and then

hit it slowly backhanded into the empty corner of the

net, a goalkeeper who has just jumped being about as

formidable as a discharged gun.

Having made up his mind as to the direction in

which the ball is coming, he has next to decide how to

deal with it. If it is in the air, it is obviously desirable
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to catch it clean, but if the goalkeeper has any doubt

about his ability to do this, he may avail himself of his

privilege of fisting the ball away, always remembering

that as he will not fist it far, he must be sure that he

hits it out to the side, and on no account to the front

of the goal. If the ball is hit along the ground, the

goalkeeper may stop it with his foot, with his hand or

with his bandy. Obviously there are occasions when it

does not lie with the goalkeeper to choose his means of

defence, and perhaps his sweetest moment is that in

which he hooks out of goal with the extreme end of

his stick a hard shot travelling about eighteen inches

above the ice ; but a bandy- stick is a curved implement

singularly ill-adapted for stopping a full-pitch clean,

especially when the ball has some screw on it, and

goalkeepers probably do better not to trust to their

sticks, if the hand or the foot is available. There are

so many scrimmages just in front of goal that the

surface there is liable to be rough, and quite a small

lump of ice suffices to make a hard shot jump the stick

and dribble the necessary two feet or so across the line.

The poor goalkeeper plaintively calls all his side to

witness that "it jumped," but all they are really con-

cerned with is the fact that "it scored." No law can

be laid down as to the use of the foot or the hand : it

depends on the individual goalkeeper, but if he is a

sound skater, as every goalkeeper in a big match ought

to be, he had better accustom himself to kick the ball

away : this manoeuvre looks very risky, but it really

depends on nerve rather than skill : after all, the

goalkeeper is applying to the ball a superficial area of

some forty square inches at the least, and all that is

required of him is to keep the whole of the kicking

foot so far parallel to the ground that the ball cannot

pass underneath the skate : the ball is, of course,

struck, not with the point, but with the side of the
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skate : the goalkeeper has, however, to remember that

while danger is averted by a successful kick to the

side, the ball played " with a straight foot " is less

likely to slip past it.

The goalkeeper who is careful about hitting out

the goal-hits makes a lot of difference to his side

;

when he sends a half-volley the unhappy recipient is

tackled before he can hit it away ! (Is there anything

as full of bounce as a bandy bail in front of goal ?)

No two players have the same method of taking

possession of a pass, and a goalkeeper who knows his

men can give a lot of quiet help by humouring their

mannerisms ; he should also notice where any parti-

cularly formidable opponent is standing and keep the

ball out of his sphere of influence.

If all his own forwards are marked, the goalkeeper

should hit the ball to one of his half-backs ; these

should be standing far enough back from the twenty-

five yards line to be able to dispose of it before they

are tackled. Sometimes he will find that one of his

forwards is unmarked, and to him the ball should be

hit at once. Marking is dull work, but it is not un-

important : by night all cats are grey and at rest all

skaters attain the same speed : it is therefore good

policy for the ordinary player to stay as close as

possible to the expert before the latter has made the

ball his own ; once this has happened the race will be

to the swift.

If, of two otherwise equal sides, one marks and the

other does not, the score will probably be three-one

instead of two all.

If player A obtains an advantage by marking player

B when the latter is expecting a pass, it follows that

B will benefit by eluding the attentions of A. B
should have a sufficiently good understanding with

his own side to get to the ball rather sooner than A ;
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this is comparatively easy if the man in possession

helps him adequately, but B's quality as a bandy
player is decided by his ability to turn to account this

tiny start. If B has a definite plan, before ever the

ball reaches him his body weight will be placed in

such relation to his feet that the stroke decided upon

comes easily. He should be able to do this without
" giving away " his intention to A. Side-line hits

—

as to which a definite policy should be observed—show
the value of marking;.

The next person to be considered, the full-back,

wants the coolest head on the side, for upon his tactics

depends the difficulty of the shot with which the goal-

keeper has to deal, while the latter can hardly be

expected to save shots from the forward who has

completely eluded him. There seems to be a moment
when a sudden pounce will remove the ball from the

forward's stick and the good back recognises it by
instinct : how this is done the writer cannot divulge

;

it is the secret of the Guild of Full-Backs and is most

jealously guarded. One thing is certain ; he who
hesitates, finds no little black ball at the end of his

stick ; and is there any one whose shame is so open

as the full-back, who has pounced on nothing ? Like

Akela, the Lone Wolf, he has missed his kill and his

pack are prepared to eat him. Fortunately the back

need not as a rule have recourse to such heroic

measures, for he is entitled to expect assistance when
he has to repel an attack. Sometimes, however, a

half-back falls, and the back will find a forward coming

down on him unhampered and at full speed. Now if

two players are of equal merit, there should be no

doubt that the one who is under way will elude

the one who is standing still ; the back who realises

this recognises that salvation is of the goalkeeper and

that his business is to assist him—that and nothing
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else : he can give this assistance without even touching

the ball, by inducing the forward to run round him,

for with every foot that the forward is forced away
from the centre, the goalposts show him a smaller

opening, and it becomes more difficult to beat the

goalkeeper. Forwards are a sanguine race and usually

persist up to the goal-line, where the further post is

hidden by the nearer ; if they would then pass back

the goal would be in great danger, but most of them

can be trusted to shoot.

It is an important matter for the back to decide

where he is to stand : if he places himselfjust in front

of the goalkeeper the latter will have a poor chance of

seeing even soft shots : this is the worst place he can

occupy ; he cannot prevent the forward from shooting

from near goal ; he is too close to the shot to see it

himself, and he is preventing the goalkeeper from

seeing it. On the other hand, if he stands too far

from goal, the forward may have room to swerve

across it after running round him. The best position

for the back seems to be about twelve yards out

:

allowing for a spring he commands another three yards

in every direction, and the forward must therefore

swerve three yards before he comes to him or shoot

;

and shots from fifteen yards off are not likely to beat

the goalkeeper.

To shoot really hard the forward must steady him-

self, and therefore the back's action is dictated by the

amount of latitude the forward has been allowed by

the half-backs.

The half-back has the post of maid-of-all-work : like

her he is expected to be " willing " and to take for

granted that the results of his drudgery will be credited

to some one else. His job is to make things easy for

other people both in attack and defence, especially in

the latter, where his influence is decisive. Like la
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plus belle Jllle, he can only give what he has got, and
he must have the ball to pass it ; it seems therefore

better to consider him first in his defensive capacity.

His essential virtue is speed, for his mistakes are not

irreparable ; speed is to the half-back what coolness

is to the full-back and stick-dexterity to the forward :

he cannot be expected to tackle the travelling forward

with the certainty of the back, for the shooting

question does not come in to limit the amount that a

forward can gain by swerving (hence the long runs

seen in the neutral territory in the middle of the

ground), but he is expected to chase the forward, who
has escaped him. Like Stonewall Jackson, he must
never " let up " in a pursuit ; the moral effect alone

has spoilt many a shot. If a half-back has the speed

of a moving opponent, he can afford to risk a tackle in

the open : if he has not, he should be chary of

challenging him. He will do better to retreat until

his stick and a colleague's make a "V" with the

forward at the angle. The poor forward is powerless

and the half-backs do not appear to have done anything

brilliant. It would be an exaggeration to say that

the conspicuous half-back is a greater nuisance to his

own side than to his opponents, but it is true that

excellence in a half-back can only, be appreciated by
the initiated.

One reason of this is that he cannot get rid of the

ball too quickly : it was the ideal half-back in the age

of gold (he that loved la plus belle fille) that gave

rise to the French idiom il vient de faire : he was
never caught in the act ; he was so quick in transferring

the ball from an opponent to one of his own forwards

that the spectators never saw him in charge of it.

Very few half-backs realise the importance of getting

rid of the ball at once ; nearly all of them emphasise a

successful tackle by running with it for about ten
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yards : possibly in Buskin's lost treatise on " The
Seven Lamps of Bandy " this little flourish is regarded
as functional ornament, and in so far that it enables a
half-back to direct his pass it is defensible. But after

all what is wanted is a pass that may lead up to a
goal, and fifty of the straightest passes being un-
likely to do that if sent to marked forwards, are of

little practical use. For see what happens ! Side A
is attacking ; all their forwards are skating hard for

the goal-line of side B, and probably their three half-

backs are supporting them ; it is therefore almost
certain that if B's four forwards know their business,

some of them are unmarked. Directly side A is dis-

possessed their half-backs make for B's forwards and
every second of time occupied by the tackier in

directing his pass, makes it more certain that they
will intercept it ; therefore he is hereby recommended
not to give the ball more than two consecutive taps

;

the first extorts it from the reluctant opponent, the

second transfers it to the eager colleague. [This

exhortation belongs to the class of " Field like Jessop
;

with movement 1, pick up the ball, with movement 2,

run out Trumper."]

In practice, tackling is a very difficult operation,

and the half-back who emerges from an encounter

with the ball in his control is like a dog coming out

of the sea with his master's stick : he is out of breath,

he is well pleased with himself and he feels he is

entitled to toy with his treasure-trove before parting

with it. So difficult is it to send these sudden passes,

that many must miscarry : the ball will go straight to

an opposing half-back and the original attack will

again be set up—but a temporarily checked attack

seldom threatens much danger as the defence is con-

centrated, and the tackier should chance this danger

j.n the interest pf his own forwards. These are free
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from the marking attentions of the hostile forwards,

and possibly also from those of the half-backs, who

may be supporting the attack, especially since where

there are three half-backs, one of them is a goal-

hunter. At St. Moritz a half-back is threatened with

a two-franc fine for shooting and with a five-franc fine

for scoring a goal. The reason of this is that there is

not enough room for a fifth forward to be of much use,

while the opportunity given to his opponents by the

half-back who loses the ball near their goal is the best

they ever get : the line of four forwards should be able

to get through the two remaining half-backs. It is a

good rule for the half-back to stay back when in doubt.

The defence, then, should take no risks ; the attack

should chance everything for the sake of an opening.

A forward requires enough moral courage to shoot

and pass the ball as it comes to him, risking the

obvious fiasco that will often result. If he waits to

make sure of the ball there maybe no fiasco, but there

will be no goal : the half-back will have got back and

while he is still to be passed the forward is unlikely to

score.

The attackers, therefore, should endeavour to give

the ball to the forward who is most likely to reach

shooting range before the opposing half-backs can

hamper him. The forward in possession has to decide

whether to pass or to go on himself; the typical pass

from a forward has little in common with the typical

pass from the half-back. In the latter case both

striker and receiver are unmarked, and the ball is

hit straight forward, so that it can be overtaken

by the forward in the course of making for his

opponent's goal. Ground is not lost. The pass

from a forward is subject to different conditions.

The forward himself is being tackled, while the half-

backs are getting into position to mark his colleagues
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—upon whom they must gain if the ball is hit in a

line parallel to the goal-lines. Passes near goal have

to be hit in this sideways direction, and they have to

be hit hard or they will be intercepted ; hard passes,

again, hit across the recipient cannot be taken by him
unless straight, and if he has to check himself at all,

time will be lost. No fear then of being considered

selfish should induce a forward to pass unless there is

some definite advantage to be gained : he has a better

chance of dodging his own opponent than of clearing

the intercepting stick of the half-back marking his

partner.

The forward, then, who is about to pass (in any
direction except forward) has made up his mind to a

manoeuvre which must lose his side a certain amount
of ground, and the side has a right to expect that he

will not spoil it through carelessness.

The writer's object in all this is to emphasise the

importance of passing, not to underestimate it. Half-

backs who understand one another are not likely to be

beaten by any other means ; but passing, if it is bad,

merely saves them trouble. Girls, one is told, are

seldom really grateful for garments for which their

sisters have no further use, and similarly the pass,

which is sent because the striker can do nothing more
with the ball, seldom affords an opportunity to the

recipient. Almost equally useless, though less common,
is the pass sent because " one ought to pass." When
English Rugby players imported the four three-quarter

game from Wales, one used to see them pass the ball

beautifully from one side of the field into touch on the

other without gaining any ground ! The only reason

for passing the ball to a colleague is that he is in a

position to do more good with it, and the forward is

justified in not passing until he has assured himself of

this. Once he has resolved to pass, it is only the
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recipient's welfare that he need consider, and there is

little to be gained by running right into the half-back

before passing. Six feet too soon is much better than

six inches too late: the half-back is "drawn" in

either case and that is all that is needed from the

recipient's point of view. Few forwards realise that a

pass calls for as much care as a shot at goal. The

intention must be concealed and the force applied must

be under control or the ball will be hit too hard : a

shot at goal cannot be hit too hard, and the intention

to shoot may usually be obvious to all the world.

Again a pass that is to be of real use, that is to say

a pass which the recipient can just reach as he travels

fast towards his opponent's goal, has to be hit as

accurately as a shot.

Passing is the weapon of experience, partly because

the art can only be acquired by a good deal of practice,

partly because a player does not trouble to acquire it,

while he has speed and dash to rely on. Passing is a

substitute for speed, and alas ! only a substitute, but

a pass in due season, how good is it ! The opening

thus made gives the veteran an autumnal pleasure

which the sprinter has not leisure to enjoy.

The latter trusts to his speed, while the veteran

only makes it a race when he has the better of the

handicap. You won't find him a starter, when the

finish is to be in one of the corners ! Many a fruitless

journey with the line on one side of him and a half-

back on the other has taught him to be content if he

can " draw " a faster opponent.

Of course there is no fool like an old fool, but a

player who has learned from his failures, improves in

passing, especially if he is man enough to incur the

charge of selfishness by trying to make an opening

before passing. For instance it often happens in a

difficulty that i£ J£ easy to lift the ball to a marked
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colleague, but this is asking him to do with it bouncing

what the striker could not do with it lying still.

Shooting apart, lifting the ball at bandy is like

lifting it at cricket ; sometimes it is very useful, but

it must not become a habit. Young players, who have
just learned the knack, are apt to be a nuisance

:

lifting is a great help to the defence because the ball

takes time to " settle," and for that reason attackers

should only have recourse to it when a ground- pass is

out of the question.

If a forward finds a ring of hostile sticks round his

partner and himself, it may help him to remember
that, as the other side has only three half-backs, a

resolute stroke right across the ground, may find one
of his two other colleagues unmarked. Lifting is of

assistance here, as the ball will be rolling again by the

time it reaches its destination.

In his own half of the ground, a player should

endeavour to pass forward. Near his opponent's

goal, his pass must be back, even at the expense of

losing ground ; his colleagues cannot be in front of

him on account of the off-side rule, and as he must
pass hard they will not have time to overtake the ball

before the back can come out to meet it. Again, the

forward is only passing, because an opponent in front

of him prevents him from shooting at goal : the same
opponent can intercept a forward pass towards a goal,

but he cannot at the same time be a menace to a pass

hit slightly back. It takes a good skater to make this

pass unexpectedly ; killing a lob at lawn-tennis while

running very hard backwards presents the same diffi-

culty, and would present more upon ice.

An outside assists the defence best, by being ready
to make a counter-attack : he should not retire far into

his own half; by remaining forward he makes it

impossible for the half-back opposite him both to
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mark him and to support his own forwards. If he is

unmarked, a quick pass will give him an opening

:

he should then make straight for goal and shoot.

He should not allow himself to be forced into the

corner ; if he finds himself running towards goal

parallel to the goal-lines, his own chance of scoring

is slight owing to the smallness of the target, but

a pass back gives his insides the best chance they

ever get.

It would take too long to describe the various

methods employed to beat the goalkeeper, for shooting

is the most difficult part of a forward's business.

From a goalkeeper's point of view shots about eighteen

inches above the ice are the nastiest : they are too low

to be cleared comfortably by the hand and too high

for the foot, and it is these which the forward should

try to send in.

" When the boy knows this out of book," said Mr.

Squeers, " he goes and does it."
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CURLING

I

A NATIONAL GAME

In its antiquity, dignity, and universal grip upon the

hearts of the people of Scotland curling holds a posi-

tion of its own among national games. There is no

other so broadly and so genuinely national as this, no

other which bulks so largely in the life of the people

as a whole. Curling was created by the people, and

has always belonged—in Scotland at least—abso-

lutely to the people. It has never been developed

into a scientific exhibition for the benefit of spectators.

It has never been invaded by professionalism, and

the interest that it calls forth does not depend upon

seeing it played, or reading newspaper reports. It

rests upon the village clubs, the parish matches, and

the great bonspiels, which are not made up of picked

champions of a county or district, but of the rank

and file of players representative of almost every

parish.

There has been a vast development of curling in

the last fifty years in England, Canada, Switzerland,

New Zealand, and elsewhere, and in these new homes,

and under new conditions its character has often

undergone a change, but in Scotland curling is still,

as it has always been, the game of the working man.
31
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There are many reasons why it should he so. It is,

in the first place, exceedingly cheap and simple.

The player requires nothing but his stones, which he

probably inherits from his father—curling stones

seldom break, and never wear out—and a broom,

which he can generally find behind the door, or cut

for himself from the hillside. His club subscription

may be anything from one shilling to half a crown.

And all that remains is to gather eight players

together and find a sheet of water fifty yards in

length. There are few Scottish parishes without a

pond or lake of some sort. Then again he need not

neglect his work to play. A hard frost in the country

districts puts a stop to nearly all outdoor work.

Ploughing, draining, dyking, and building in all its

forms are suspended, and farmers are able to find

time for all that they have to do in this dead season

during the morning or evening, and to take three

hours in the middle of the day for their game. There

are no doubt many—carpenters, blacksmiths and

others—who have no good reason for leaving their

work, but they are also engulfed in the wave of

enthusiasm which comes with the fall in the thermo-

meter. Curling is an institution and a tradition. A
spell of frost is at the best a rare event, and employers

as well as labourers are generally willing to make the

most of the ice when it is there, and try to overtake

neglected duties when the thaw comes. The secretary

of the curling club for the time being rules the parish

with an absolute authority.

Thus it is that curling has spread and prospered,

and the Annual of the Royal Caledonian Club—which

is to curling what the M.C.C. is to cricket—has grown
year by year in size and interest, till it is a volume

of surprising proportions. It now contains lists of

members of nearly seven hundred affiliated clubs in
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Scotland, and as there are many clubs not included

and there must be many players who are not actually

members of a club, it is probably safe to estimate the

number of curlers in Scotland at between forty and

fifty thousand. But in dealing with figures of

Scottish curling everything is on a grand scale. One
does not reckon with teams, but with battalions. A
bonspiel is not the meeting of two rival elevens or

fifteens, it is the assembling of an army. When
the North meets the South in the "Grand Match"

at Carsbreck there are over two thousand players on

the ice, and there are many other minor engagements,

which count their curlers by the hundred, or even by

the thousand. Indeed, so long as both sides can bring

forward an equal tally of rinks there need be no limit

to the numbers taking part in a bonspiel, as the whole

of the scores are massed together at the close, and

the side with the majority wins. The cup is then

allotted to the club on the winning side having the

largest average of shots " up "—that is after deducting

their opponents' scores—and goes finally to the skip

in that club, whose rink has the largest majority.

Such is the game in Scotland—the ruling passion

in the lives of thousands of working men, and eagerly

adopted by many who are in a better position to pick

and choose their pastimes. But the game no longer

belongs to Scotland alone. It has spread in the last

century far and wide, and has found a footing where-

ever ice exists and a few Scotchmen have been able

to come together and form the nucleus of a club.

At home the curler is labouring always under

severe disadvantages. He is completely dependent

upon the freaks of a miserable climate. There are

seasons when he cannot play at all ; and ice is such a

variable factor that many great matches must be

played in a thaw and under wretched conditions.
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At the best he gets perhaps a week or two of decent

ice in the year, and dare never look more than a day

ahead with any confidence, while there is no season

without its list of broken engagements and unfinished

games. He must often cast longing eyes to Switzer-

land and to Canada, where the game is played daily

under ideal conditions and on glorious ice. It has

been developed there to an infinitely delicate science

far beyond what is possible on the rough Scotch rinks.

There are now many strong clubs in Switzerland,

where the game was introduced about the year 1870,

and in the leading Alpine resorts it may be seen any

day throughout the winter season. The players are

almost entirely Anglo-Swiss, and the artificial rinks

on which they play usually belong to the leading hotels.

The native Swiss have not yet seriously taken up the

game, probably because ice in a land where every-

thing is smothered beneath feet of snow is a highly

expensive luxury.

But by far the greatest curling country is Canada,

and the curling capital of Canada, and therefore of

the world, is Winnipeg.

There is one little peculiarity of the game of curling,

one among many points in which it is unique. It is,

so far as I know, the only great outdoor game that is

played without a ball.
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A GAME OF LONG AGO

There have been many heated controversies as to the

origin of curling. Though much close and brilliant

argument has been brought forward in support of each

of the two favourite theories, I do not know that any-

absolute conclusion has been established. It is, how-

ever, quite safe to say that the game was either

invented centuries ago in Scotland, or that its origin

was Flemish, and it was introduced at an early date

into Scotland. The Flemish theory is based upon the

derivation of many of the terms and expressions in

use. It does not seem to me a matter of very great

importance whether the first germ of the game is

Scotch or Flemish, but in the latter case one is

inclined to remark that its inventors did not know a

good thing when they had it, for in a very short time

the game was completely annexed by Scotland, and

has belonged to Scotland ever since. At any rate, it

is quite certain that curling has been practised for

fully three centuries, and has slowly and by natural

stages developed from a rough and tumble sport to a

great game of skill. The stones were at first mere

boulders gathered out of some mountain burn, irregular

and unshaped. It is most interesting to trace the slow

changes and improvements that came with the years.

At first the under side is rubbed smooth, so that the

stone may glide upon the ice and need not be thrown
25
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bouncing and turning on its rough surfaces. Later,

one finds the first attempt at shaping a handle by
means of holes cut for the thumb and forefinger. All

this time the stones are becoming more and more

circular in shape till the day of the round stone with a

fixed iron handle arrives. From this it is only a short

step to the final development of a movable handle and

a stone with two soles (so that it can be played on

either side) and to all the finer points of polish and of

" cups " which are now in practice. The curling-stone

as it is turned out to-day by the best manufacturers is

a beautiful and finished product, but the material is

still in many cases the same. There is no stone more

popular than that which is known as a " Burnock

Water," made from the boulders found in the heart

of the stream, and to many Scots a curling-stone is

still a " Channel-stane."

It was the custom in the old days to play eight men
a side, each armed with one stone, generally of huge

proportions. The regulations limiting the size and

weight of stones did not come into force till well on

in the nineteenth century, and before that the game
must have been in a great measure a test of strength

and endurance as well as skill, for some of the old

historic stones still in existence are 70 or 80 pounds in

weight. These were often by a pleasant conceit named
after mountains, such as " Queensberry " and " Criffel."

One can picture to oneself the Homeric battles of old

with eight giants labouring upon either side. One can

well imagine that when the thaw set in the weaker

brethren would fall short one by one, and sheer brute

strength at the last would carry the day. For it must
have been of little use to oppose these vast engines of

war with anything of smaller mettle. It would not be

easy with a modern stone, if the ice were dull, to make
any impression upon masses of granite such as these,
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and a shot sitting securely on the tee would " take

some shifting," as the saying goes.

It is a far cry from that strange, barbaric game of

old to the precise and dainty "drawing-room curling"

of, let us say, a ladies' club in Switzerland. But what

the game has lost in grandeur it has gained in grace,

and though we may now need less strength to excel in

it, there is far greater scope for finer qualities, of head

and hand and eye.

And so Scotland played on for a long tale of years

—there are clubs still existing which have flourished

continuously for over two centuries—and visitors from

other lands, when by chance they came upon a game

in progress, looked on in amazement as at some savage

orgy beyond the understanding of civilised man. Curl-

ing to the Englishman was a standing joke. But at

last, in the nineteenth century, it began to spread

over the globe and take its place among the great

games of skill. A curling club was formed in Montreal

in the year 1807, and the first game in Toronto was

played upon the frozen surface of the bay in 1840.

As soon as the conquest of Canada was complete the

game was carried over the frontier into the United

States. There are now several flourishing clubs in

Chicago, Buffalo, and New York. The development in

Switzerland is a matter of more recent history, but the

game is now making steady progress there, and has a

great future before it. There are a dozen clubs in New
Zealand. Finally, we find in the " Boyal Annual " the

name ofa Bussian club with its headquarters in Moscow,

so that curling may be said to reach from the far East,

to what one might well suppose to be the western

limit of civilisation, judging by such names as Neepewa
and Wawanesa, which also occur in its pages.

Curling is, of course, very popular in the Northern

counties of England.
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THE PRINCIPLES OF CUKLING

Those who have never seen the game of curling

played can best form an idea of it by studying the

points in which it resembles, and those in which it

differs from, the familiar game of bowls. The rinks

are made up of four men a side, each of whom delivers

two stones at each " head " or " end." These are the

lead, the second man, the back-hand, and the last

player who is generally the skip. The skip is in

supreme command of his force and directs the game
throughout, showing each player exactly where he

wishes him to play his stone, and instructing the two

sweepers as to how far it is to be brought. The

"tee" at which one plays is not, as in bowls, a

movable quantity. It is simply a small round hole

cut in the ice. This is the centre of the " house "—

a

seven-foot circle, marked upon the surface of the ice.

There are two smaller circles, or rings, inside of this,

all three having their centre at the tee. The rings

have no special significance beyond showing clearly

how the stones are lying, but no stone which is not in

or touching the house can score. The scoring is other-

wise the same as in bowls ; that is to say, that at the

conclusion of a head the side having a stone nearest to

the tee scores one for each shot that is better than the

best of its opponents. At a distance of seven yards

from the tee a line is drawn across the rink—the
28
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" hog," or " hog-score "—and any stone failing to

reach this line is taken off the ice. The house is

marked out at each end of the rink, and the heads are

played alternately up and down. It is thirty-eight

yards from the foot-score—where the stone is delivered

—to the tee.
~"~

As the game proceeds the four men composing the

rink are all fully occupied. The skip stands in the

house, directing operations. One player is delivering

his stone, and the other two are sweeping. " Sweep-

ing " consists in polishing the surface of the ice before

the running stone, by plying a broom back and forth,

very much as one would brush a floor. The side to

which the running stone belongs may sweep in this

way before it if it is delivered with too little force
;

and the moment that it has passed the tee the opposing

skip may sweep it out of the house in the same manner.

When it is the skip's turn to play, he hands over the

control of affairs to another member of the rink, prob-

ably his back-hand man, who is then in absolute

charge of the head.

There are two methods of forming a stand, or, as a

golfer would say, a "stance," for the player. He
must, as will readily be understood, have a good foot-

ing upon the ice to swing and deliver his stone. For

this purpose he plays either from a " hack " (or

" stell ") or from a " crampit." The crampit is an iron

plate about three feet long, laid upon or frozen into

the ice. The hack is simply a nick cut in the ice

large enough for the sole of the right foot to rest

against the incision. There is much controversy as to

which is the better method. Both are admitted by

the rules, and hack players despise the crampit quite

as heartily as crampit players detest the hack. Opinion

is divided in Scotland. Switzerland favours the

crampit. Canada uses nothing but the hack, which
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is often there formed by freezing a small block of wood
on the surface of the ice. There is at least this much
to be said for the crampit men ; that on lake ice of

moderate thickness the cutting of the hack sometimes

brings up the water and spoils the " Board."

Another point in dispute is the " dolly," wnich is

much used in some parts of Scotland, and entirely

ignored in others, and which has been universally

adopted in Switzerland. This is simply a wooden
ninepin, which stands on the tee. It is so light in

comparison with the stones, that it does not in any

way aifectthe game, as the slightest touch knocks it

out of the house, and its object is simply to show the

player, at the moment of playing, where the tee is.

It must be remembered that the player is nearly forty

yards away, and can often see nothing but a confused

bunch of stones. Many of the old school of Scotch

curlers strongly object to the use of the dolly. And
I have every sympathy with their contention. Their

idea it is that it distracts the player to have two objects

to consider ; that it is no affair of his where the tee may
be ; it is his duty to play for the skip's broom. But
it seems that on the whole the dolly is gaining ground.

The spectators like it, as it makes it easier for them
to follow the play, but curling is not a game for

spectators.

The size of curling stones is limited by the rules to

a circumference of 36 inches, and the weight to 44 lb.

The usual weight is between 38 and 42 lb. They
are made of granite or river boulders, cut with a sole

on each side, and beautifully polished. The chief

makes now in use are Ailsas, Crawford Johns, and

Burnock Waters. The first-mentioned is a beautiful

granite stone, blue or grey. Crawford Johns are of a

sort of plum-pudding black and grey, and Burnock

Waters are almost black. Ailsas are the favourite
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stones in Switzerland. In Canada iron stones are in

almost universal use. They are found to be better

suited to the hard ice of that severe climate. The

two sides of a stone are differently cut, so that one

side is keener and runs more easily than the other.

Thus when the ice is heavy one can turn a stone from

the "dour" (or "drug") side to the "keen" side.

This may be done during a game.
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THE ART OF CURLING

The player on taking up his position on the crampit

should first carefully clean the sole of his stone. He
then assumes an easy posture, with his right foot at

right angles to the line of play, and his left about a

yard in advance, -with its toe pointing straight down
the rink. He lays his stone down well in front of

him, near his left foot, and looks up for directions.

In Scotch curling, where a good deal of force is often

used, much depends upon the swing with which the

stone is delivered. The weight is thrown on the right

foot, and the player swings freely and easily with the

whole body, bringing the stone well back. It is a

very bad fault to swing stiffly with the arm alone, and
it is absolutely essential to swing straight, and not

—

as most beginners do—to "pull" the stone round

behind the right leg. Finally the stone must, how-
ever strongly the shot is played, reach the ice smoothly

at the moment that it leaves the hand, and glide

straight away on an even bottom.

In Switzerland and Canada swing is a matter of

very small account. The ice is so keen that it is only

necessary to lift the stone a few inches and lay it

gently down. But even under these conditions there

must be no trace of stiffness in the action. From the

moment that he lifts his stone to play the player must
keep his eye fixed upon the skip's broom, which is
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directing the shot. Although that is a very elemen-

tary instruction, many beginners—they may for all

I know be golfers, who have been told to " keep

their eye on the ball"—are apt to look down in

the course of the swing, which is fatal. The
player must always remember that it is his duty

simply to play the shot that is put before him.

He need have no theories as to what is the best

shot to play under the circumstances, for that is

a matter which rests entirely with the skip. He
will be asked for a stone played on a certain line

with a certain strength, and he must send it up if

he can.

But there is another consideration beyond those of

strength and direction. It is one of the most delightful

properties of a curling stone that it " goes with the

hai. "% "
; that is, turns to right or left as it runs.

Here again everything depends upon the ice. In

Scotland the curl of a stone is almost a negligible

quantity. It may be made to turn a few inches

under good circumstances or by means of the turn a

stone may often be kept straight against a " lead " in

the ice, which would otherwise have caused it to fall

away. But it is hardly a practical factor in the game.

Much depends on the ice, and much also depends upon

the cut of the stones, but generally speaking, the
" turn of the handle " is in Canada and Switzerland

a matter of quite vital importance. For under certain

conditions a stone may not only be made to turn at

will, but must turn whether one will or not. If it is

delivered with a straight handle it will take up a turn

as it runs, and before it reaches the hog will be slowly

swinging either to right or left. So it is essential for

the player to make up his mind which turn he will

play. It will readily be understood what an interest

and variety this additional factor lends to the game,
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and how many new shots are made possible by its use.

It is as if one need not approach the tee by the high

road, but may slip in by winding byways where from

the crampit no opening can be seen in the protecting

mass of guards.

The "in-turn" or "in-elbow" causes the stone to

swing to the right, and the "out-turn" to the

left, or in other words the in-turn is equivalent

to an off-break, and the out-turn to a leg-break.

The turn is put on to the stone entirely with the

wrist just at the moment of delivery. It is wrong,

in spite of its name, to attempt to put it on with the

elbow.

Even on the keenest ice it is possible to play a

perfectly straight shot, if it be played strongly enough,

and this is a point on which many of the foreign

curlers have still something to learn. They have

become so accustomed to the turn that it does not

seem to occur to them to play a straight " running
"

shot, and I have occasionally seen a stone lying open

on the tee, which the skip did not attempt to dislodge

because there were guards preventing approach from

either right or left.

The player, as soon as he has delivered his own
stones takes up his position about half-way down the

rink, with his broom in hand, and again awaits

instructions from his skip. Sweeping is a highly

important factor in the game, far more important

than the unschooled spectator ever understands.

However keen the ice may be, the side that sweeps

lustily and intelligently, beginning and stopping at

the right moment so as to keep a turning stone

straight, or allow a straight stone to turn, is in many
cases the side that wins. There is a type of Swiss

curler, who likes to gaze at the mountains with his

broom under his arm, and assures you that there is
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nothing on the ice to sweep away. Perhaps to his
poor limited vision it may appear so, but one is

tempted to point out to him that he will get a better
view of the mountains from the verandah of the
hotel.



V
THE SKIP

It is a part of the very essence of the game of curling

that the authority of the skip shall be supreme. On
him alone rests the entire responsibility of directing

the campaign, and except when he is delivering his

own stones, he controls the whole play of his side from

his stand in the house. In all the world of sport there

is surely no more honourable or responsible position

than that of a skip who captains a rink of three great

curlers. A poet is born and not made, but a long

study of curling has led me to the conclusion that a

skip must be both born and made. To attain a final

perfection it seems to me that he must be steeped in

curling. His first acquaintance with the game should

date from an early voyage of discovery upon his hands

and knees, when he comes upon a stone at either side

of the hearth ; and he should find a " besom " in the

eight-day clock when first his curiosity prompts him

to look inside it. He should be capable of playing

truant from school in frosty weather to watch the

parish matches, and he should not be long content

with watching. As soon as he has left the school he

should be a regular member of a rink, and after

"leading" for some ten years, and playing in other

positions for twenty-five or thirty, before he has lost

the full strength and mental vigour of his manhood,

and with the ripe experience and settled judgment of
36
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late middle age, the time has come for him to skip a

rink of his own, always provided that he has been

richly endowed with the necessary qualities at the

outset.

He must in the first place have a thorough knowledge

both of his men and their capabilities, and of the stones

they are playing. He must know by long experience

what shot the player of the moment is capable of doing,

and he must know by instinct the moment when that

player is capable of a shot beyond his ordinary powers.

He must judge the pace of the running stone (and no

two pairs of stones behave alike), and he must be

continually adjusting himself to the frequent changes

in the state of the ice. But the chief of his duties is

in the building of the end, and here he has ample

score for his best talents of observation and general-

ship. For one may curl for a lifetime and see no two

ends exactly the same.

First he will bring up his "lead" either with one

stone on each side of the tee, or, if they must keep

the centre, with one stone covering the other. In

neither case will he bring them too far, for to come to

the tee is merely to give a " rest " to your opponent,

who will stop on the face of your stone, playing it out,

and taking its place. As the end develops he brings

up his shots, and lays his guards, frustrating the

tactics of his opponent and forestalling him wherever

he can. He will never be content with one shot in a

winning position, but will have a second or third in

reserve, lest, his winner being played out, the other

side counts a " big head." Indeed he will be in no

great hurry to have a winner on the tee, until he sees

his position secure from attack. Often he will guard

a dangerous stone of his opponent's and sometimes he

will play it through, though it be not even in the

house, for his thoughts are by no means confined to
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the winning shot. He plays always for the strength

of the whole end, and the shots will follow, " as the

night the day." He must take the measure of his

opponents and know what chances he may give them
with impunity, and he must know well his own powers

as a player. In a desperate position he may leave for

his own last stones the delicate and risky shot that he
did not dare to give to Number 3.

Such are the purely technical qualities and attain-

ments of my ideal skip. But all that I have described

is merely the groundwork of his endowments, and will

carry him only so far as the science of curling goes.

And curling is far more than a science. The perfect

skip must not only be capable of absolute concentration

upon the game—all else should melt into oblivion for

the time being—but must display great qualities of

heart and head. He must be a leader of men, both

the brain and the driving power of his side. He must
preserve a perfect equanimity when the tide of battle

is against him, and he must keep his side in good
heart under impending defeat. For curling is "a
slippery game," and the most surprising turns of

fortune may at any moment save the day. He must

have perfect control over his temper, and a perfect

generosity in accepting a wild and wayward shot

;

ready, when it fails to do what he wanted, to make it

do something else. And he must maintain a perfect

courtesy in his dealings with the opposing skip. For

the two skips are brought during a match into a close

and interesting relation. They stand side by side in

the house, for hours on end, the one awaiting the

coming stone, the other ready to pounce upon it the

moment it reaches the tee and sweep it out, each of

them conning the situation, and putting forth all his

powers to outwit the other. And through it all they

must be careful not to impede each other's movements
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and to keep up towards one another a friendly and
even a sympathetic attitude.

And finally, my skip must not be a silent man, or a

man of few words. There is no doubt at all in my
mind that the nature of the skip's directions tell

greatly in curling. I would have him, in giving

directions and in generally addressing his men, genial,

eloquent, humorous and voluble. The flow of his dis-

course should increase with his waning fortunes, and

the whole rink should be inspired and kept together

by the pith and pertinence of his observations. One
such great skip I knew who was so lavish in his

expenditure of voice, that by the third day of play (in

spite of the friendly eucalyptus lozenge which was

never absent from his waistcoat pocket) it would fail

him altogether. After that he fell back on signs and

whispers. But his players suffered. I was always

glad when it so happened that I was drawn against

him during the silent period.



VI

THE SINGLE-HANDED GAME

The " Points," or single-handed game is a sort of by-

product of the game of curling. It is a test of cold,

scientific accuracy, in which there is no question of

generalship, no building of the end, no lusty sweeping,

no sudden freaks of fortune, and little of the joy of

battle. It comprises certain set shots—all the leading

shots in the game—and the winner is he who scores

the largest number of points. In each case two points

are given for a perfect shot, and one for a shot that is

partially successful.

Most clubs devote one day in the season to a single-

handed competition. Two rinks are used, and every

player plays a pair of stones up and down, thus having

four chances at each " point." A diagram is drawn on

the ice, showing the position of the objective stones.

The problems set are nine in number. The competitor

is first called upon to " strike," that is, play out a

stone which is lying on the tee. The next shot is

" inwicking," which consists in cannoning from one

stone to another. He has also to " draw " and to

" guard," which require no explanation. The fifth

point is "chap and lie," which curious expression

means striking a stone in such a manner that one's

own stone stops at the point of impact. This is

followed by " wick and curl in," which is a cannon oif

a side stone into the house. " Raising " is number
40
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seven. Here one has to strike a stone, belonging

to one's own side and lying in front of the house,

in such a way as to play it in. " Chipping the

winner " follows. The stones are so placed that the

one, lying on the tee—which represents an opponent

—

is partly guarded, and only half of it can be seen

from the crampit. The shot consists of passing the

guard and striking the winning stone. And finally

the player must " draw a port," that is to say, pass

between two stones lying close together, into the

house.

It is generally recognised that there is no " follow

through " in a curling-stone—that is to say, however

hard it may be played, if it strikes another stone

fairly in the centre it stops dead. I was myself so

certain of this fact that when playing last winter on

perfect ice at Grindelwald, I was completely amazed
and disconcerted by what I could only regard as a

phenomenon quite outside of the accepted order of

things. I think I would hardly have been more
shocked at the sight of water running up hill. For a

stone in the game that I was playing deliberately

followed through at least two feet, and furthermore

stopped on the tee. I tried a number of experimental

shots after the game was over, but I could never get

the same result. So I was forced to accept the matter

as yet another curling mystery, and belonging to that

undiscovered country which no curler in one brief life-

time can ever hope to explore. I think it is the

grandest quality of curling that there is always some-

thing new to learn, always something in reserve that

baffles analysis. In the dullest and most humdrum
game one is never beyond the scope of delightful

surprises. As long as one is dealing with such uncer-

tain factors as ice and curling-stones, and the mental

and physical powers of man, one cannot hope to gauge
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with any degree of finality the limit of a moment's

possibilities.

The highest attainable score in the points game is

seventy-two, and it must be admitted that the records

do not seem to approach it very closely. But it is one

of the peculiarities of this form of curling that it is

by no means so easy as it looks. Shots that one can

confidently count upon playing correctly in the course

of a game do not seem always to come off under these

less inspiring conditions. In drawing and guarding,

again, one has not the assistance of the brooms to fall

back upon. One is indeed allowed to sweep one's

own stone, but it requires a good deal of activity to

recover oneself after playing and catch up the running

stone before it reaches the hog. Finally, it is a different

thing to play at a single stone, lying alone in open

ice, from playing to the skip's broom in a crowded

house. I fancy that in the latter case the stones lying

on either side help to guide the eye.

However that may be, it is a fact that out of a

possible score of 72 a total of 25 is generally good

enough to win a medal, and in Scotland or Switzerland

anything above 30 ranks as very good indeed. No-
where is the supremacy of Canadian curling more

evident than in the points game. Scores of 50 and

over have been recorded there. But the present

holder of the world's record is a member of the United

States' Club of St. Paul's, with the splendid total

of 62.



VII

CURLING IN SCOTLAND

The enthusiasm of the Scottish curler is a long triumph

of hope over experience. Year after year clubs must

hold their meetings and transact their business, and a

vast machinery must be set in motion, collecting sub-

scriptions, arranging cups and bonspiels, making
" draws " and printing time-tables of special trains,

and in the great majority of cases all this widespread

activity comes to naught. An open winter is a national

calamity. The record of the last few years alone will

show on what poor shreds and patches the interest in

curling must subsist. There has not been a real, full-

blooded season since the early months of 1895, when
play went forward for ten weeks on end. There were

two or three weeks of play in '97 and '99, and a brief

spell of fine ice in February 1902. But I do not think

there has been a fortnight of consecutive curling

throughout the country for the last six years. The

Grand Match at Carsbreck was last played in 1903,

and the International Match between England and

Scotland has only been carried out three times since

its inauguration in 1895. During the past winter

about three days' play on very indiiferent ice was

probably the average in most districts.

Since ice has become so rare a commodity much has

been done in the last ten years in the direction of

forming artificial curling rinks, and great ingenuity is
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now displayed in the art of making a little frost go

a long way. There are many concrete rinks, which

can be flooded with an inch of water, and are usually

frozen solid after the second night of frost. In a

changeable season a large number of odd games may
be brought off in this way, when deep water is never

fit to play on. The latest pattern of artificial curling

rink is made of what is known as "Tarmac." It has

a perfectly level surface, and the water is simply

sprayed on, to the thickness of a penny, so that on any

frosty morning a sheet of ice may be obtained in a few

minutes. But there has recently been a movement
among Glasgow curlers towards freeing themselves

altogether from the uncertain favours of Nature, and

a glaciarum was opened at Crossmyloof in October

1907, where play has been going forward merrily on

manufactured ice. In all these various ways curlers

have been labouring to overcome climatic disabilities,

and by hook or by crook to keep the game alive. But
every one of them knows in his heart of hearts that

they are but makeshifts after all, a mere feeble echo

of the glories of a bonspiel on the ringing ice of a

frozen lake.

It may well be that the many disappointments, the

long list of broken hopes, the uncertainty of what the

morrow will bring forth, all go to make up the

enthusiasm and the zest with which the curler seizes

his opportunity when at last it does arrive. For the

climate of Scotland is like the little girl of the nursery

rhyme. When it is good, it is very, very good. And
when it is bad, it is horrid. And it is generally horrid.

But even at its worst, when the south-west wind is

rolling up great billows of rain, and all the world is

moist and grey, a change may come at any moment.
The curler wakes one morning to find sharper, cleaner

air, and a cloudless sky, with a light breeze from the
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north-west. The puddles on the road are already

speared over with shafts of ice and the fire is burning

frostily. The whole landscape is clear and glittering

in the sun, which sets red as the afternoon wears on,

and is followed by a glorious night of stars. Before he

goes to bed the curler has looked his handles over, and

spent an hour by the fireside splicing his broom.

Whether it come in November or in February, there

is no ice quite like the first ice. By the third day of

the frost, the entire parish has laid down its tools and

headed for the meeting-place, and one may hear a mile

off the deep roar of the stones, a sound which fires the

curler's heart, like the blast of a bugle. It is a sound

which belongs to Scotland alone, for a stone runs

silently on solid ice, and only gives tongue on deep

water. And so the loch, which a week ago lay

deserted among the hills, drearily lashed by wind and

rain, is now a royal battlefield, where a scene of

indescribable hilarity and good humour is going for-

ward to the yells of the victors and the groans of the

vanquished.

There are two things besides the climate which

militate against the game of curling in Scotland. In

the first place it labours beneath a multiplicity of

cups and trophies. There is not a word to be said

against cups in moderation, but they now entail so

heavy a programme, on such a limited supply of ice,

that the old parish " spiel," once the backbone of the

game, is falling more and more into abeyance. One
cannot but regret that these fine old feuds, some of

them dating back for generations, should be allowed

to die. The other matter which tends to limit

interest in the game is the prevalence of one-sided

matches. In both the great bonspiels the opposing

sides are quite unequally matched. Scotland is much

too strong for England, and has always won by a
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large majority, while in the Grand Match, the South

of Scotland has won every encounter for nearly thirty

years. There is, it must be added, always the addi-

tional interest besides the actual result, which attaches

to the rink that wins the cup.

But the Scot's main complaint is simply the want

of ice. Given another winter like that of 1894-1895,

curling will proclaim with no uncertain voice what a

tremendous power it still is in the land.



VIII

CURLING IN SWITZERLAND

There is a wide difference between the scene that I

have just described and that which is enacted every-

day throughout the winter season at Davos or St.

Moritz. Here the game of curling is lifted out of

all vicissitudes of climate, and unaffected by sudden

changes in the ice. It is simplified, and made
beautiful. Instead of the rough black ice of the

Scotch loch, the " board " is like a slab of polished

marble, wherein one can see the stone reflected, as if

it floated on still water. The rings are marked

beneath the surface in coloured chalk, and a body of

men, under expert guidance, are at work, morning

and evening, polishing, shaving, spraying and flooding

the ice. There is a boy with a wooden spoon and a

pail of water, who potters about filling up little cracks

and rubbing down excrescences. The rink is set in

the heart of a glittering picture, with giant peaks in

the distance, and vast snowfields, sprinkled over with

chalets in the foreground ; and the whole is flooded

with sunshine from a cloudless sky. The game itself

is a delicate, dainty, silent performance, with an

absence of effort and an ease and grace in all its

movements that has earned for it the name—invented

no doubt by some contemptuous Scot—of " drawing-

room curling." Here Scotland's " roaring game " has

become a game of whispers. The stones glide up the
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rink as silently as a billiard ball, and the players on

their rubber soles move without a sound.

St. Moritz, Grindelwald, and Davos are the three

leading Alpine clubs. St. Moritz is the highest curling

club, above sea-level, in the world, being situated at

an altitude of over six thousand feet. The ice in that

intense frost is extremely hard and brittle, and often

" borrows " so much that a stone to reach the tee must

be played at a broom placed right outside the house

to allow for the " handle." St. Moritz generally leads

the way in all winter sports, and curling is no excep-

tion to the rule. It has held the Jackson Cup—the

Swiss championship trophy—ever since it was pre-

sented. Grindelwald is also a great curling centre,

with a club membership of over a hundred. In both

of these clubs, and also at Davos, there are a large

number of lady players, who have no difficulty at all

on the keen Swiss ice in holding their own, though

the game is rather beyond their strength in Scotland.

An annual international bonspiel has been held in

Switzerland for the last four winters. It was in-

augurated at Kandersteg in 1905 with very happy

results. An invading force of over a hundred Scotch-

men assembled to do battle for the cup, and the

Swiss clubs of the Bernese Oberland were quite unable

to withstand their onslaught. Villars, Adelboden.

Kandersteg, and Grindelwald went down before them,

and for the first two years the cup went home to Scot-

land. The following year it was won by a Yorkshire-

man. In 1908 the meeting was held at Celerina, and

the St. Moritz curlers were triumphant. On their own
ice—Celerina is close to St. Moritz—they may well

prove to be invincible. But whether they play under

the colours of St. Moritz, of Davos, or of Toronto

the vast majority of curlers all the world over are

Scotchmen, Jhe game never seems to have really
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taken root, without a Scot, and generally a Dumfries-

shire Scot, at the back of it. There are many of the

younger clubs in Switzerland which seem to me to be

suffering from the lack of that Scot. In the newer
Alpine resorts, hotel managers very wisely consider a

curling rink, and a set of stones a necessary part of

their equipment, and the rink is made and the stones

set out in symmetrical array at the side of it. But
if there be no real curler in the great inrush of winter

visitors, to set the ball a-rolling, the matter goes no

further. The more playful of the guests after a while

will turn their attention with bland inquiry to these

strange implements, and in the absence of information

will set themselves to invent weird and childlike

games with them. I have often thought that if a

Scottish labourer were to come up the lane he might
drop a silent tear when he saw to what base uses

great opportunities may be put.

D



IX

CURLING IN CANADA

Curling in Canada is the ultimate development, the

edition de luxe, the last word. Scotland's country-

game has come to town, and learned a hundred urban

arts and graces. It has lost its rural simplicity, and

flourishes as an elaborate product of an ingenious

civilisation. Here, in vast covered rinks lighted by
electricity and surrounded by a plate-glass gallery,

wherein the spectators can have a fine view of the

play without having to face the rigours of the frost,

the real wizards of the game are gathered together.

There are a dozen such covered rinks in Toronto

alone. Curling may almost be said to have been

transformed into an indoor game, and is chiefly

played in the evening after the work of the day

is over. It is greatly elaborated in all its details.

The ice is treated with much care and ingenuity.

The air is admitted by a row of small holes round the

rink, just above the ice, and as soon as a sound and

level surface is obtained, the process known as "peb-

bling " is begun. The Canadian is not satisfied with

the slight, occasional roughness of the natural ice,

and must have a surface that will give an even grip

to the stone on any part of the rink. Pebbling is an

extremely curious and effective process. It consists

of sprinkling the ice with a small jet of boiling water,

which is thrown back and forward diagonally, so as to
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make a diamond pattern. This process is repeated

frequently during the season, so that all signs of wear

and tear are done away.

Another point in which the Canadians have

elaborated the game is in the matter of sweeping.

It is a quite amazing thing to see the brooms descend

upon a running stone like a tornado and with

tremendous expenditure of skill and muscle speed it

upon its way. For on Canadian ice there is a new
significance in sweeping. It is not only a question of

the pace of a stone, but also of the curve that it is

taking. This curve may be perceptibly altered, with

the result that the stone slips round a guard or finds

its way up a port, through the agency of tne brooms.

The Canadians make a curious claim with regard to

sweeping, which Scotch curlers are not always ready

to admit, namely that their hurricane methods create

a vacuum in front of the stone, and so draw it on.

Any one who has seen the effect 01 a strong wind upon

keen ice will be inclined to acknowledge the possibility

of this.

In the year 1902 a team of Scotch curlers visited

Canada, and played a long series of matches against

the native clubs. For many of them it was a great

voyage of discovery, but they found themselves,

generally speaking, quite outplayed. The Cauadian

curler is a product of tne Canadian climate, and cannot

be produced north of the Tweed.

The great Bonspiel at Winnipeg is the contest of the

giants. Picked cnampions from all over Canada, some

of whom have travelled 1500 miles to attend, assemble

in their hundreds. The meeting assumes the propor-

tions of a iestival, and the city is taxed to the utmost

to accommodate the guests. Curling reports, with

glaring headlines, fill the newspapers, curling sermons

are preached in the churches, and day and night,
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without a breathing-space, the struggle is maintained

for twelve or fourteen days.

I cannot perhaps do better than quote the last

words—as reported—of a dying Scotch curler : "Let

me be buried in Winnipeg."



X
MEMORIES OF THE ICE

In the storehouse of one's curling memories there are

many strange and vivid scenes. It is a brilliant day

at Grindelwald, late in February. The sun -tempera-

ture upon the rink is 92 degrees, and yet the ice is

perfectly keen and true, and has no more than a slight

" coom," as we say in Scotland, on its surface. I

stroll about the rink coatless and in a panama hat,

and as the sun swings low in the west must deliver my
stone along a dazzling track of golden light to the spot

where the skip is standing like a figure on a shining

pedestal.

It is five o'clock on a March morning in Scotland.

A sudden snap of frost has tempted me to snatch yet

another game before the season closes, but I know that

if I wait till the sun is up the ice will waste away in a

few hours. As it is, there are 22° of frost when the

game begins in the twilight, and I come in to breakfast

with the satisfaction of eighteen ends behind me
played on a perfect board, and with the appetite of a

boa-constrictor.

Or, again, it is the evening of Christmas day, and I

have been watching the artificial rink since early morn-

ing, and found the ice making very slowly. But at

this festive season we are in no mood to be baffled by

want of daylight, and when the frost sets in keen in

the afternoon, torches and bicycle lamps are requisi-
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tioned, and the rings marked out. The game begins

about 9 p.m. and goes on far into the night. It is a

strange romantic scene, and the state of things

generally is perhaps not conductive to the best

curling, for in addition to the fitful light and the

black shadows cast across the ice, a heavy fall of

snow begins about the fifth end, and it is lying to the

depth of several inches before the proceedings

terminate. And yet it is a great and memorable

victory, won, as a curling match should always be, by

the last stone.

Or it is a bonspiel on a Dumfriesshire loch, where

eight local clubs are met in the throes of conflict. A
whole sheep, slaughtered for the occasion, has gone

into the making of the Hot Pot, with which the

players pause to regale themselves at half-time.

There are thirty-two rinks competing, covering some

two or three acres of ice. A litter of carts, baskets

and overcoats, spreads along the bank. This is the

outstanding day of the winter season, the climax

of the local curler's achievements. But while the Hot
Pot is still being handed round, a horrid searching

wind comes sweeping down the valley from the

north-east, and in an hour or two the cold, clammy
hand of the thaw has snuffed out these rare delights,

for the umpire has declared the ice unsafe. It must

not be supposed that a mere deterioration in the ice

would have caused a suspension of hostilities, so long

as it was strong enough to bear the weight of men and

stones. I have played many grand games in heavy

rain, when the stone ran through half an inch of water

forming as it went a wave like that made by the bow
of a vessel. Sometimes by the last end the ice is

swaying, bending, and cracking to right and left, and

a cunning sweeper may turn the course of a stone by
throwing his weight to this or that side of it. Where
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the stones are gathered together in the house there is

a visible dip in the surface, and the skip dare not take

his place among them, but stands afar oft', directing

gingerly. Almost before the last stone has come to

rest there is a mad stampede for the bank, every man
saving his stones as best he may, and glad to be well

out of it without a ducking.

But one has many more technical, and not less

precious memories, of great ends that one has played,

great shots that one has seen—of moments of super-

human prowess, and of those rare days that come to

every good curler, when a sense of power descends

upon him, and for once he knows that he can do what

he is told. I knew one, who kept a small rink drawn

to scale in his study, and by placing coins upon it to

represent the stones, would play over again in the

evening the game that had occupied him during the

day. He would reconstruct for my benefit almost

every end in order, and I would often leave him with

his diagram before him lost in thought, pondering

upon the eternal question of what might have been if

only- .

Of the outstanding shots that one remembers, it is

not, I think, the heroic running shot, that comes up

like a lyddite shell, and changes the whole complexion

of the house, by assault and battery, that one prizes

most. It is rather the canny, insinuating draw, that

has crept sweetly up a long and narrow port, skirting

a dozen dangers on its way, and spoiled the chances

of the enemy by sidling finally to the tee.

Curling is surely something more than a recreation.

It is a Cause, a Brotherhood. I have no space to tell

of the mysteries of the Curling Court, and its ceremony

of " initiation," or of the traditional grip of the hand
exchanged by the Inner Circle wherever they may
meet. But something I must say of the curling
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phraseology. The game is restricted to no mere

technical terms, or professional slang. It has a vocabu-

lary, one might almost say a language, of its own, a

vocabulary infinitely rich in happy phrases, replete

with humour, and often touched with poetry. For

there is no limit to the flights of fancy, or bursts of

eloquence, with which a skip, now commanding, now
advising, now gently pleading, will address his player

on the crampit. In his sterner mood he will point to

a winning stone that lies behind a bank of guards.

" Make a road to that," he will command. But in

the next moment he may be melted to tenderness.

" Davie," he will cry, with a tear in his voice, " for

the love o' the game, gie me a guaird." Again he will

try to wheedle a shot out of the player by coaxing

him with soft words. " Just cuddle in to grannie's

wing," or " Creep up and lie on the bosom of the

winner." When he asks for a " Shaughlin' guaird," it

is probable that he could not himself explain what he

means by the expression, but the player will feel,

though he could not tell, what is wanted. "Come
snooflin' up the port, and crack an egg on that yin,"

is also a much simpler direction than it appears to

be. At times it is a sudden shock of disappointment

that gives him voice. When there is a lead in the

ice which falls away to the side, and a vital stone

despatched with some high mission slips down into

this fatal course, he will straighten himself suddenly,

with despair writ large upon his countenance. " Eh,

man," he will cry, " ye're doon cuddy lane !

"

But the heart of curling is in the note of generosity

which pervades it, and in the tradition that all men
are equal on the ice. Here, as in no other game,

meet men of all ages, all social positions, and

every walk of life. The one absorbing passion is

supreme. In every parish curling keeps an open
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door. The note of generosity is nowhere more in

evidence than in the general desire to make the best

of things, and the general unwillingness to blame,

which is also a tradition. The skip will acclaim your

good shot with a yell of triumph, but he will not

admit that there is anything wrong with your bad

one. He is ready to blame the ice, the stone, the

wind, the sun or anything but the hand that played

the shot. You have come roaring up the rink and

shattered his well-built end, scattering his guards or

chipping out his winner. But he will look at you

more in sorrow than in anger, and bravely tell once

more the well-worn lie. " There's no hairm done,

Davie, my man," he will say. " We're a' the better

o' that."
'
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SKATING

I

INTRODUCTORY

The elements of skating are not difficult provided that

one sets out with the determination to overcome them
in the right way and is not unduly discouraged by
initial failures.

As to the joys of the art, have they not been sung,

written of, and appreciated by generations of enthu-

siasts of those nations to which Nature has been suffi-

ciently bountiful in providing the necessary medium ?

Skating is not singular in that it is more easily learned

at an age when one has not far to fall and not much
dignity to lose ; that it can be acquired in later life

and enjoyed in old age is constantly demonstrated by
its followers.

Like the universal game of golf, figure skating

demands no exceptional strength, correct form, united

with a moderate amount of energy, is all that is neces-

sary. Doubtless most exercises have their charm, they

are more or less graceful, more or less easy, more or

less expensive, and thus they present varying attract-

ions to different minds, but in no other are combined

the elements of skating.

It is the one exercise which imparts the sense of

flying to its votaries, diving from a height comes the
61
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nearest to it, but the sensation is here so transient that

almost ere it is appreciated it is lost, in both grace is

essential.

Skating is absolutely the only sport in which com-

petitors are marked both for the doing of a thing and

for the way it is done, it is the only one in which

grace is a factor to which such a special recognition is

awarded.

If the ancient Greeks had known of skating they

would have included it in the athletic Pentathlon at

the games of Olympia, and bequeathed to us a worthy

companion work to the Discobolus. What would

Phidias or Praxiteles have made of the "Spiral"?

Would they not have shod Mercury with skates,

instead of with wings, and made him the patron of

skaters rather than of persons of a less desirable

eclecticism ? Unfortunately it devolved principally

upon the Dutch painters to delineate an art the

utilitarian aspect of which was the only one they

appreciated.

How much depends on the first steps in skating,

how delightful a task to teach them to the young idea,

particularly if it is of the opposite sex.

As to the first steps, many infallible instructions

have been given, and we remember finding in an early

treatise the advice that a bag of lead shot should be

placed in a pocket on the side to which one desired to

lean, a suggestion which opens up interesting possi-

bilities in dynamics.

Our advice to novices is to work out their own salva-

tion as far as possible ; those who become accustomed

to the support of others rarely learn to skate with

confidence and freedom alone. In these days, when
professional tuition is available, too much dependence

is placed on the instructor, and originality is sacrificed.

This is not of much moment as regards the somewhat
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mechanical school figures, but pupils insist on being

taught free skating, of which nothing beyond the mere
dry bones can ever be indicated ; these must be

clothed and animated with the individuality of the

skater himself.

Now that Switzerland affords ever-increasing facili-

ties for winter-sport holidays many of our boys and

girls get plenty of practice at an early age ; it was not

so some years ago, and I remember the rare and

auspicious occasion, when a " cold snap " visited the

West Country and introduced me, as a small boy, to

ice in bulk.

What a treasure was that old pair of Fen runners,

relics of a past generation, obtuse and red with rust

—

they were fastened on somehow and I was soon dis-

porting myself upon the nearest pond.

Few of our Cornish folk had heard of skating, none of

them had ever seen a pair of skates, and my divaga-

tions were shortly interrupted by a vernacular outcry :

" Com y' ere'r telle, there be a little tacker a skitterin'

in pattens."

It must not be supposed that figure skating is the

only form of ice sport which is to be commended

;

racing and touring have also their pleasures, and ice

yachting and skate sailing are glorious diversions.

On the wide inlets of the Baltic which cross the Archi-

pelago outside Stockholm, and on the lakes environing

the capital which freeze in November and December,

splendid skating tours, ice yachting, and skate sailing

may be enjoyed.

If, as often happens, no snow falls early and the

winter is what is known as "bare," the opportunity

: for ice sport is unrivalled.

The manoeuvres of a fleet of ice yachts and skate

i sailors is a very pretty sight ; the large yachts tearing

i along at a tremendous pace, and the smaller craft
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tacking in and out among them are reminiscent of a

racing day on the Solent. Owing to the very slight

friction of the runners on smooth ice, as compared

with the resistance of water against the side of a ship,

an ice yacht is capable of developing great speed—in

favourable circumstances a mile a minute.

Mr. Louis Rubenstein of Montreal, President of the

Skating Union of America, an authority on everything

connected with ice-sports, has kindly sent us the

following particulars

:

" It is hard to get time on distances, but I know
that a mile a minute is often done, and twenty miles,

or more, according to condition of ice and space, is

frequently covered at that pace," and adds a character-

istic account of an interview with Mr. Lawrence

Solman, the doyen of ice yachting in Toronto Bay.
" The fastest time ever made on Toronto Bay, to

my knowledge" answered Mr. Solman, "was John

Hanlon's feat of sailing twenty miles over a measured

course in twenty-one and a half minutes." "I can't

give you the date," continued Mr. Solman, " but I can

describe it so that old timers can place it. It was on

the first Saturday in the March of the year in the

'eighties somewhere that Professor Wiggins predicted

the big storm. That fact is fixed in my memory,

because the big storm itself occurred a day or two

later, and I was caught in it in an ice-boat with John

Hanlon and another enthusiast. We had a fearful

spill, and it was then that John Hanlon received the

injuries that ultimately caused his death."

" The fastest single mile I know of," said Mr.

Solman in conclusion, " was probably one made from

the foot of York Street to Hanlon's Point, the distance

is one and one-eighth miles, and the ice-boat started,

traversed the distance and rounded up, all in the space

of one and one-half minutes."
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A few inches of snow will not materially affect

the progress of an ice yacht as broader runners are

used.

The rig of the American and Canadian boats of the

Hudson and St. Lawrence rivers differs slightly from

the Swedish, as indicated in the photographs, but the

plan, or frame, is practically the same in all cases.

For skate sailing the outfit is exactly as depicted

;

flat and rather long skates, of the Canadian ice hockey

pattern, are the best for this purpose, the boots should

be stout and strong, and the clothing warm.
Touring on skates is but little practised, the oppor-

tunities of late years have been infrequent in England,

while Holland and Friesland have had but little more

ice than ourselves.

The best venue for touring in England is the Fen
country lying between Cambridge and the Wash, the

meadows are usually flooded and freeze quickly,

providing miles of fine safe skating. Cambridge,

Cowbitt, Littleport, and Wisbech are convenient

centres from which to start an excursion, and a pre-

paid telegram to the stationmaster at any of those

places will provide reliable information as to the state

of the ice.

The Basingstoke Canal occasionally affords a good
run, for which Addlestone should be made the starting-

point. The " silver-winding way " of Father Thames
himself is but rarely available for skating, but we
recall a memorable excursion in 1887 from Oxford to

Beading. The ice was perfect, and the brief bright

sun made glorious the rime-clad twigs and branches of

the naked trees, and illuminated each crystal on the

withered wrecks of summer foliage.

By the villages and towns merry crowds were

disporting themselves, and at Wallingford we chanced

upon a picture reminiscent of old times, for there a

E
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big crowd were watching the roasting of a whole sheep

over a fire built on the ice.

Those who meditate a tour in Holland or Friesland

should consult Messrs. Cook and Sons, the tourist

agents, who will afford all information as to routes,

weather conditions, etc. A start can be made within

a few minutes of landing at the Hook, and a trip

taken via Delft to Leyden, or from Amsterdam to

Gouda and Rotterdam. Remember that for distance

skating ordinary skates are quite useless, the Dutch

or Fen pattern, fastened only by straps and with a

metal rim to prevent the heel slipping, should be

used.



II

THE HISTORY AND LITERATURE OF SKATING

Skating, regarded either as a pastime or from a

utilitarian point of view, is an exercise of the most

respectable antiquity.

We neither know by whom it was invented, nor

when it was introduced into England.

Von Klopstock, the German poet, and enthusiast in

all matters appertaining to skating, in his poem " Der
Eislauf," 1764, sings

:

Vergraben ist in ewige Nacht

Der Erfinder grosser Name zu oft,

Was ihr Geist griibelnd entdeckt, nutzen wir

;

Aber belohnt Ehre sie auch ?

Though the inventor's name be lost to us we may
still acclaim his discovery and rejoice in the enjoyment
of its fruits.

The early writers were wont, with one accord, to

describe the Scandinavian god Uller as " distinguished

by his beauty, his arrows and his skates," founding

the statement on the authority of an Icelandic Edda
of the eleventh or twelfth century (known as the

Edda Snorri Sturlusonar, or younger Edda) in which
is also related how Thialfe boasted of his prowess in

running upon ski (mistranslated " skates ") and of his

offer to contend in that exercise with all comers.

The story further sets forth that Utgard-Lok
67
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nominated an unknown entitled Hugo, who was in

reality an embodiment of spirit or thought, to race

with Thialfe ; in this contest, which may be regarded

as the earliest recorded sporting match, Utgard-Lok's.

novice was an easy winner, and defeated his antagonist

over three distances.

In considering this relation we can but conclude

that Utgard-Lok was backing a certainty, which, as a

demon of the infernal regions was, perhaps, to be

expected of him.

Unfortunately for the historical antiquity of our

sport the etymology of the early translators of this

Edda was faulty, they having confused the Scandi-

navian word "skis" ( = ski) with skeft ( = a race)

and further obscured the matter by taking the former

word to indicate a skate.

As to the advent of the skate, in its earliest form as

a bone implement, we can say no more than that it

came to us at an uncertain date, most probably through

Holland, from the north of Europe.

The date of the introduction of skates with iron

blades is alike unknown, but a woodcut depicting the

accident to St. Lydwina shows that they were in use

previous to 1498.

The followers of skating may claim for their sport a

unique distinction in the heritage of a patron saint,

and as her history is not so well known as it deserves

to be, it may appropriately be related here.

The life of Lydwina is known to us from several

sources, chiefly by the accounts of her contemporaries

Jan Gerlac, sacristan of the Augustine Monastery of

Windesheim and a constant visitor at her home, and

Thomas a Kempis, who collected many details of her

life in Schiedam. Johannes Brugman's "Vita Lyd-

wine," published in 1498 at Schiedam, also gives much
information as to our patron, and is remarkable as



St. Lydwina receives from the axgel a Branxh from
Paradise.

From an engraving by IVierx, circa 1600.
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containing the earliest wood engraving of skating

known. The above mentioned biography was trans-

lated into French by Michel d'Esne, Bishop of Tournay,

in 1608, and by P. Thiersaut, in Paris, in 1637 ; several

modern versions are also known.

Lydwina was born on March 18, 1380, in Schiedam.

Her parents, Peter and Petronilla, though poor, were
of an ancient and honourable family ; her father fol-

lowed the responsible, if not exalted, vocation of a night

watchman.

Though as a child Lydwina was weak and ailing she

grew to be a handsome and graceful girl, and was dis-

tinguished in her native town in respect of her beauty

and amiability.

A few days before the feast of Candlemas, when
Lydwina was nearly fifteen years of age, some girl

friends visited her, and, the river Schie being frozen

over and most of the townsfolk disporting themselves

thereon, invited her to join them in a skating party.

Lydwina pleaded that she might be allowed to

remain quietly at home as she was not feeling well ;

the girls, however, rallied her on a want of energy,

and, depicting the delights of a day on the ice,

eventually induced her to consent.

The little party fastened on their skates, intending

to commence the holiday trip by way of the canal, on

which was situated the home of Lydwina's family.

Barely was this accomplished when, in the hurry of

starting, one of the girls pushed against Lydwina,

causing her to fall with such violence on a rough

piece of ice that a rib on her right side was severely

fractured.

Sadly did her companions carry poor Lydwina home,

and lay her on the bed which she was never more
to quit.

Confined to her bed, Lydwina became a prey to
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direful diseases which she bore with admirable forti-

tude and resignation. Visions and wonders marked

the remaining years of her devout and pious life, and

after her death, in 1433, several miracles are recorded

as having taken place in connection with her.

In 1616 Lydwina was beatified, in 1890 she was

sanctified. The curious may still find some relics of

her preserved in the Carmelite Monastery at Brussels.

We have to deplore the ignorance of skaters, par-

ticularly those of our country, as to the foregoing

relation of the afflictions and glory of our patron,

and, further, of their neglect of any observance in her

honour.

How apt would be an invocation of Lydwina by a

skater about to attempt for the first time a back out-

side bracket, and how appropriate an offering at her

shrine in the event of some important achievement in

either branch of our art.

As to the literature which treats of skating, few are

aware of its voluminous and comprehensive character.

The good monk and astute chronicler Fitz-Stephen

described, as early as 1174, how our ancestors did

disport themselves on the Finsbury marshes, and sets

forth how :
" Sunt alii super glaciem ludere doctiores

singuli pedibus suis aptantes et sub talaribus suis

alligantes ossa tibias scilicet animalium, et palos ferro

acuto superposito tenentes in manibus, quos cum
aliquando glacies allidunt tanta rapiditate feruntur,

quanta avis volans vel pilium balistee "
; or, as trans-

lated into the quaint language of Stow in his " Survey

of London, 1599": "Some tye bones to their feete,

and under their heeles, and shouing themselves by a

little picked staffe, do slide as swiftly as a bird flyeth

in the air, or an arrow out of a crossbow."

From the foregoing one immediately perceives that

the chronicler of those times was somewhat disposed
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to exaggeration, even as his successors of a later

period, and we may safely discount the statement as

to the extreme velocity of citizens of that period.

On the bone implements described by Fitz-Stephen,

skating, as we know it, was impossible, and progress

was made by punting and pushing with the " little

picked staife " above mentioned.

Many such implements (skates and the little bone

picks with which the staves were wont to be shod)

have been discovered in London, the district of Moor-

fields being the most prolific in such finds * ; at

Haarlem and elsewhere in Holland they have also

been found in considerable numbers.

Those who are interested in the evolution of the

skate will find some excellent examples of these early

types, fashioned from the metacarpal bones of the

horse and ox, both in the British Museum and the

Guildhall Museum.

Olaus Magnus—how the old chronicler's name in-

evitably suggests a cloistered seclusion, black-letter,

and dust—tells us in his " Historia de Gentibus Sep-

tentrionalibus," as translated in 1658, of some hyper-

borean types, as follows

:

" Two sorts of men are found in these places, that run Races for

Wagers most swiftly. . . . The first is the "Wild or Laplander,

because upon crooked Stilts, or long stakes fastened to the soles of

his feet, he transports himself upon the Snow in Dales and

Mountains, in a dangerous way, by a winding and arbitrary motion.

But the latter kind runs swiftly onely upon the slippery Ice, and

always continues running upon The even Ice, having a plain

polished iron, or plain Deers or Sheeps bones : namely, the shank-

bones tnat are naturally slippery, by reason of their imbred fatness

and are a foot in length, fastened to the bottom of their feet."

Here we have a delightful account of early ski

* Some were found during the writing of this article, January

1908, in excavations on the site of Christ's Hospital, Newgate

Street.
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runners and skaters, their severalty being distinctly-

indicated.

Among writers of the middle period who have carried

forward the history of skating, the wonder-loving

Pepys, always agog after any novelty, must be men-

tioned; under the date of December 1, 1662, he tells

how he went " over the Parke where I first in my life,

it being a great frosfc, did see people sliding with their

skeates, which is a very pretty art." On the 15th of

the month he adds, "To the Duke (of York) and

followed him into the Parke, where though the ice was

broken and dangerous, yet he would go slide upon his

scates, which I did not like, but he slides very well."

Evelyn also, under the same date, mentions " Having

seen the strange and wonderful dexterity of the sliders

on the new canal in St. James's Park, performed before

their Maties ( = Majesties), by divers gentlemen and

others with scheets after the manner of Hollanders."

We have now arrived at an era in which the skate

with an iron blade, the first appearance of which is so

uncertain, is no longer a novelty. In 1683, a year

made memorable by one of the longest and most severe

frosts on record,* mention is made in many old ballads

of the feats of the Dutch on the frozen Thames.

The Botterdam Dutchman with fleet-cutting scates

To pleasure the crowd, shows his tricks and his feats.

Another upon skeats does swiftly pass,

Cutting the ice like diamonds upon glass.

* Extract from the Parochial Register of Ubley, near Wrington,

Somerset. "In the year 1683 was a mighty great frost, the like

was not seene in England for many ages, it came upon a very deep

snow, which fell immediately after Christmas, and it continued until

Lady-day . . . the sharpness of the cold tooke off the most parte of

them that was aged and of them that was under infirmities."

Evelyn mentions this frost in his " Diary," under date January 24,

1684.
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The Dutch that in great.'

Large shoals used to meet

And clapt their crook'd scates on their foot,

Now no more dare appear

To make folken stare

While on the smooth surface they float.

The last indicates the break up of the frost, which

took place on February 4, 1864.

The " Memoirs of Count D'Avaux," translated from

the French in 1754, set forth how the Count found it

" a very extraordinary thing to see the Princess of

Orange, with very short petticoats, and those tucked

up to her waist, and with iron pattins on her feet,

learning to slide, sometimes on one foot, sometimes on

the other."

The remarkable memoirs from which the above

excerpt is taken were written when the author was

French Envoy at the Hague, and the skating incident

referred to would have occurred circa 1687-8. The

Princess of Orange became Queen Mary, wife of

William III.

Lamartine, in his "Confidences," published in 1849,

has the following appreciation of skating :

" Se sentir emporte avec la rapidite de la fleche, et avec les

gracieuses ondulations de l'oiseau dans l'air, sur une surface plane,

brillante, sonore et perfide ; s'imprimer a soi-meme, par un simple

balancement du corps, et, pour ainsi dire, par le seul gouvernail de la

volonte, toutes les courbes, toutes les inflexions- de la barque sur la

mer, ou de l'aigle planant dans le bleu du ciel, c'etait, pour moi, une

telle ivresse des sens, et un si voluptueux etourdissement de la

pensee, que je ne puis y songer sans emotion. Les chevaux memes,

que j'ai tant aimes, ne donnent pas au cavalier ce delire melancolique

que les grands lacs geles donnent aux patineurs."

Thus Lamartine ; we may with safety conclude that

his admiration was not merely Platonic and that he

practised the art of which he wrote so sympathetic

an appreciation.
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Of the British poets who have commended our art

we may name Addison, Dibdin, Wordsworth, and

James Smith (joint author, with his brother Horace, of

"Rejected Addresses"); even Dr. Johnson essayed a

description of skating, an exercise in which, however,

it is probable he never adventured his ponderous

person.*

Of text-books on skating there are an immense

number, the earliest known being that of Robert

Jones, sometime a Lieutenant of Artillery, who wrote

a " Treatise on Skating," published in London 1772.

Jones's book describes the elements FI, FO, BO,
and the FO 3, &c, it ran through several editions, and

was frequently pirated.

" Le Vrai Patineur " of J. Garcin, Paris, 1813, is the

next considerable contribution to the literature of the

art ; in this, with the elements, several fancy steps

are described, and free skating may be said to be

introduced.

Thomas Clay's " Instructions on the " Art of

Skating " (Leeds, 1828), dedicated to Colonel Nicholson

of Liverpool, " the most elegant skater in England

"

and the "Skaters Manuel," anonymous, London, 1831,

carry us to the inception of the so-called English

School by " Cyclos " (George Anderson, President of

the Glasgow Skating Club) in the " Art of Skating,"

Glasgow, 1852, which was translated into German
and Swedish, and to the collaboration of Messrs.

Vandervell and Witham in their excellent " System

of Figure Skating," 1869.

The modern period is now attained and the

International style has its apologists in Diamantidi,

Holletscheck, and Helfrich in Germany, Vail in

* The chief contributions of the Dutch, English, French, German,

and Italian poets have been gathered in a small illustrated anthology,

entitled " The Poetry of Skating," Watts & Co., London, 1905.
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France, Yglesias and the writer, in England, Salchow

in Sweden, and Dr. Browne in America, the English

style being ably represented by Messrs. Monior

William and Wood.
The foregoing brief account of the history and

literature of skating is necessarily imperfect, owing to

the limitations of this article ; we have only lightly

touched on the most important of those points which

serve to illustrate their genesis and development.

Note to the Illustration, " L'Hyver."—An engraving of this

picture, by De Larmessin, was in the possession of Mrs. Thrale at

Brighton in 1872 inscribed with the lines

:

" Sur un mince cristal L'hiver conduit leur pas,

Le precipice est sous la glace

;

Telle est de nos plaisirs la legere surface
;

Glissez, mortal, n'appuyez pas "

;

of which Dr. Johnson, at Mrs. Thrale's request, made the following

translation

:

" O'er crackling ice and gulfs profound

With nimble glide the skaiters play

;

O'er treacherous pleasure's flow'ry ground

Thus lightly skim and haste away."
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Ill

OF INTERNATIONAL SKATING, AND THE PRACTICE
OP THE SCHOOL FIGURES

As skating in the International style has been only

comparatively recently reintroduced into England a

brief account of its revival may be of interest. The

term reintroduced is used advisedly, because there

can be no doubt that its fundamental principles were

perfectly well known and practised until 1850, when
there sprang into existence the mid-Victorian innova-

tion known as the " English " school of skating.

There is not a single text-book, previous to 1850,

which inculcates the doctrine of the absolutely straight

leg, the approximation of the heels, and the immobility

of the arms (with elbows turned in), characteristic of

the English school. There is not a picture of skating

by Moreland, Hamilton, Ibbetson, or any illustration

in the works of Jones, Garcin, Walker, Harewood, &c,

which introduces a stiff figure ; even a tailor's fashion

plate dated 1842 in the possession of the writer (and

fashion plates, as we know, do not err on the side of

animation) represents members of the London Skating

Club, both ladies and gentlemen, in a variety of

attitudes which, though somewhat flamboyant, are no

doubt indicative of the practice in vogue at the

time.

Until the writer prevailed upon the National

Skating Association to apply to the International

77
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Skating Union for permission to hold, for the first

time in England, the championship of the world in

figure skating, only a few of our countrymen who had
visited Sweden, Austria, Germany, Russia, or other

skating countries in the winter, had any appreciation

of the capabilities of the best foreign exponents of the

art.

The Championship of 1898 was the first ever held in

England, indeed, it was the first individual competi-

tion of which we have any record in this country,

owing to the long continued opposition of the National

Skating Association and the leading skating clubs to

the introduction of such events.

During the last few years, however, a decided

change has come over the followers of skating sport,

the N.S.A. has discarded its former scruples and insti-

tuted a championship of Great Britain, and the Figure

Skating Club, which numbers among its members all

the best skaters, holds annual competitions in single

and pair-skating.

The above digression will serve to briefly account

for the second advent of the international style in

England.

The Championship of 1898 was held in London at

the now defunct National Skating Palace ; the King,

and other members of the Royal Family, were present,

and every part of the building from which a view of

the arena could be obtained was occupied by an appre-

ciative crowd.

The skating of Herren Grenander, Stockholm,

Fuchs, Munich, and Htigel, Vienna, introduced the

spectators to what was, to most of them, a new art

:

it was, in effect, not skating at all, in the sense in

which it hitherto had been understood.

The three competitors, though demonstrating that

the broad principles of international skating are alike
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and consistent, yet indicated clearly the influence of the

several schools to which they belong.

The skating of the Swede was energetic, dashing,

full of force and swing, that of the Bavarian large,

easy, accurate, and with a suggestion of latent power,

while the Austrian excelled in light, graceful, rapid

movements, combined with perfect rhythm and time-

keeping.

Here it will be convenient to set forth what Inter-

national skating form really is.

We have been told by Mr. Horace Hutchinson in

respect of golf, that there are no less than fifty (is it

fifty ? " I have forgot the number, and think no man
should rashly quote," as Byron remarked of the Ten
Commandments) specific items to be recalled when
addressing the ball.

The foregoing is a remarkable enumeration, and
every golfer may be justly proud of a game which

presents so many ordinances. That the skater can

also claim some such consideration for his sport is

shown by the following condensed rules of form.

The rules are extracted, aud freely translated, from

the " Wettlauf-Ordnung " of the International Skating

Union.

KULES OF INTEKNATIONAL STYLE

In the International Style of Figure Skating—of which the

fundamental principle is the ordered use of all the members of the

body in a manner weil adapted for achieving the end immediately in

view—the following points as regards form are essential : a carriage

easy and graceful, yet upright and alert ; movements swinging and

supple, yet purposed and controlled. On the contrary, a stiff,

angular, or affected bearing and cramped, spasmodic, exaggerated, or

aimless actions are to be avoided.

While the individuality of the skater has ample scope within

these broad principles, yet there are certain conventions, deduced

from the practice of the best examples, which must be respected.

They are as follows

:
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(1) The Head should be carried erect, with the gaze directed

upon the ice seldom or never during free skating,

and in compulsory figures no more than is absolutely

necessary.

(2) The Arms, whether active (assisting the movement) or

passive (poised during prolonged strokes), should have

play from the shoulders, the elbows being slightly bent,

and the hands having the palms turned downwards or

inwards.

(3) The Body should be held or moved upright upon its base,

not bent forward nor sideways from the hips, with

shoulders thrown back and chest expanded.

(4) The Tracing Leg should always be somewhat bent at the

knee, so as to give command of action for raising or lower-

ing the body.

(5) The Free Leg, whether passive or active, should be poised

and swung entirely from the hip, in the socket of which it

must be turned outwards and backwards as much as

possible ; and should always be somewhat separated from

the tracing leg, the knee being kept slightly bent, and the

toe pointed downwards and outwards, avoiding at the

same time an inward bending of the foot at the ankle

joint.

Also that which is called " swing " (which may be defined as the

expression in bodily movement of the figure skated) is to be taken

into account.

All strokes must be taken from the edge and not from the point

of the skate.
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COMPULSORY FIGURES

Abbreviations

R—right.

L—left.

f—forwards.

Figure. No.

b—backwards,

o—outside.

i—inside.

T—Three.

LP—Loop.
B—Bracket.

Description.

EIGHT.
Rfo—Lfo
Rfi—Lfi
Rbo—Lbo

Rbi—Lbi

CHANGE
Rfoi—Lfio

Lfoi—Rfio

Rboi—Lbio

Lboi—Rboo

THREE
RfoTbi—LfoTbi
RfoTbi—LbiTfo
LfoTbi—RbiTfo
RfiTbo—LboTfi
LfiTbo—RboTfi

RK—Rocker.

C—Counter.

Value

DOUBLE-THREE
RfoTbiTfo—LfoTbiTfo .

RfiTboTfi—LfiTboTfi

RboTfiTbo—LboTfiTbo .

RbiTfoTbi—LbiTboTbi .

LOOP
RfoLPfo—LfoLPfo .

RfiLPfi—LfiLPfi .

RboLPbo—LboLPbo
RbiLPbi—LbiLPbi .

BRACKET
RfoBbi—LbiBfo
LfoBbi—RbiBfo
RfiBbo—LboBfi
LfiBbo—RboBfi
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Figure. No.

SKATING

Description.

ROCKER
RfoRKbo—LboRKfo
LfoRKbo—RboRKfo
RfiRKbi—LbiRKfi .

LfiRKbi—RbiRKfi .

COUNTER
RfoCbo—LboCfo
LfoCbo—RboCfo
RfiCbi—LbiCfi

LfiCbi—RbiCfi

Value.

ONE-FOOT EIGHT
Rfoi—Lfio 2

Lfoi—Rfio 2

Rboi—Lbio . ' . . . . 3

Lboi—Rboi ...... 3

CHANGE—THREE
RfoiTbo—LboiTfo .

LfoiTbo—RboiTfo .

RfioTbi—LbioTfi

LfioTbi—RbioTfi .

CHANGE—DOUBLE—THREE
RfoiTboTfi—LfioTbiTfo .

LfoiTboTfi—RfioTbiTfo .

RboiTfoTbi—LbioTfiTbo .

LboiTfoTbi—RbioTfiTbo .

CHANGE—LOOP
RfoiLPfi—LfioLPfo

LfoiLPfi—RfioLPfo

RboiLPbi—LbioLPbo
LboiLPbi—RbioLPbo
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Figure Description. Value.

CHANGE—BRACKET
RfoiBbo—LboiBfo .... 3

LboiBbo—RboiBfo . . . .3
RfioBbi—LbioBfi .... 3

LfioBbi—RbioBfi .... 3

THREE—CHANGE—THREE
RfoTbioTfi—LfiTboiTfo ... 3

LfoTbioTfi—RfiTboiTfo ... 3

RboTfioTbi—LbiTfoiTbo ... 3

LboTfioTbi—RbiTfoiTbo ... 3

DOUBLE—THREE—CHANGE—DOUBLE-
THREE

RfoTbiTfoiTboTfi—LfiTboTfioTbiTfo 3

LfoTbiTfoiTboTfi—RfiTboTfioTbiTfo 3

RboTfiTboiTfoTbi—LbiTfoTbioTfiTbo 4

LboTfiTboiTfoTbi—RbiTfoTbioTfiTbo 4

LOOP—CHANGE—LOOP
RfoLPfoiLPfi—LfiLPfioLPfo . . 4

LfoLPfoiLPfi—RfiLPfioLPfo . .4
RboLPboiLPbi—LbiLPbioLPbo . 5

LboLPboiLPbi—RbiLPbioLPbo . 5

BRACKET—CHANGE—BRACKET.
40 a RfoBbioBfi—LfiBboiBfo ... 4

b LfoBbioBfi—RfiBboiBfo ... 4

41 a RboBfioBbi—LbiBfoiBbo ... 4

b LboBfioBbi—RbiBfoiBbo ... 4

The foregoing directions, it will be conceded, are

sufficiently exacting for the novice ; supplemented by
photographs of skaters in the positions appropriate to

the several'movements, they should suffice to provide a

sound foundation of good form for those who may not

be able to obtain the advice and assistance of friends

more advanced than themselves.

It is now proposed to take the skater who is, we
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presume, at the stage of being able to move freely on

his skates without assistance, through the elements to

the most advanced of the figures included in the

schedule of the International Skating Union, from

which all figures set for international championships

and competitions are chosen, illustrating each with

some brief and simple directions deduced from the

practice of the best exponents.

In competitions the following figures are iuvariably

begun from rest, that is, by a single stroke with the

other foot, and are repeated three times on each foot

without pause, those marked (a) and (b) are to be con-

sidered as one figure.

The figures are described in each case as commencing

on the right foot and finishing on the left ;
precisely

similar principles apply, however, when the figures are

commenced on the left foot.

It cannot be too often insisted on that the greatest

care and attention must be devoted to the elementary

figures Nos. 1 to 9 ; without a thorough knowledge

and fearless mastery of these progress is impossible.

The positions appropriate to the principal movements
are shown in the annexed photographs.

Eight : Number 1.

As a preliminary the learner stands on the left skate

and, balancing lightly but firmly on the inside edge
strikes with a bold swing of the tracing foot in the

direction of the first curve ; as he approaches the

centre, the left shoulder, which should hitherto have
been kept well back, is brought slowly forward, and
the left leg swung easily to the front in order to

assume the position for the second half of the figure.

It may be said here that a correct and steady

stance is as important to the skater when commencing



The BC Edge. The BI Edge.
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a figure as it is to a golfer when addressing the

ball.

In school figures, the take-off is from the inside edge

of that which is to become the free foot, the knee is to

be bent, the body inclined slightly in the direction of

progress, and the stroke taken quickly, strongly and

smoothly, the impulse being in the nature of a thrust

rather than of a step or stride.

Eight : Number 2.

In this figure the shoulder contrary to the tracing

foot is advanced, and the position shown in the

photograph is maintained until rather more than half

the circle is completed, the other shoulder is then

rotated, and the free leg brought forward, in order

that it may become the tracing leg for the second

circle of the eight.

Great care must be taken to ensure that the move-

ment of the free leg shall always be distinguished by

an easy swing ; true and firm edges are impossible if

a jerky or spasmodic action of the free leg is

permitted.

Eight : Number 3.

The back outside edge is one which requires a con-

siderable amount of confidence owing to the sense of

insecurity which it induces, the learner feels that he

is, as it were, falling away from himself.

This movement must be persistently practised until

it is possible to boldly strike off full on the edge and

lean the whole of the body, legs and skate, in the

required direction.

The learner usually bends over only from the waist,

an awkward and ungraceful position in skating, and

one which will never permit him to get on the edge.
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It will be seen in the photograph of the position for

this figure, that the whole of the skater, from the foot

upwards, is inclined from the spectator.

The free foot is held in front until at least half the

circle is completed, it is then swung to the back

ready to take the next stroke, the body is held side-

ways, and the leading shoulder kept well back.

Eight : Number 4.

The BI 8 is begun with the free foot in front where

it is held until half the circle is described, it is then

swung behind, vide photograph.

During the second half of each circle, the head

should be kept perfectly straight, the centre being

lost sight of. The stroke from BI to BI is taken with

the heel of the tracing foot turned out in order that

the first portion of the curve may be sideways to the

skater, not behind him.

Preliminary to the BI stroke the free foot is held

in front of the tracing foot.

Change op edge : Number 5 a and b.

We have now arrived at figures which are skated

(a) and (b). These are described as commenced on the

right foot ; the same principles, however, apply in each

case to the figure when commenced on the left foot.

The position for the first curve of this figure is the

same as that for the FO edge, when a half circle is

nearly completed the free foot is swung in front of,

and slightly across, the tracing leg, and immediately

back again to the first position for the FI edge, at

the same moment the right shoulder is brought back,

and the left advanced.

The second half of the figure is commenced in the
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position of FI, when the half-circle is nearly com-

pleted the free foot is brought in front of, and well

across, the tracing leg, and it is then swung back to

the first position for FO, at the same time the left

shoulder is brought back, and the right advanced.

Change op Edge : Number 6 a and b.

This figure is commenced in the position of BO, at

the change the free foot is swung behind the tracing

foot and immediately forward again, the knee of the

tracing leg strongly bent ; the curve is completed,

and the succeeding stroke taken, as in the BI 8.

The first curve of the second half of the figure is

skated with the free foot in front, it is then swung

behind and the body strongly rotated, as depicted

in the photograph (in which the skater is on the right

foot), to effect the change from this position the free

foot is swung in front of the tracing foot, and the right

shoulder thrown back in the position of BO, half

way round the curve the free foot is swung behind

ready to commence the next figure.

Three : Number 7.

The first half of the circle is skated in the FO
position ; as the skater nears the turning-point the left

shoulder is brought well round, and the body rotated,

the turn is to be made with an easy swing, immedi-

ately after the left shoulder is thrown back, and the

head turned in the direction of progress.

Three : Number 8 a and b.

Up to and including the forward turn this figure is

skated as No. 7, after the turn the directions for the
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second position of BI apply, the head must not be

turned in the direction of progress. The stroke

from BI to BI having been taken the free foot is

held in front, and the left shoulder and head turned

slightly in the direction of progress. When approach-

ing, and while making, the BI three, the skater

should be conscious of travelling well back on his

skate. This turn cannot be swung like No. 7, it must

be made with a quick flick of the tracing foot, it is

assisted by a rapid inward rotation of the free leg.

It is to be understood that rotation of the leg must

be effected always from the hip, not from the knee.

Three : Number 9 a and b.

The FI edge is begun with the right shoulder

leading; as the turn is approached the shoulder is

brought further round, the foot is held behind the

tracing foot both before and after the turn.

The turn is to be swung like No. 7, the left

shoulder is immediately thrown back, and the head

slightly turned in the direction of progress.

The second half of the eight is skated in the position

of BO the turn is being assisted by an outwards

rotation, from the hip, of the free leg, the turn is

made with a quick movement, not swung.

After the turn the free foot is in front, where it is

held until the completion of the FI curve.

Double-Three: Numbers 10, 11, 12, 13.

The above are simply combinations of the threes

already described, and are similarly skated.

The learner will find that he has, in these figures,

to overcome a tendency to turn the second three too

soon.





The BO Loop. The FO Bracket before the turn,

The FO Bracket after the turn. The BO Bracket before the turn.
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The designation of this group is somewhat mislead-

ing ; it has reference only to the number of turns

skated in each section of an eight, it does not indicate

that two complete threes are skated, this would

necessitate the addition of another turn.

Loop : Number 14.

The loop has been described by a well-known skater,

whose words we cannot do better than reproduce, as

a " turn on a curve without change of front, which is,

as a school figure, skated halfway through the curve.

So that the free foot before the loop always points

toward the beginning of the curve, and after the loop

toward the end of it."

All loops are skated rather slowly and with a con-

siderable bending of the tracing leg when commencing

the figure
;
just previous to coming out of the loop the

skater straightens up, and swings the free leg forward,

in forward loops, back, in back loops.

A good loop is about fourteen inches long and

shaped as in the diagrams.

Number 14 is commenced with the right shoulder

leading, when nearing the loop it is further rotated in

the direction of progress until the curve is sufficiently

decreased.

It is most important to observe that the free foot is

behind until the loop is nearly completed, it is then

swung in front of, but not across, the free foot, and

held steadily there until the curve is finished.

Loop: Number 15.

This figure is commenced with the left shoulder

slightly leading, the right shoulder is almost imme-

diately brought to the front and rotated with the

body in the direction of progress.
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The free foot, which describes a loop in the air

while the tracing foot is describing one on the ice, is

swung forward as the skater is coming out of the

loop.

The difficulty of this figure consists chiefly in

recovering the balance after swinging out of the loop ;

if the free leg is swung powerfully to the front and

held fairly high, and a little across the tracing leg as

a counterpoise, the tendency to fall inward will be

overcome.

Loop : Number 16.

The curve before the BO loop is commenced with

the left shoulder leading, and the free foot well in

front, when going into the loop the position is as shown
in the photograph.

When coming out of the loop the free foot is swung
back, the left shoulder still leading.

Loop : Number 17.

Number 17 is commenced with the usual stroke

from BI to BI, the free foot held in front, the body
is then strongly rotated with the right shoulder lead-

ing, as shown in the photograph (skater shown on left

foot).

As the curve is decreased the tracing foot describes

a loop on the ice, and the free foot describes one in

the air, the free foot then swings back, and the posi-

tion indicated for the second curve of BI is assumed.

Bracket : Number 18 a and b.

A bracket is a combination of two curves skated on

different edges in the same general direction. The
turn is made with a rapid movement of the tracing

foot, which is flicked round.





The BO Bracket after the turn. The FO Rocker before the tuj

The FO Rocker after the turn. The FI Rocker before the turn.
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The above figure is commenced with the right

shoulder leading and the body held as much as

possible sideways to the direction of progress. The

turn is effected by rotation of the body, with but

little assistance from the free foot, which at the turn

is thrown over the curve in the position shown in the

photograph. The skater after the turn is in the first

position of BI, and the take-off for the second half of

the figure is made as in the BI eight.

When commencing the second half of the figure the

free foot is immediately swung back, the body is held

sideways to the direction of progress, and the turn is

made by swinging the free foot in front of, and at

once behind, the tracing foot, the right shoulder

leading, and the body slightly bent forwards.

Bracket; Number 19 a and b.

For this turn the body must be sideways to the

direction of progress, with the left shoulder leading

and the free foot in front, the bracket is made by

rotating the shoulders against the hips, the skater

after the turn is in the second position of BO.
The second half of the figure is commenced with the

right foot behind, when preparing for the turn it is

brought forward in the position shown in the photo-

graph (in which, however, the skater is depicted on

the right foot). The turn is made by rotating the

shoulders against the hips, the position after it is in-

dicated in the second photograph.

Rocker : Number 20 a and b.

The FO rocker is undoubtedly one of the hardest

movements to skate accurately ; the chief difficulty of

this figure will be found not in the turn itself, but in

holding the succeeding edge of BO on a true curve.
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The first curve is commenced with the free leg

behind ; it is quickly brought forward iD the position

shown in the first photograph of this figure ; the skater

is at this point very hard on the edge.

Just before the turn the free foot is momentarily
lifted and then dropped in the position shown in the

second photograph, the tracing foot is slipped in and
out of the cusp of the rocker as rapidly as possible,

and the left shoulder and arm forced back.

The correct position of the body must be assumed
immediately after the turn, otherwise the skater will

be unable to control the ensuing edge.

The curve before the BO rocker is commenced with

the free foot in front; it is then swung behind, and
the same position is assumed as after the FO rocker.

At the turn the free foot is swung quickly forward

and back, and the figure is finished with the free foot

behind and the right shoulder leading.

Rocker : Number 21 a and b.

The figure is commenced in the first position for the

FI 8 ; the free foot is then brought in front of and in

a line with the tracing foot ; at the same moment the

right shoulder is brought well forward, and the body
strongly rotated as shown in the photograph (skater

shown on left foot).

At the turn the free foot is swung back and imme-

diately forward again, and the right shoulder held in

the direction of progress ; on the last part of the

curve the skater is in the second position of 8 BI.

The commencement of the first curve of the second

half of the figure is in the position of BI, the free foot

is then brought behind and across the traciug foot,

and the body strongly rotated with the left shoulder

leading.





The FI Rocker after the turn The BI Rocker after the turn.

The Spread-eagle. The Sitting Pirouette.
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After the turn the free foot is swung out into the

position shown in the photograph (skater shown on

the right foot).

Counter : 22 a and b.

The figure is commenced in the first position of

FO ; when nearing the turn the free foot is swung
forward. At the turn the free foot is swung back
and immediately forward again, the body is rotated,

and the left shoulder brought in the direction of pro-

gress ; the curve is finished in the second position

of BO.
The second half of the figure is commenced in the

first position of the BO, the free foot is then brought

back.

At the turn the free foot is brought forward and
immediately back again, the body is rotated with the

left shoulder leading.

Counter : 23 a and b.

The figure is commenced in the first position of FI,

the free foot is then brought in front of and in a line

with the tracing foot ; at the some moment the right

shoulder is brought well forward, and the body is

strongly rotated.

At the turn the free foot is swung back and imme-
diately forward, and the right shoulder is pressed back

in the direction of progress. On the last part of the

curve the skater is in the second position of BI.

The first curve of the second half of the figure is

skated in the first position of BI ; the free foot is

then swung back.

At the turn the free foot is swung forward and

immediately back again ; the body is strongly rotated

with the right shoulder leading.
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One-Foot-Eight : Numbers 24 a and b, and

25 a and b.

The principle of skating these figures is the same as

that applied to the Changes, Numbers 5 a and b, and

6 a and 6.

The skater describes a whole circle before the

change, and is rather harder on the edge all through

the figures.

The Change-Three, Change- Double-Three, Change-

Loop, Change-Bracket, Three-Change-Three, Double-

Three-Change-Double-Three, Loop-Change-Loop, and

Bracket-Change -Bracket are continuations of the

several changes and turns already fully described,

each movement being skated as previously indicated.

It is perhaps unnecessary to state that very few

skaters will be able to follow us in practice to the end

of the foregoing schedule ; indeed, there are not many
in any country capable of reproducing on the ice all the

diagrams of the forty-one school figures.

The pons asinorum will usually be encountered in

the backward changes ; this passed, the next serious

obstacles will be Loops. If these are happily mastered,

together with the Brackets, Rockers, and Counters,

the skater may regard as hopeful his, or her, chance of

ultimately overcoming the difiiculties of the Loop-

Change-Loop and Bracket-Change-Bracket.



IV

OF FREE SKATING, SPECIAL FIGURES, COMPETITIONS
AND TRAINING, Etc.

Free skating is the amalgamation of the elements

described in the preceding chapter, together with such

dance steps, Pirouettes, Jumping, Spread Eagles, etc.,

as may be included in the repertoire of the performer.

For the purpose of a competition or exhibition, the

tendency is now, and properly so, we think, to discard

special figures of extreme difficulty (usually skated on

one foot) and to aim at the presentment of a graceful

and harmonious performance which may be easily

adapted to a musical accompaniment.

It is obvious that grace of movement is of the first

consideration in free skating ; affectation should of

course be avoided, but, on the other hand, it is

necessary that the positions assumed during the

various movements should be devised and determined

in practice, though this must not be apparent in

the representation. Free skating, as an item of a

competition, or as an exhibition, must be studied as an

actor studies his part, with appropriate gesture, and
must be varied, both as to time and motif; the figures

should be as attractive as possible, the skater must
avoid inserting any of those contained in the com-

pulsory list, and aim at introducing novel combinations

and tours deforce.

It is most important that the skater should learn
95
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to run properly, and this is a point very often

neglected.

The run is of use to get up speed for large figures or

to link up several movements. When pace is obtained

by a series of long pushing strokes a slow and unwieldy

Toe Pirouette

RIF

EIF

LIF

LOB

BFI

FIG. 1.—Irteide Spread-eagle Vine

(Grenander).

RIF

LIF.

Toe Pirouette

Fig. 2.—Back Eight Pirouette

(Salchow).

effect is produced, and if the 'run is taken on the

points it is jerky and ineffectual.

When an impetus is required, or where figures have

to be linked, the deliberate push must be avoided, and

a run of six to ten quick pattering steps taken on the

flat of the blade with the toes slightly turned out.

The shoulders and arms must be permitted to assist

the movement, otherwise the run will be an ungainly

waddle from the hips.

A good effect is produced by varying the steps, and
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according to them different time values, thus—one,

two, three, four, &c, or, one, two, three, four, &c.

Above all the run should be as bright, animated,

RBO

LFO

RFI

LBI

RBO

LFI

PvFO

RBO
LBO

LBI

Fig. 3.—March Step (Mrs. Syers).

and noiseless as possible. When perfected the result

is extremely pretty and effective, but considerable

practice is necessary to enable the skater to execute

these steps, which we believe were invented by the

Vienna skaters, with BOCKER C0UNTER

suitable elan.

The skeleton composi-

tion of a typical free

skating programme, to

be filled in with any pet

figures from the skater's

repertoire, may be thus

indicated.

The entrance is made with a run of eight steps

followed by a fast and large Spiral of FO or FI ; this

can be varied by a plain jump which replaces the

skater on a continuation of the same edge on the same
foot, or by a Counter or Rocker jump from FO to BO,
orFItoBI.

LFO LFO

Fig. 4.—Rocker and Counter with

Spiral (Salchow).

?
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A high jump is more effective than a long one, the

skater must be careful to maintain a good position, the

JUMP WITH A ROTATION
OF f£

Fig. 5.—Jump with Loop Pirouette Fig. 6.—Counter and Three

(Fuchs). " (Dr. Winzer).

legs not being tucked up, the return to the ice to be

as light and quiet as possible.

The entrance figure is designed to bring the skater

3HA

I

LFO RFO

LBO

Fig. 7.—Mohawk and Loops (Holletscheck).

from the boundary of the rink to its centre. On
arriving there Fig. 1 may be skated, followed by
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RFO

RBI

TWO FOOT
PIROUETTE

LBI

LBO

Fig. 2 ; next a march step, Fig. 3 ; this should have

plenty of swing and rhythm ; Fig. 4 should be skated

B and L, then the Spread Eagle, Fig. 5 and Figs. 6,

7, 8, 8, the whole conclud-

ing with the Sitting Pirou-

ette, Fig. 9, in which the

skater while still rapidly

revolving gradually rises

and finishes with a toe

spin.

The above suggestions

are merely intended to

indicate to the learner

the composition of a free

skating programme : the

skater's repertoire should

consist mainly of his own
compositions. Though
much may be learned by
watching first-class per-

formers the mere pla-

giarism of their methods

and figures should be care-

fully avoided.

Special Figures

RBI

RFO

RFO

Fig. 8.—Rocker and Counter Com-
bination with Loop and Two-foot

Pirouette (Mrs. Syers).

Special Figures are usu-

ally skated in symmetrical

cross form ; they are composed of Loops, Beaks, Cross

Cuts, &c, united by edges and changes.

Diagrams of a few well-known examples are given

(Fig. 10).

Many of these figures are of extreme difficulty, and

incessant practice is necessary for their acquisition and

retention.

The uncertainty of reproducing in competitions
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figures which a slight inequality in the ice or a gust

of wind may mar, has led to their being generally

omitted from free skating, and to the institution of

separate competitions confined to them.

The Mohawks and Chocktaws

The Mohawks are skated from FO to BO, from FI

to BI, and from BO to FO, and BI to FI. In the

BFO

Fig. 9.—The Sitting Pirouette.

forward Mohawks the first half of the figure is skated

with the shoulder corresponding to the tracing foot

leading, the free foot is then crossed behind (Fig. 11).

In skating the back Mohawks the body is rotated

strongly, the shoulder corresponding to the tracing

foot leading ; the free foot is then crossed in front of

the tracing foot (Fig. 12).

The Chocktaws, Figs. 13, 14, 15, 16, are skated

from FO to BI, from FI to BO, from BI to FO, and

from BO to FI.

The directions for skating the Mohawks apply to

the Chocktaws, the only difference being the variation

of the edges.

The Cross Cuts

The Cross Cuts, Figs. 17, 18, 19, 20, form very

pretty designs, and are important components of the
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various special figures; they can be skated on all

edges.

The Plain Cross Cut is the easiest, the Swedish
Cross Cut the most difficult.

Fig. 10.—Special Figures.

These figures should on no account be attempted

until the skater has mastered the Loops ; if the knack

of skating Cross Cuts is acquired first the learning of

Loops becomes extremely difficult,
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The Beaks

The Beaks, Figs. 21, 22, are allied to the Bocker
and Counter turns, and can be skated on all edges.

In these figures, which should be skated slowly, the

LBO

RFO
Fig. 11.—Forward Mohawk.

RBO LPO

Fig. 12.—Back Mohawk.

LBI .

EFO
Fig. 13. -Forward Outside Chocktaw.

skater pulls himself up at the apex of the Beak, and
balancing momentarily on the edge, with his body

across the direction of progress, pulls the tracing foot

back.

The above direction applies to forward Beaks, the

movements of the tracing foot are reversed when the

figures are skated backwards, the body is held across

the direction of progress.

Competitions and Training, &o.

Since the reintroduction of the attractive inter-

national style competitions and exhibitions of skating
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have been frequently held in London, notably the

World's Championships of 1898 and 1902, the annual
Championship of Great Britain, the competitions of

the Figure Skating Club, and the splendid exhibition

of single, pair and combined skating organised in

LBO

Forward Inside Chocktaw.

RBI
I*

LFO

Fig. 15.—Back Inside Chocktaw,

LFI

EBO
Fig. 16.—Back Outside Chocktaw.

March 1908 by Mr. Ernest Law of the Figure Skating

Club, and held at Prince's Club in aid of the Dumb
Friends' League ; the latter represented probably the

finest display of skating talent ever gathered together.

The inclusion of Figure Skating in the Programme
of the Olympic Games, which are to be celebrated in

London during the summer and autumn of 1908, will

be a sufficient inducement to attract a number of the

finest skaters of both sexes from Europe and America.

It is satisfactory to record that one may look forward

with confidence to the winning of one of the events by
an English competitor, more particularly having regard
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to the fact that less than ten years ago we had not a

single representative competent to take part in this, one

of the most enjoyable branches of International sport.

Skating in a competition is extremely nervous work,

even for an expert, and the deplorable consciousness

that one is environed by spectators and closely watched

by attentivejudges, whose duty it is to be discriminative

Fig. 17.—Plain
Cross Cut.

Fig. 18.—Reverse

Cross Cut.

Fig. 19.—Diamond
Cross Cut.

Fig. 20.—Swedish
Cross Cut.

Fig. 21.—Rocker

Beak.

Fig. 22.—Counter
Beak.

of the slightest lapse on the part of an unhappy com-

petitor, is a trying ordeal.

To perform satisfactorily in a competition the skater

must be trained ; this is a point too often lost sight of,

and we have seen skaters of both sexes and of the first

class, who, through neglect of the most ordinary rules

which apply to the preparation for athletic contests,

have quite failed to skate up to their proper form,

and have suffered defeat in consequence.

To skate through a long series of difficult compulsory

figures and a free programme of five minutes' dura-

tion is a severe test of endurance, and should not be

undertaken without a thorough preparation.
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The training necessary for skaters, though not so

arduous as that for some other forms of sport, must

still be carefully attended to ; the intending competitor

must be in good general condition, he must carry no

superfluous flesh, his legs must be strong and flexible,

and his whole body supple.

In order to get the muscles and joints into condition,

light gymnastic exercises without appliances should be

taken regularly twice a day for a month before skating

commences. The time devoted to actual practice should

not exceed two hours a day, one in the morning and

one in the afternoon, all the compulsory figures

required should be systematically worked at on each

occasion, and the free skating programme gone through

once, or twice if possible, in the presence of a com-

petent critic.

As regards diet, no particular restrictions are im-

posed ; indeed, many skaters are endowed with some-

what abnormal appetites, the result of regular and

constant exercise in dry, cold air. A considerable

amount of food is probably necessary, as skating

reduces weight rapidly, but speaking from experience

we find that abstention from all flesh food, save fish,

has a most beneficial effect in every way.

Smoking and drinking in moderation are admissible ;

some red wine or light beer may be taken at meals,

early hours and plenty of sleep are most important

factors in training.

When practising remember that the mere mechanical

repetition of a figure a certain number of times will

never lead to success, it is to the exiguous exercise of

the mind that so much inferior skating must be attri-

buted; no considerable progress can be attained unless

intelligence and reflection direct the skater's efforts,

the why and the wherefore must be thought out.

As to skates and skating boots, a few words of
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advice (the result of many experiments) may not be

amiss. The pattern used by all the champions and

most of the best-known skaters is of the round-

toed type. These are better in every way than a

pointed skate, their advantages being that they are

less dangerous, a kick from a round toe is rarely very

painful, that they facilitate the skating of many
figures, notably the back loops, toe spins, and pirouettes,

Fig. 23.—The Round-toed Skate.

and, finally, that they make the movements appear

softer and easier, and render impossible the pecking

and scratching of which wearers of pointed skates are

often guilty.

We have found that the most satisfactory skates of

this type are to be obtained from Deane and Co., 104

Knightsbridge, London, who have made a special study

of their relative proportions.

The specifications recommended are as follows :

radius a true curve of five feet, width of blade a bare

quarter of an inch, tapering slightly at the heel and

toe, acute angles, height at heel plate one inch and

seven-eighths, at toe plate one inch and three-quarters.

Remember that the lower the skate is the better,

provided it clears the ice well when the skater is at

his greatest inclination. Never entrust skates when
they are to be sharpened to any but a first class work-

man ; it is well to have a brass template made of the

radius you approve in order that they may be gauged
after grinding.
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Skates should be highly polished, or silver plated,

never nickel plated.

Skating boots ought not to be thick or clumsy,

they must fit closely, allowing for the wearing of fairly

thick and soft socks, and be laced two or three holes

lower than usual, they should reach to the swell of the

calf, and the heels should be an inch high, provided

that the skate measurements above indicated are

adhered to.

The choice of a suitable costume is somewhat dim-

cult ; English plates from 1850 to 1898 show us skaters

in silk hats and frock coats, which recall the remark-

able pictures which were the wonder of our childhood

and still delight us, where sportsmen are depicted with

gigantic beaver hats (quizzically known as " castors "),

stiff duck trousers, and tight braces, playing cricket,

rowing in " wager boats " and " funnys," or otherwise

engaged in athletic pursuits.

The frock coat and top hat must be dismissed

;

knickerbockers and stockings, particularly if the former

are baggy, are deplorably ugly ; trousers are not much
better, and the combination of riding breeches and
puttees, beloved of the novice, is not to be thought of.

We have found that the most appropriate costumes

for out-of-door skating, and by far the most comfort-

able, are either the Swedish or the Austrian ; the

latter, without the fur trimming, is the most suitable

for ordinary occasions ; the high leather gaiters being

made to lace over the boots.

Heavy and thick clothing should be avoided, warm,
light, and windproof materials should be worn for out-

of-door skating.

In conclusion we may remark that the skater who
masters the principal movements described and figured

in these pages, may esteem himself a first-class per-

former. Those unable to travel so far may console
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themselves with the reflection " Non omnibus adire

Corinthum ;" they will at least have acquired sufficient

proficiency to enjoy and benefit from " an exercise

superior to everything that can be classed under the

head of motion, than which there is nothing in

gymnastics that displays equal elegance or excites

such divine pleasure in the mind of-the performer." #

* C. G. Salzmann : Gymnastics for Youth (translation) London,

1800.



VI

SKATING FOR LADIES
By MADGE SYERS

During the last few years, owing to the introduction

of artificial ice rinks and the opening of many Alpine

winter resorts, skating has become the favourite winter

amusement of numbers of our countrywomen.

Until recently it was quite the exception to find a

lady who could skate even passably well ; nowadays,

with the advantages of five months' practice at Prince's

Skating Club, and possibly a winter holiday in Switzer-

land, where the methods of most of the finest skaters

in Europe may be studied, many Englishwomen have

become remarkably proficient, equal, indeed, to any but

the very best of the other sex.

Skating is an exercise particularly appropriate for

women ; it requires not so much strength as grace,

combined with a fine balance, and the ability to move
the feet rapidly. In these qualifications a woman has

often the advantage, particularly in our country, as

Englishmen are usually inclined to be rather slow and

heavy skaters.

Both the Championship of the World and the

Championship of Europe are open to both sexes, the

sole instances in which women are permitted to contend

in sport on an equality with men ; moreover, com-

petitions confined to our sex have, during the last

few years, been held at most of the principal foreign

117
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meetings, and in 1905 the International Skating

Union decided to institute a Ladies' International

Championship.

The first competition for the Ladies' Championship

was held at Davos Platz in January 1906. There

were five entries for the event, Fraulein Herz, Cottage

Eislauf-Verein, Vienna; Fraulein Kronberger, Eislauf-

Verein, Budapest; Fraulein Rendschmidt, Berliner

Schlittschuh Club ; and Mrs. G. Smith and the writer,

who represented the Figure Skating Club, London.

Both in the compulsory and free sections the skating

was remarkably good ; the figures set for the former,

though not quite the most difficult of those on the

official list, were such as would test the ability of first-

class skaters.

In the compulsory figures the English representatives

were decidedly better than their opponents, their

figures being larger and more accurately skated ; in

the free section, however, the foreign skaters were

much more at home, and in the result, were able to

take the second and third prizes.

In 1907 the event was held in Vienna, the same

ladies competing, with the exception of Mrs. Smith,

whose place was taken by Miss Lycett of the Figure

Skating Club, the result being the same as at Davos

in the preceding winter. The Championship of 1907

will long be remembered by those who took part in it

owing to the suffering entailed on them by the intense

cold which, accentuated by a bitter wind, was almost

unbearable. Several times the benumbed skaters were

forced to retire and restore the circulation to their

hands and feet, and many of the competitors and judges

were subsequently hors de combat as the result of this

trying experience.

Free skating is rather an ordeal to most of us and

our positions are apt, at times, to be both angular and
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stiff. Plenty of room is necessary in learning this

branch of the art, but so popular has Prince's (the

only artificial ice rink in England) become that skaters

are many and space limited.

The most simple element of free skating is

the Spiral. This figure, seemingly so natural to

foreign skaters, is seldom gracefully executed by
English people, and the short quick run by which

impetus is gained is rarely performed gracefully.

We are not, as a nation, dancers, and are con-

sequently slow to learn the soft, light, and rhythmic

swing so important and attractive in this branch of

the art.

The question as to which are the most attractive

items for a free programme is a somewhat difficult

one ; dance steps should always form a considerable

part, and it is well to remember that ifany particularly

difficult figures are to be included they should be

introduced before the muscles become fatigued, for

though to the onlooker four or five minutes' free

skating, when demonstrated by an expert, may seem,

from its very excellence, an effortless proceeding, it is in

reality very hard work, and is a good test of the

condition of the skater. The novice is invariably

impetuous and scrambles from one figure to another

in a breathless state of hurry; to avoid this the

music chosen should be a march or waltz in which

the time is well marked. The experienced skater

will, while moving fast, never give the impression

of haste, she will take each step in time remembering
that however good the marks on the ice may be

a careless carriage or ungraceful movements will

mar the effect, and, in a competition, be recorded

against her.

We all, very naturally, wish to appear at our best

on these occasions, and a word of advice to the beginner
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in free skating will be useful in this connection : do

not assume an agonised or anxious expression when
skating, look as if you enjoyed it, look up and about

you, remember that the exhibition is not in the nature

of a tragedy.

The important question of dress should be carefully

considered :
" Chaque sport a son costume " and how-

inappropriate on the ice are flowing skirts and garden-

party hats ? Such garments indicate immediately the

incapacity of the wearer, for no skater would handicap

herself with such impediments.

The inconvenience of a skirt may be much lessened

if it is made short and rather narrow (about three and

a half yards) ; it should be of fairly thick material,

cut so that the folds stand well away from the figure,

and be weighted with a stitched band, or close fur.

It is impossible to take part in athletic exercises

with comfort except in loose garments, and no one

who is tightly laced, or wears a heavily boned corset,

will ever learn to skate. The waist must be free, so

that the muscles of the back may have play, and the

body be easily rotated from the hips ; falls are rendered

dangerous, and health inevitably suffers, from the

wearing of a tight corset, while the evil results are

often unfairly attributed to the exercise, instead of to

the folly of the individual.

A branch of skating which is still somewhat of a

novelty in England is pair-skating, and to the writer

and her husband its introduction into this country is

due. We had seen and admired the skating of the

champion pairs when competing in Stockholm, Berlin

and Vienna, and determined to equal them if practice

could achieve that result. This, after several seasons'

hard work, we succeeded in doing, and won the

Championship in 1902 in London and in 1904 in

Berlin.
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In a mixed competition pair-skating is always the

favourite with the spectators, and if the pair are well

matched and clever performers, it is undoubtedly the

most attractive item to watch.

The skaters of Vienna have always devoted great

attention to pair-skating, and it is, in the first instance,

to them that it owes its popularity.

The Austrians are a nation of dancers and have

adapted many of the movements of their national

dances, and of the schottische, waltz, mazurka, etc., to

use on the ice with the happiest effect.

To attempt to teach pair-skating by a written

description is an almost hopeless task, and diagrams

quite fail to indicate the necessary time and cadence of

the movements ; to acquire them it is necessary to

study the methods of the best performers and

endeavour to catch the lightness and "go" of the

whole thing, and later to evolve original movements

and combinations, for a mere imitation and reproduc-

tion of the figures skated by others is but a monotonous

and unsatisfactory proceeding.
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Hunting on Ski

From the " Historia de Oentlbus Septentrionalibus " of Olaus Magnus, 1555.



SKI-ING

I

THE ANTIQUITY AND RENAISSANCE OF SKI

If ski-running was not a method of locomotion

indulged in by prehistoric man during the great Ice

Age it can nevertheless claim an antiquity at least as

respectable as most other forms of sport. Those

nomadic tribes, whose hunting-grounds lay in the great

plains which, owing to their proximity to the Arctic

Circle, were usually covered by snow, would soon dis-

cover that unaided locomotion was extremely perilous.

To reach game at all in snow-covered country it is neces-

sary to be provided with footgear which will prevent

sinking ; and the further advantage of coming up

more swiftly with his prey would incline the preda-

tory savage to look with favour on snow-shoes or ski.

From being used within the Arctic Circle exclu-

sively, ski probably became familiar to the sub-Arctic

peoples, who though not absolutely dependent upon

them yet found them of the greatest possible assist-

ance in excursions from farm to farm, or on wood-

cutting expeditions during the winter months, when
timber is more readily transported ; and thence,

in all likelihood, they were introduced into the

Scandinavian countries, whose inhabitants have

always been in contact with the Arctic tribes. In

125
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such circumstances the sporting possibilities of ski

would speedily become apparent. To a people not

immediately dependent upon the products of the

chase, ski-running would resolve itself into a pastime

offering all the exhilaration of rapid movement and

at the same time satisfying the essential requirement

of keeping the performer warm.

That some such conditions probably represent the

early phase of ski-running is proved by the account of

Captain F. J. Jackson, who whilst travelling in the

neighbourhood of the Ural Mountains, gleaned from

the native Samoyed population much interesting in-

formation regarding the introduction of ski-running

into Northern Europe. He found that ski were in

constant use by these people, who called them " loegya,"

and they stoutly maintained that the Norwegians had

borrowed from them the idea of ski-running. But it

would be rash to credit any one people with the inven-

tion of ski. One might, with equal possibility of

success, attempt to discover the nationality of the

inventor of the fire-hollowed canoe or the first rude

attempt at a wheel. Such inventions are, indeed,

older than the nations, and have their genesis in the

dire necessities of struggling humanity.

The early snow-shoe had obvious disadvantages.

When going downhill it had a tendency to slip, and

this disconcerting circumstance could only be obviated

by fixing studs to its under surface, which were similar

to the roughing of a horse's shoe. Ultimately, how-

ever, the sliding movement was utilised ; the shoe was

further elongated and the point so turned up that

tripping was avoided and an easy run obtainable.

Xenophon, Procopius and our own King Alfred, are

all eloquent witnesses to the antiquity of the ski.

Obviously it grew out of the primitive snow-shoe, and

one remarkable circumstance in connection with its
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evolution should not be overlooked. Shoes with up-

turned toes are a characteristic of the Mongolian races

all the world over. There can be little doubt that the

original habitat of the Mongolian peoples was Northern

Asia, and upon their settlement in the warmer

IF

Fighting on Ski

From the " Historia de Gentibus Septentrionabilus " of Olaus Magnus, 1555.

spheres of the south it would appear that they retained

the upturned bend in their footgear. Striking proof

of this is given by the monuments of that strange

people of Asia Minor, the Hittites, who were a Mon-
golian race, and whose history is so closely inter-

twined with that of the Israelites. Professor Sayce

of Oxford, writing upon Hittite costume, says,

" Wherever the figure of a Hittite is portrayed there

we find this peculiar form of boot. The boot is really
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a snow-shoe, admirably adapted for walking over snow,

but ill-suited for the inhabitants of a level or culti-

vated country. The fact that it was still used by the

Btittites of Kadesh in the warm fertile valley of the

Orontes proves better than any other argument that

they must have come from the snowclad mountains

of the north."

In the Middle Ages the use of ski appears to

have been chiefly confined to Norway, and they

are mentioned by Olaus Magnus. They seem also

to have been not unknown in England, and an

interesting reference to them will be found in " Lorna

Doone." The military history of Scandinavia con-

tains many instances of the early use of ski by

soldiers. In a.d. 1200 King Sverre recruited a ski

company composed of men drawn from the northern

districts, and under Paul Belte they were sent to

reconnoitre the Ryenbergen. During the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries ski-running is frequently

alluded to, and a picture in Olaus Magnus shows the

Finns in 1539 campaigning on ski under the King of

Hensingern. Gustavus Adolphus was in the habit of

sending out scouts equipped with ski, and in the

Danish wars of Charles XL it is said that two hundred

dragoons were driven back by sixteen Norwegians on

ski, the latter, owing to their knowledge of fighting

on snow, being easily able to outmanoeuvre their

enemies.

In 1719 a Swedish army under Armfield was lost in a

terrible blizzard. The remains were discovered by a

party of Norwegian ski-runners, who had observed

them on the march. In 1747 a corps of ski-runners

was organised in companies of a hundred men each,

and in 1768 a regiment was formed into four companies.

Thirty years later another regiment was formed, and

schools of instruction were organised at Trondhjem and
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Kongsvinger. A drill book relating to military evolu-

tions in ski-running was issued in 1804 and remained

in force for sixty years.

When war broke out between Sweden and Norway in

1808 the smaller country possessed over two thousand

ski-runners. They were for the most part employed

in reconnoitring, and there are many instances to

show that signal advantages were gained by the

Norwegians by the aid of this mobile and highly

useful arm of their service. When through the

rupture of diplomatic negotiations in 1905, war

between Norway and Sweden seemed certain, not only

were the regular ski corps ready to take the field, but

the infantry of the line were trained to the use of the

ski, and had hostilities actually resulted there can be no

doubt that much valuable information as to the use-

fulness of the ski corps on active service would have

been gained from the observations made on the spot.

Most European countries now include ski troops in

their militaryestablishments: France, Germany, Hussia,

Switzerland, Italy, and even observant Japan possess

regular organisations of ski soldiers, or have set on foot

inquiries into the value and utility of ski. With the

knowledge of what is being achieved by other nations

before us, the question naturally arises, Of what

importance is ski-running to the British Army ? Our

Empire, including as it does, all varieties of climate, is

by no means deficient in country where ski would be

of real service to our troops. The difficulties encoun-

tered by our men in the Tibet Expedition are almost

too well known to be referred to, and on their return to

India it was nothing uncommon for the men to march

knee-deep in snow. One account states that "the un-

fortunate men in that expedition were often up to their

waists in snow." If ski had been available the evil

results attending such hardships might have been
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obviated, and in all probability the true value of these

easily-carried implements will in due time be recognised

by the military authorities.

The modern history of the sport of ski-running may
be said to date from the year 1879, with the ski

meeting held on the slopes of the hill at Huseby, near

Christiania, under the auspices of the Christiania Ski

Club. A number of peasants from the Telemarken

district were induced to attend the meeting, and the

exhibition so stimulated local interest in the sport,

notwithstanding the somewhat ludicrous attempts of

the urban sportsmen, that a real impetus was un-

doubtedly given to what has since become the national

pastime. In subsequent years this annual fixture,

as it had become, attracted thousands of people to

Christiania, and the jumping of the Telemarkings

was regarded in the light of a . prodigious feat.

The jeunesse doree of the capital longed to imitate,

if they could not hope to surpass, the marvellous

feats of the provincials, and ski-running and jumping

became universal. For some years the peasants

easily outdistanced and outleapt their city opponents.

They possessed all the advantages of a knowledge of

the sport from infancy. But the townsmen, quick to

recognise the benefits arising from a judicious course

of training, at length succeeded in defeating their

rivals both in leaping and long-distance racing.

In many cases, notably at Glarus in Switzerland

in 1903, the introduction of ski-running into European

countries has been due to Norwegians, who very

naturally were its best possible pioneers. The sport

spread, if not rapidly, at least surely, upon the Con-

tinent, and may be said to have found its first centre,

outside of Norway, in the Black Forest. The Feld-

berg proved an ideal centre from which to disseminate

a knowledge of ski-running ; the proximity of the
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University town of Freiburg ensured the speedy

enrolment of a large number of devotees, and such an

impulse was thus given to the movement that the

district has ever since remained a most popular one

with sportsmen.

In Austria the untiring efforts of Herr Zdarsky

aroused interest in ski-running among his countrymen

so quickly that now the sport may almost be said to

have become completely nationalised. This gentleman

taught himself the art, and by dint of observation and

enthusiasm succeeded in elaborating a system of

teaching the various evolutions necessaryto its mastery.

Not content with this, he also extended his theory to

ski-running upon steep and difficult Alpine ground.

He further invented a special ski which he named
" Lillienfeld," which differs in binding from the

Norwegian variety. From this indefatigable apostle

of the art hundreds of ski-runners annually receive

their first instruction ; and special trains from

Vienna filled with his ardent disciples, amply testify

to the popularity he has obtained for ski-running in

Austria.

Much controversy was occasioned betwixt the rival

schools of the Black Forest and Lillienfeld, and the

difference of opinion regarding technicalities of binding

and theories of running threatened to become as acute

as that between the Blue and the Green chariot-racers

which figures so largely in Byzantine history, making us

wonder if we moderns are really such sportsmen after

all. These bloodless battles were occasioned principally

by the leaning of the Black Forest sportsmen to the

Norwegian point of view, while the desire of the Aus-

trian school, led by Herr Zdarsky, was to initiate the

beginner into the mysteries of running on mountainous

ground as speedily as possible. The dispute has, how-

ever, become now merely historical, and may be classed
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with those differences of opinion which occur in the

growth towards maturity of all movements that are

worthy of controversy.

Switzerland quickly presented itself to the ski-

runner as a country peculiarly suited to his favourite

sport, and some Norwegians grudgingly admit that in

the not far distant future it may possibly take rank as

the ski-running country par excellence.

Little was known in Switzerland of the sport to

within six years ago ; before that time there were a

few English visitors and natives who had heard of it,

probably through reading Nansen's " First Crossing of

Greenland," and fewer still who tried the sport. Their

progress, both in skill and propaganda, was slow for

some years, when suddenly, in the winter of 1902-3,

two clubs were formed, the Glarus Ski Club and the

Davos English Ski Club, the latter, to the credit of

Englishmen be it said, being the second oldest ski club

on the Continent outside Scandinavia. After this the

formation of native ski clubs in the cantons became so

rapid as to cause an inconvenient multiplicity of meet-

ings and championships and a consequent overlapping.

In 1904, therefore, it was deemed expedient to form a

large central association for the entire country, and
the initial meeting of this organisation was held at

Glarus on January 21, 1905. At the central meet-

ings the skill shown is of a very high order, although

nothing really approaching the Norwegian standard has

been reached. Nevertheless there are many Swiss who
can jump eighty feet in very good style, and although

the long-distance runners are not as rapid as the Trysil

men they show, considerable endurance, and would un-

doubtedly do better if those who choose the courses for

the long races had more practical experience in running

against time, and selected sites where skilful running

would have an advantage over mere physical strength-
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At these meetings there are usually a few Nor-

wegians who do not compete, but help to advance the

knowledge of the realities of the sport by giving exhi-

bition jumps and swings. Among the most prominent

of these Norwegian exponents one must mention in

particular Messrs. Heyderdahl, Harald Smith, Trygve

Smith and Leif Berg as being perhaps the most

famous.

From Switzerland to the Italian Alps is not a long

way, and a knowledge of the sport was soon carried

through into Italy, with the ultimate result that clubs

were formed at Genoa, Milan, and Turin, the latter,

the most active of the three, being ardently supported

by the members of the local branch of the Alpine

Club.

Ski-ing is by no means confined to Europe. It

is practised with zest under the Southern Cross, and

at Kiandra, in the mountains of New South Wales a

club exists whose doings are not unheard of even in

Christiania, the very Mecca and metropolis of the

sport. Not that our Antipodean brethren have designs

upon the laurels ofthosewho are feet to feet, or rather ski

to ski, with them, like Gibbon's Emperor of China, who,

having heard ofRome, set out next morning to batter at

her gates with a lofty indifference to geographical limits.

But in the midsummer sport at Kiandra we may see a

remarkable proof of the coming ubiquity and signifi-

cance of ski-ing as a world-game. "Where three or

more Englishmen are gathered together," says Max
O'Bell, " one is certain to find a cricket club," and,

given the necessary hyperborean conditions, the future

may find this true also of ski-running. ^ The Sydney
enthusiast can reach Cooma, the key of the New South

Wales country, in thirteen hours by rail. This is com-

paratively near when colonial distances are -taken into

account, and such proximity suggests the possibility of a
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conquering raid by Antipodean ski-runners upon the

mother country as a sequel to the exploits of the " All

Blacks."

Although but little known as a sport in the United

States and Canada, ski-running is not without its

supporters in those countries, and several of the

longestjumps have been made by a Norwegian at Red-
wing in Wisconsin. At Schenectady, near Albany, in

the State of New York, a small colony of Norwegians
in the employ of the General Electric Company have

started a club. The Pocantico Hills about thirty

miles from New York yield fair sport, and the Catskill

Mountains, famous through the legend of Rip Van
Winkle, are also frequented by ski-runners. Eastern

Canada, the country of the snow-shoe, is not so suitable

for ski, the heavy nature of the undergrowth rendering

shorter footgear essential.

In Great Britain ski-running has become fully

recognised and established as a sport. The Ski Club

of Great Britain was founded on May 6, 1903, and a

Scottish club was inaugurated in the latter part of

1907. The former club has done much to popularise

the pastime both in these islands and upon the

Continent, and has been of invaluable assistance to

beginners, for whom a not too rigorous test has

been set for the purpose of ensuring their personal

convenience and safety on prolonged tours.

Englishmen may well be proud of the support

which they have given to ski-ing in Switzerland

;

much of its popularity in that country is due to

them ; and the brothers Richardson deserve special

credit for the unselfish patience with which they have

instructed others in the sport to which they are devoted.

English people who have practised ski-ing abroad

have naturally not forgotten its fascination when
suitable snow conditions prevailed in Great Britain,
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and in consequence many parts of the country have
borne the impression of the long boards ; the best-

known recorded instances of the sport at home are

the tours I made with Mr. C. R. Wingfield in Derby-
shire in November 1904, and in the Central Highlands

in February 1906. As regards Scotland, the Scottish

Ski Club has now over one hundred members, and
the excellent circulars it issues are eloquent as to the

growth and the future possibilities of the sport in

that country.



II

COUNTRIES IN WHICH SKI-RUNNING IS PRACTISED

It will now be necessary to describe in fuller detail

the nature and peculiarities of ski-running in the

various countries which have adopted it as a sport. I

have already indicated the auspices under which the

pastime has been introduced into the diiferent countries

of Europe, and it remains to describe the character

of the areas which offer themselves to the sportsman

in each of them.

Norway

In Norway the existence of ski-ing conditions may
always be relied upon from November until the end of

March. It must of course be borne in mind that

although Norway is the ski-runners' country, it is a

very sparsely populated one, and the homesteads of

the farmers which must principally be relied upon for

food and shelter are generally isolated. The pasture-

land used by the peasants as grazing-ground for

their cattle in summer, is, if at a good elevation,

incomparably the best ski-ing country. At Tretten,

about eight and a half miles from Lillehammer

ski-ing can be had from one to three thousand

feet above sea-level. From Tretten stretches a

fine piece of country to Praeste Kamp and the

mountains on the north, and to the towering Skeide
136
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Kamp on the south. In the Jotunheim, or Home of

the Giants, where the Scandinavian gods Thor and

Loki met with such scurvy treatment at the hands

of their Brobdignagian hosts, capital long-distance

tours can be made ; Bessho, Heimdalsho, and Kjern-

hulstind stand ready to test the endurance even

of the veteran, whilst the neophyte may remain con-

tent with a less vigorous day's journey to Bessegen.

Here the country is of a glacial character. Gentle

and smooth gradients lead down wide valleys, where

there is practically no danger from avalanches, and a

guide may well be dispensed with. The snow in

Norway, it should be remarked, is as a rule more

compact than, for example, in the Engadine, and

is often driven by wind into a wave-like formation

known to the Norwegians as " skavler "
; these waves

frequently rise to a foot and a half in height, and

are by no means pleasant to cross.

Wind is often extremely trying in Norway, and

the snow-glare is much more irritating to the eyes

than in Switzerland. To avoid the unpleasant conse-

quences of this, the Lapps, it is stated, use, in

the more northern districts, a piece of leather

strapped across the face with slits for the eyes and

the nose, a substitute for spectacles, which does not

in any way interfere with the enjoyment of the lands-

scape. This protection, however, is too warm for the

sunny windless Swiss mountains.

The winter visitor to Norway should be provided

with a wind jacket made of some material im-

pervious to the fierce blasts of Boreas. A good

protection is a lining of fine oilskin or leather ; for

an emergency, newspaper or brown paper wrapped
round the body under the waistcoat answers very

well.

For sport in and around Christiania, January and
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February will be found the best months. For the

Jotunheim, the end of March and the beginning of

April are advised, as then the cold is not so intense as

in the rigorous winter which rules the country of

fjords for so many months out of the twelve, and the

longer days give a better chance for touring.

One could not do better than leave England early

in January, steam from Hull to Christiania, spend

some ten to fourteen days at Holmenkollen, visit

Nordmarken with several native experts, and then

put in a fortnight at Gudbransdalen. The celebrated

Holmenkollen meeting takes place early in February,

and should on no account be missed. Telemarken,

the Mecca of ski-runners, should also be visited,

and the tour might be delightfully wound up by

a trip to the Jotunheim at the end of March.

Sweden

The physical conformation of Sweden, which is mostly

daal country, does not lend itself so well to ski-ing

a"s the more mountainous surface of its neighbour

Norway. But Sweden is not without many attrac-

tions. The environs of Stockholm possess a few good

runs, but the best centre for sport is further north

in Jemtland, where at Are and Storlien good running

can be had at any time between December and April.

There is, however, no necessity to travel so far north

as this, since the opening up of Hindas just outside

Gothenburg. Important meetings are held annually

in Sweden, the " Kamraternas " international meeting,

held in February, being the most popular. Falun

also has a big meeting in the same month, at which

the best ski-runners of Sweden and Finland usually

compete.

The visitor to Sweden should use long narrow ski
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as being most suitable for the prevailing low mountains

of easy gradient and should, if "guided by the natives,

be possessed of a good store of stamina to tackle the

somewhat foot-slogging flat tours that appear to be

popular.

Switzerland

Switzerland possesses so many attractive features

to the ski-runner as to raise the question whether it

is not superior, as a centre of sport, to Norway itself.

The question of accommodation weighs heavily with

the majority of people, and there can be no doubt

that in this respect Switzerland is greatly in advance

of any other ski-ing centre.

The country is undoubtedly charming. The climate

is equable. The snow comes in two or three heavy

falls, the first usually in November or early in

December, the others in either January or March,

and unfortunate is he who drops in for a bad

spell. It may easily last for three weeks with bright

intervals, when the mountains are dangerous by reason

of avalanches. Except during unsettled weather the

snow lies beautifully level and is a joy to travel on,

and wind is conspicuous by its absence except on the

tops of passes. The ordinary runner will do well to

ensure against the difficulties of steep runs by wearing

on tour ski that are slightly shorter than those most

affected for practising purposes.

A few years ago the principal centres could be

counted on the fingers of one hand, but now Adel-

boden, Arosa, Celerina, Davos, Engelberg, Grindel-

wald, Lenzerheide, Les Avants, Montana, St. Moritz

and Villars-sur-Ollon have each their contingent of

faithful ski-runners who revisit their favourite haunt

year after year and uphold its superiority against

all comers.
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If I had to enumerate the tours that appear to

me as almost perfect I should undoubtedly mention

the Parsenn Furka to Kiiblis, the Jacobshorn, and

the Korbshorn at Davos ; the Mannlichen, the Eiger

Tunnel and the Kleine Scheidegg at Grindelwald ; and

the Col de la Croix at Villars-sur-Ollon as likely to

live in the memory for many years after my ski have

been crossed as an ornament on the wall and my nerve

and strength have departed.

Italy

The best ski-ing centres in Italy are the Apennines

and the North-Western Alps. The nearest ridge of the

Abruzzo Apennine offers good opportunities for ski-

runners residing in Rome, and the next pass over

it which leads into the Fucino Valley is also handy

for the Roman ski club or unattached visitors to the

Eternal City. Hard snow is however often to be found

in the Abruzzi district. The North-western Alpine

region does not differ from the Swiss side of the same

range, but is rather remote for the generality of

Italian sportsmen.

Austria

The district in Austria which offers the greatest

inducement to the ski-runner is of course Tyrol.

Innsbruck is the centre, and within a few hours' rail-

way journey are Bludenz, Kitzbuhel and St. Anton,

which are all places worth visiting.

St. Anton is the only one that can boast of

superiority in the way of altitude, it being 4270 feet

above the sea, but they are all excellent touring

centres, and the well-equipped huts that dot the

country make it almost unrivalled for long-distance

journeys. No one can say the last word on this
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subject who has not stayed in the Konstanzerhutte

near St. Anton and the Tilisounahiitte near Bludenz.

For grandeur of scenery and supreme excellence of

terrain the two huts are unsurpassable, and if some

enterprising native were to build a comfortable hotel

at St. Christof above St. Anton he would tap an

almost perfect ski-ing district.

The resorts of the Tyrol are usually objected to

because of their inferior altitudes, but in reality

during the ski-ing season they present a snow-surface

which compares very favourably with that to be found

at the best Swiss centres.

Germany

The Black Forest district is now regarded as

one of the standard European ski resorts. The part

best suited to the sport is undoubtedly the Feld-

berg, which rises to a height of 4500 feet and

may be accounted the classical ground of ski-ing in

the Fatherland. This district possesses a capital

variety of slopes and excursions and is, in fact, hard

to beat.

Its principal drawback is the frequency of mist

which, alternating with exposure to the full glare of

the sun is apt to make the snow icy. Long ski are

generally used in the country as the hills are mostly

of a gentle rolling nature.

England

In England the principal ski-ing centres are

the Peak country, Durham and Northumberland,

where the Weardale country affords fair sport, the

Swale Valley in Yorkshire, and the Lake District.

The Peak country is of course the most accessible

from London. The contour of the country is most
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favourable ; it is composed chiefly of grassy hills

several hundreds of feet in height, and is reminis-

cent of Norway, though of course on a smaller scale,

and without the dark pine-woods of the more Northern

land.

Buxton, the highest town in England, has a con-

siderable amount of snow during the winter, and
Matlock is another good starting-point. A few
minutes by train from Matlock take one to Millers

Dale on the edge of the Peak Forest, and from there

to Smalldale, thence to Edale and Eldon Hill, over

Rushup Edge and down to Chapel-en-le-Frith makes
a good day's tour. The second day over the Peak
down to Glossop is well worth doing.

The Lake District gives some promise for the

future. The Ullswater district is confidently

recommended, and the best ground is perhaps to be

had at Caudale Moor, on the slopes of 111 Bell, on

Red Screes, and the neighbouring fells. The Malvern

Hills also are suitable as a ski-ing ground as the snow
there is usually good and fast, especially in January

and February, and lasts on the high ground in a

condition for ski-running long after it has disappeared

from the valleys.

Scotland

Scotland has been arranged into no less than nine

districts by the Scottish Ski Club, but as four of

these are urban, and embrace hills of the second or

even lesser magnitude, the other five, it will readily be

seen, possess the real attraction for sportsmen. The
Ochil Hills offer unusually good opportunities for ski-

running, as the grass slopes are almost destitute of

heather, and carry, for their height, a good amount of

snow. They are also central, and can easily be

reached from all the larger towns.
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Aberdeenshire and Banffshire abound in good tours.

The high plateau south of Ballater to Glen Tana is

an example of the country to be run over in one of

these. Heather is much in evidence in this dis-

trict, and consequently a fairly heavy snowfall is

required to cover it and render the ground fit for

ski-ing.

The Central Highlands are, however, the place par
excellence for the sportsman in Scotland. They

possess the most extensive areas and the most

varied tours. The principal villages which serve

as keys to the Central Highlands are Pitlochry,

Blair Atholl, Dalwhinnie, Newtonmore, Kingussie,

and Aviemore, from all of which capital tours

can be made, comprising every description of

ground. Ski-runners in Scotland, should, however,

be careful to adapt their outfit to local condi-

tions, and it should be remembered that the climate

bears but little resemblance to the proverbially

dry conditions prevailing in Norway or in the

Engadine. Thaws are not uncommon, even after

severe weather, and often bring about quite a

magical disappearance of snow on the lower levels,

thus necessitating the carrying of ski for considerable

distances. It is advisable, therefore, that ski should

not be too long, but owing to the rather rough ground

which has to be covered very short ski should not be

made use of. The Cairngorm district must not be

omitted in any account of suitable ski-ing country

in Scotland. If the Central Highlands are the

best ski-running centre in Scotland, assuredly the

Cairngorm district is the best portion of the Central

Highlands.

When I say it is well to be prepared for carrying

ski I do not wish to be unduly pessimistic. During

the fortnight I spent in the Cairngorm district I made
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many long tours of twenty or thirty miles a day and

never had to take my ski off for want of snow.

North Wales

The sld-ing area in North Wales approximates to

that of Scotland in one particular ; it is at a very high

level. In many ways Wales presents difficult country,

and the considerable quantity of rock which strews

even the best routes, renders them very hard going

for most people. The Snowdonia tour and that from

Cawedd Dafydd to Llanfairfechan both present con-

siderable difficulties and should on no account be

attempted by the neophyte. In fact the Capel Curig

country as a whole is unsuitable for ski, and only iso-

lated lines are available. Short afternoon excursions,

even, are difficult to manage, but these might be

possible, given good snow conditions, from the top of

Llanberis Pass and on the south-west slope of Moel

Siabod. There is good ground all round Bala, most

of which is open grass country.
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OUTFIT

The type of ski generally in use by experts is that

known as the " TeJemark," so called from the district

in Norway where the pattern originated. Nearly

every valley in Norway at one time possessed its

own peculiar type of ski, but the consensus of

expert opinion since the international adoption of

the sport has been all in favour of the type now
under notice.

The wood most suitable is ash. Hickory ski are

also in use, but have the objection of being a little

heavier. They are harder and smoother, and seem to

be coming more into favour as good ash grows

scarce.

The grain of the wood of which ski are manu-
factured should be as straight as possible, and if it

does in any place leave the perpendicular, it is

better that it should do so near the heel, for if it

rounds off near the toe, there would be a tendency for

the wood to break into splinters, which would assuredly

retard progress. Very light ash is apt to prove brittle,

and the best wood is usually heavy, even when
thoroughly seasoned.

The curve at the toe should rise gradually to a

height of about five inches from the ground. A good
ski should be fairly elastic at the tip, but the elasticity

should be well distributed over the whole area of the
145 ,r
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tip, and not come suddenly at one point only. A fair

amount of breadth at the tip is also desirable.

For purposes of all-round efficiency, the use of

grooved ski is desirable. Some Continental runners

recommend them without the groove as being more

easily manipulated ; but a little extra skill soon

neutralises this, and it is quickly discovered that the

groove gives the wearer the additional advantage of

stability in straight running. Some runners are

in the habit of executing unnecessary curving, and for

such manoeuvres the groove in ordinary ski will be

found inconvenient. The true function of the groove

is to prevent horizontal wobbling, which is as un-

desirable in the ski-runner as in the politician, and
for general purposes, experience teaches that its

retention is necessary.

On a tour of any length, it will be found desir-

able to use slightly shorter ski than those employed

for fast work. They are more easily manipulated in

varied country, and if by any chance it becomes

necessary to carry them on the back up any considerable

acclivity, they will naturally be found much lighter.

Every extra ounce tells in the course of the day, and

the weight of his implements is as important to the

ski-runner as the pound or so, more or less, in the

weight of a gun to the man who shoots. Many
sportsmen use a 16-bore in preference to a 12-bore

gun, for the difference in weight, though slight,

becomes noticeable after a few hours.

The colour of ski might appear at first to be a

matter for individual taste, but the beginner will

speedily discover that a plain varnished or white
painted article is preferable to the black ski so much
in use in Norway. For, although the latter afford a

pleasing contrast, the snow has a disagreeable habit

of piling on and sticking to them under any degree of
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heat above the ordinary, and they are therefore to be

eschewed. Their use as a focus to the vision in

the nebulous white of the snowfields is sometimes

put forward as a recommendation, but the contrast

thus set up is quite likely to be injurious to the

eyesight, and on this account also they should be

avoided.

There is one generally accepted rule as to the

length of ski which is no less useful than simple in its

application. When the ski is held upright, the pros-

pective wearer should just be able to crook his fore-

finger over the tip of the implement. This is usually

the best criterion of the length of ski. Of course the

longer the ski the greater will be the speed attained,

but it must be borne in mind that too long ski. tend

to become unmanageable, and in this connection ladies

especially will do well to avoid those of exaggerated

length.

Bindings

The bindings of ski are of first-class import-

ance to the sportsman. The following illustrations

show better than can be described in words the various

bindings in vogue ; they are all modern, and all

have their advocates. The desirable quality in a

ski-binding is, of course, extreme lateral rigidity com-

bined with a perfectly free horizontal action. The
footplate should be of metal, preferably of some hard

alloy of aluminium, and should be placed under the

binding to prevent the snow clogging under the

boot, as it speedily does if there is no such safe-

guard. The ski require protection, principally from the

adherence of snow under the foot, and it is necessary

to affix something to that part which is touched by
the boot in order to prevent this : Hence the metal
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plate. The india-rubber and sealskin plates commonly

sold are of but little use, and soon become worn out.

Fig. 1.

—

Ellefsen's Patent Binding.—An excellent attachment,

and the most modern. When ordering this binding a sketch of the

sole of the boot should be sent ; being made to measure, it is not

easily adapted to other boots. The straps need not be very rigid, as

the checks at the heel check lateral play.

Fig. 2.

—

Toegebsen's Handy Binding.—This is avery serviceable

article ; being easily fitted to any boot, it is well suited for attach-

ment to club ski. There is little horizontal play in this binding ; it

is therefore unsuitable for jumping.

Fig. 3.—The Huitpeld Binding.—Is very popular in Norway,
and is used by most jumpers ; the metal toe-pieces, however, are apt to

bulge with the pressure at the boots and render the footing unsteady.

As the back strap is worn very tight, it is hard to adjust when
frozen. To overcome this difficulty, Messrs. Hagen and Co. and
Mr. Ellefsen have invented patent clamps (Fig. 3a),

An inky warfare has been waged over the question

of the proper use of the stick. Should the ski-runner
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use one stick, two, or none at all ? There can be no

doubt that the general opinion among expert ski-

runners inclines to the use .of two sticks even from

Fig. 3a.—Patent Clamps.

Fig. 4.—The Huitpeld-Sohn Binding differs from the ordinary

Huitfeld binding in having the toe-pieces (which are broader,

stronger, and of harder metal) riveted on to the ski.

Fig. 5.

—

The Shoe Binding is easily adjusted, but is clumsy in

appearance, and snow is apt to accumulate between it and the ski

and boot.

the beginning, as they are found no less serviceable

to the amateur than to the adept. They are essential

upon tour for purposes of propulsion, and if not prac-

tised with from the outset, the runner may be embar-
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rassed by their subsequent use. To use them whilst

jumping is highly dangerous, and when broken or lost

Fig. 6.—" Telemakk " Ski.—The best of these are made on beauti-

ful lines. They are tough but light, and will easily negotiate soft

hummocky snow.

Fig. 7.—Patent Metal Tip eok Beoken Ski Point.—One should

always be carried in the "rucksack " when on tour.

Fig. 8.

—

Detachable Sealskin.—This is sometimes useful when
climbing : it is fastened to the bottom of the ski ; as the set of the

fur is from point to heel, it prevents slipping backwards. It is,

however, difficult to adjust, and the snow accumulates between it and
the ski.

on tour their absence may cause annoyance to the

neophyte. But notwithstanding these disadvantages,

they are a necessity for the sportsman, whatever his

skill, and although to practise without them is
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occasionally desirable, it would be folly to discard

their use altogether.

The sticks should be made of light bamboo with

wickerwork discs at the end to prevent them from

Fig. 9.—Climbing Ikons for Use on Icy Slopes,

Fig. 10.

—

Crampons for Use on Ice or Kock.

sinking into the snow. The discs have an additional

advantage, for when a fall occurs whilst the ski-runner

is going at a high rate of speed, the sticks more often

than not fall out of his hands, and they would almost

certainly be lost in the snow if no disc were attached

to them.
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Boots

The question of boots is naturally one of great

importance. The generally used Norwegian boot

with the double seam on the top has the advan-

tage of permitting one to wear several pairs of socks.

But there is no reason why boots made in the ordi-

nary way, i.e., in the simple leather upper style, should

not prove quite adequate, especially if the toes are

well blocked. There is considerable evidence to show
that the upper seams of the Norwegian boots are

liable to admit moisture and my own experience has

been that the straps of the binding quickly wear the

upper seams. The exposed seaming is bound to rot

sooner or later. A good pair of English-made boots

with plenty of room and well blocked toes are the

best possible footgear for ski-ing. They give free

play to the toes, and in no way restrict the circula-

tion. The sole need not be of extreme thickness
;

there should be plenty of bend in it and a few nails

may be affixed, as climbing is occasionally necessary on

tour. The heel should be low. It is not advisable

to have the sole nailed all round the edge, as in climb-

ing boots, for this is apt to damage the binding.

Socks

The best description of sock is undoubtedly that

made after the Norwegian pattern called "ragge
sokker." These are of goat hair, but an imitation of

a kind of felt is very serviceable, and much more easily

obtained. It is better to wear one pair of really thick

socks and have plenty of play in the boots than to

wear several pairs and feel a resultant pinch. Nothing
tends to frostbite so quickly as defective circulation,

and it is of no advantage to wear a number of socks
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and yet suffer from chilled feet. A dry pair should

always be carried in the rucksack or wallet, for no

matter how waterproof one's boots may be, moisture

accumulates inside them.

Clothing

The clothing worn should be of smooth and close

texture, and the cloth used should be of the kind em-

ployed in the manufacture of ordinary riding-breeches.

Tweed is too porous, and it is absolutely essential that

the material should be impervious to wind and snow,

and so hard and smooth that the latter will not adhere

to it. All pockets and openings at the sleeves should

be made to button up, and some ski-runners prefer a

double-breasted jacket as giving a greater amount of

warmth. Knickerbockers should be of the ordinary

shape, cut so as to give plenty of play at the knees.

Putties are better than stockings, as the snow does not

stick to them, and the wrapping of them over the tops of

the boots prevents the snow from finding ingress there.

Undoubtedly the best nether garment is an ordinary

pair of trousers tucked into the boots. But the

beginner should hesitate to array himself thus, as this

costume suggests the veteran Norwegian. We have

all seen gentlemen who apparently imagine that the

wearing of garments which could be seen three streets

away was a sine-qua-non for the practice of equestrian

exercise ; and Mr. Punch's remarks regarding a luck-

less rider that he was " the 'ossiest man on fat, and
the futtiest man on an 'oss " that ever he saw, has its

own application to the point in question.
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Kit

It is of course essential that a good wallet, or

as it is usually called a " rucksack," should be car-

ried whilst on tour. It should contain a water

bottle, preferably of aluminium, for lightness must be

considered in everything, and a repairing outfit to

make good the breaking of a strap or the fracture of

the point of a ski.

In order to describe this very essential adjunct, I

will simply drag from its lair my rucksack, which is

exactly as it was when last I returned home from a

tour, for the ski-runner should be like the sailor,

ready to start at any time on receipt of sailing orders.

Let us look at this mysterious wallet, which strongly

resembles those we used to read about in nursery

days in the pages of the Brothers . Grimm. It is,

in fact, their lineal descendant. Bag-like in shape,

and made out of stout canvas, it is drawn together

at the mouth and is affixed to the shoulders by a

pair of stout leather straps. A peep inside reveals

a jumble of accessories. Let us pour them upon the

table in confusion and define them as individual

articles. Here we have nail-pick, hammer, screw-

driver and pliers, all in one, a protean instrument

possessing the virtues of all four of these essen-

tial tools ; here a steel band for riveting on the end

of a broken ski. Spare straps and a ball of stout

string are reminiscent of broken leather gear. A cloth

contains a tube of ski-wax, and the half of a composite

candle serves both as a medium for rubbing on

ski and a means of looking at maps in the dark.

The duster is for rubbing ski after waxing them, and

the grey-blue snow spectacles require no explanation.

And the piece of old chocolate ? Well, get snowed up

for the better part of a week without sugar or salt and
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you will soon see what the raison d'Stre of that is

!

Not only does chocolate furnish real sustenance when
on tour, but it is wonderful how the craving for

saccharine matter grows when it is unobtainable

;

chocolate or sweets of some description and a small

allowance of salt should invariably be carried upon a

tour.



IV

THE ELEMENTS OF SKI-RUNNING

It must not be imagined that the pleasurable excite-

ment of ski-running is confined solely to those

proficient in the sport. Of course, the more perfect

one's technical knowledge of the pastime the more
enjoyable will it become, but the beginner may look

forward to taking short tours after a few days' assiduous

practice. These brief journeys will open up to him
a vista of possible pleasures which will serve to stimu-

late his desire for mastery in the art of his chosen

sport, and when several weeks have elapsed he will

probably discover that he is able to do even heavy

tours in a fairly workmanlike manner. Much depends

upon his stamina and physical fitness, for staying

power is a necessary qualification in extended tours.

Practice is the only medium by which proficiency

in ski-running can be ensured, and no matter how
proficient the beginner may be in other branches of

athletics, he will not find it pay him to neglect the

technicalities of ski-in g. It is obvious that a good

all-round athlete will more speedily master the art

than a man who has never engaged in outdoor sports.

At the same time, if he wishes to become proficient

speedily he will do well to pay close attention to the

acquirement of first principles by rigorous plodding

and the intelligent adoption of expert advice.

Beginners, at the Swiss resorts, usually commence
156
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practice by climbing a slope and attempting to rush

down. They often acquire the ability to tear down-

hill at a breakneck speed, but, alas ! they never

attempt either to regulate the speed or to stop of

their own accord, but adopt the practice of Russian

engine drivers in stopping their trains by blowing

off steam. However, a few experiences of having to

be dug out of the snow will speedily cure the reckless

and careless amateur. It is much more difficult for the

neophyte to make a non-stop slow descent than to

rush downhill ; but the runner who has command of

his legs will, in the course of a prolonged tour over

varying country, manage to cover more ground by the

aid of uniform effort than the " hustler " who has no

control over his ski. "With favourable conditions the

expert ski-runner forges ahead swiftly, but on diffi-

cult ground he adopts the old motto of the Douglases

to " gang warily."

When some proficiency has been achieved, the be-

ginner should make short tours of one to two hours in

duration and try to apply the knowledge gained whilst

at practice ; and, vice versa, bring into use on the

practice ground what has been learnt whilst touring.

Scrambling to the top of a hill and sliding down again

is not ski-ing any more than the bobbing and ducking

antics of elderly ladies at the seaside can be called

swimming, or the aquatic vagaries of cockneys on bank

holidays dignified by the name of yachting.

A brief description may be given here of an agree-

able variation of ski sport, recently introduced by the

Swedes, which provides a pleasant means of progress

on roads or lakes where the snow is sufficiently solid

to afford a good foothold for a horse.

For skijoring (driving on ski) the harness used is as

simple as possible. The driver fastens himself to the

traces by an easily manipulated hook, or holds a sort
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of whiffle-bar affixed to them, the latter attachment

enabling several runners to travel abreast. A horse

well broken and accustomed to the work should be

used ; the skijorer has but little control, and should a

decided divergence of opinion occur he will be rather

more embarrassed than is the driver of a tandem team
when his leader refuses to progress as desired.

First Efforts

The most auspicious time for the beginner to make
his first efforts is when snow has rested undisturbed

for some time at a temperature a few degrees below

freezing-point. It is then more compact, and the

firmer the snow, without iciness, the better the chances

are that the learner will get his first lesson over with-

out undue accident. New-fallen snow makes going

difficult, as the ski sinks deeply and the snow catches

the runner.

Going on the Level

The beginner will not find any serious difficulties

in his way in learning to go on the level. One
point of importance may, however, be indicated : that

is, that the slide should be as long as possible. He
should keep his ski close together, and slide them
along so as to make a narrow track in the snow. A
wide track shows slovenly running.

The Ascent

The chief difficulty encountered in negotiating a hill

on ski is the tendency to slip back, and to avoid this

long gliding strides should be taken combined with a

firm pressure upon the snow. If the climber feels

himself about to slip backwards, the front of the ski
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should be quickly raised and brought down smartly

upon the snow.

It must be remembered that snow is not quite so

slippery as most people imagine, and the ski adhere to

it to some extent. It is when the point at which

gravity is overcome is reached that one begins to slip

backwards, but if the following rules be borne in mind

climbing will be greatly facilitated : Get to know your

balance, that is, how far you are able to ascend a hill

without slipping. Bring the point of your ski down
straight with a firm stamp, but not too hard. If you

slip even a little at once stamp again, and remember

that it is necessary for one foot to be firm before the

other is moved. If you are about to negotiate a very

steep slope make a zig-zag track by going across, and

upwards at a convenient angle, and when doing so,

be careful to turn at the corners by employing a " kick

turn."

Kick Turn

This is a simple operation, but it puzzles the

beginner. You are on the side of a hill and wish to

turn and proceed upwards in the opposite direction.

Hold both sticks in one hand lightly touching the hill

above you. Swing the lower foot out smartly, the

point of the ski up, the lower end touching snow,

turn point round smoothly, lower ski to ground, the ski

will then be parallel, the lower tip being slightly in

advance of the upper heel. When the lower ski is

firm, swing the upper ski round and place it below

the other. I always turn the upper ski first because

by doing so a step is gained instead of lost.

This is a most important manoeuvre for the beginner

and should be practised on the flat before the mountains

are visited.

Two important methods of negotiating short and
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steep ascents are known severally as herring-boning

and side-stepping ; for the former it is necessary to

turn the toes well out and step in such a manner

that the ski are placed almost at right angles.

In the latter the movement is similar to that which

one would adopt in walking upstairs sideways, in

both a foot should never be shifted until its fellow is

firmly planted.

The Descent

The ski-runner should begin by leaning well forward.

The ski should be placed parallel, one about a foot in

front of the other, with the body leaning forward as if

about to fall. Most of the weight should rest upon the

front part of the feet. The knees should be slightly

bent. Do not bend the body, or raise the heels.

When a balance is obtained the position should be

erect, or with a slightly backward inclination.

Rigidity from the waist downwards should be care-

fully avoided in going down hill, and the position of

the body as to leaning forwards or backwards should

be regulated according to pace and the condition of the

snow. A good general principle is to stand sideways

to the slope of the hill. In starting the greatest promp-

titude is necessary or else the ski will bolt from under

one ; they should be kept as close together as possible

with one advanced a little, say twelve inches, and

the main weight of the body resting upon the ball of

the backmost foot. The front foot acts as a " feeler."

Bend the knees slightly, but carefully avoid " spread-

eagle" attitudes, and if you must emulate the

bird of Jove let it be in courage and quickness of

vision. However, as there are exceptions to most

things in this world so there is an exception to this

advice. You can " spread-eagle " occasionally when
learning ; this will cultivate lissomeness in the limbs,
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and make it easier to advance the front foot when
occasion demands, such as the sudden appearance of

rough ground, a path or any temporary inequality in

the snow.

Falling and Getting Up

Falls are not confined to the beginner in ski-ing : on
the contrary it is the semi-adept who performs the

most astonishing involuntary evolutions. The beginner

does not go the pace ; his are, as a rule, gentle subsi-

dences, and usually he falls on his back through not

leaning sufficiently forward. It is better when falling

to let oneself go, so that the relaxed muscles will,

so to speak, save themselves. Every one has his

special manner of arising after one of these minor

catastrophes. But if well-meant advice be not

regarded with suspicion it is here gratuitously stated

that it is well to get on to the back of the ski when
rising on deep snow, and to bring the ski below

you if on a steep slope, and to place them at right

angles to the hill and in front of you ere you attempt

to rise.

Sideslipping

If a very steep slope be encountered it is often better

to slide down sideways. To accomplish this, hold

the ski sideways to the declivity, and be careful to

keep them flat on the snow. Hold the stick in the

snow above you : this will assist you in keeping your

balance.

Braking

Never brake with the stick if it is possible to stem

or use any modification of the Telemark and Christiania

swings about to be described, although on very steep
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icy slopes or mountain paths it is someti.nes necessary

to use the stick, it will be shown hereafter that if any

of the other methods can be used they will be found of

greater utility than braking with the stick. The

best way is to hold the stick low down in front with

the left hand and high with the right. The stick must

never drag behind. Best the left forearm and the

hand against the inside of the shin of the front leg,

i.e., the right leg. The left hand thus held steadies

the point in the snow and acts as a lever against the

right hand which pulls the stick back. It is,

of course, not easy to use the stick in this way on

uneven ground, and very considerable bodily strength

is necessary to perform the manoeuvre success-

fully.

Stemming

" Go slowly " is excellent advice for the beginner.

When straight running is acquired the regulation of •

speed is the next consideration. To accomplish this

one must distinguish between the " glider " or sliding

ski and the " braker," or stemming ski. The former

must point in the direction in which the ski-runner

is travelling, whilst the "braker" is kept a little

behind. As this takes place upon a hillside, the

"braker" is in reality the lower of the two ski.

The "braker "is kept behind the "glider" so that

they may not cross, but may form an acute angle

at the ski-points. Keep both ski flat on the snow

if you wish to go smoothly. Now run down a

fairly steep slope in an oblique direction, and in so

doing throw all the weight of the body on the

"glider." The "braker" is merely to slide just below

the surface of the snow. In due time, and with a
1 ittie careful practice, you will find this manoeuvre
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of real service in turning, stopping, or reducing speed.

In order to turn up hill press lightly on the " braker,"

pushing it a little into the snow. To stop, press hard

on the " braker " and turn the body up hill. You
will naturally swing round and come to a halt. If

the snow be hard both ski will have to be edged so

as to afford the best grip possible on the unbreakable

surface.

It must be borne in mind that in ski-ing most of

the weight is nearly always on one foot.

The Down Hill Curve or "S" Turn

When the novice has thoroughly familiarised himself

with all the technicalities of ski-ing necessary for a

complete knowledge of running on the level, and has

attained a certain amount of stability in straight

running down hill, it is necessary to pay some

attention to down hill manoeuvres, and not the least

essential of these is the " S " turn. When the runner

has learnt this he can go down anywhere though it

does not possess the grace and the finish of the

Telemark and Christiania swings. No amount of

skill in " S " turning will make a complete ski-runner,

it will only produce a very useful performer on tour.

The " S " turn is as old as ski-ing itself but it is

known outside Norway, particularly by English people,

as the Lillienfeld swing, principally because the old

turn has been taught as a science and used to an

exaggerated extent by the Lillienfeld recluse, Herr

Zdarsky. I have no hesitation in saying that the

turn is misused. It is a ludicrous sight to see a

number of men or women turning in a serpentine

fashion down an easy slope when they should put

their feet together and go straight. It is a mistaken

notion that excellence in " S " turns is the summit
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of ski-ing. Swiftness is the essence of the sport,

and " S " turning is to the adult ski-runner what
crawling is to a child—the first stage of progress and

a very useful one too.

By means of the " S " it is possible to turn sharply

or slowly to right or to left or to curve down the

steepest slopes without stopping and without fear of

a fall. As in stemming, one discriminates between

the braker or stemming ski and the glider or sliding

ski, and it will be recollected that the gliding ski is

the top one that has to be kept flat on the snow to

maintain the weight of the body and to indicate the

direction the runner wishes to go. When on the

move the braker is kept at an acute angle to the

glider, brushing the snow below the glider, and the

transference of the weight to the glider checks or

stops the runner according to the strength that is put

into the movement. So far, so good. We have re-

learnt the lesson of stemming and have gone some

way towards mastering a non-stop curve. Now to

make the curve. We are running obliquely down the

mountain, and wish to turn and go in the opposite

direction. We throw a certain amount of weight on

to the braker and edge it into the snow. This reduces

the pace. We then widen the angle of the ski and as

it were hover ; then, apparently flinging oneself down
the hill we find we have tacked completely round and
are facing in the opposite direction. During this

manoeuvre our ski were flat on the snow, the tips

were together, the heels far apart, and at one time

practically the whole weight of the body was on the

glider. When we hovered and headed down the hill

we changed our poles, which were being held quite

short and near the snow, from the top side of the hill

to below, so that when the turn was completed they
were in their normal position across the body with the
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ends touching the top side of the slope. The more

the heels are kept apart the quicker and cleaner will

be the curve, but, if the body is not flung well forward

at the critical moment a sitting position will be

rapidly achieved. A touch with the poles (of course

I take it that two are being used and that they

are held together) on the snow as one swings round,

will be found of real assistance, but they should

not be leant upon. The fact of holding the poles

short ensures a good stooping position when the

fling down hill takes place. This fling is the crux

of the whole business. The art of curving down
hill requires considerable nerve before success can

be attained, especially if it be executed on a

really steep slope. The first experience assumes

the proportion of a frightful plunge into a yawn-

ing abyss, and one feels for the first time some

pangs of sympathy for Milton's rebellious archangel

who was

Hurl'd headlong, flaming from the ethereal sky,

only " ethereal " is not the adjective the learner

feels inclined to bestow upon his ski at such a

juncture.

When a long and difficult slope has to be nego-

tiated the runner joins one curve to another without a

brake, thus keeping clear of trees and other obstacles.

An S-shaped track is generally an easy method of

avoiding the obstructions of a rock-strewn descent, as it

brings about a reduction in speed. One winter's work

should make the runner expert in this manoeuvre

;

and afford him the pleasure of regarding his snake

trail with a certain amount of complacency.

To put the whole affair in a nutshell, it may be

said that if the runner assumes what is known as the

"snow-plough" attitude, i.e., runs straight down
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a hill with the heels of the ski wide apart and

the toes together, and the weight evenly distributed

on both ski there is sure to be a change of direc-

tion if the weight is suddenly shifted entirely on to

one ski.

The Telemark Swing

Sudden stopping is an essential to success in ski-

running. Stemming does not produce a sufficiently

speedy turn when running fast, especially if long

grooved ski are being used. But both the Tele-

mark and Christiania swings bring the accomplished

runner up with the proverbial "round turn." It is

useless to disguise from the learner that these swings

possess an element of difficulty which for some con-

siderable time verges upon the tantalising. The
majority of Norwegians learn them in early child-

hood, and their skill is therefore almost unconscious:

They are difficult to describe in cold print. But
if exactitude of detail on the part of the writer

and a corresponding attention on the part of the

reader go for anything—combined perhaps, shall we
say, with a little back-garden posing—the initial diffi-

culties may be partially if not wholly overcome. It

takes long practice to accomplish these swings with

any degree of sureness ; but to make them pass-

ably well a few weeks' stern perseverance should

suffice.

The Telemark is a more graceful swing than the

Christiania. In performing it, do not seek assistance

from your stick. Some persons have an affection for

their bamboos second only to that of a Lancashire

witch for her broom-stick, but these never become ski-

runners. The swing can be made either to right or left,

and each turn has its special application. It is well to
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learn both the Telemark and the Christiania swings

so as to be able to utilise each both to the right

and left, and the best runners practise all four swings.

The Telemark is most easily made on the flat on

loose snow where there is little chance of side-slip.

It is more difficult to make quickly on a hillside than

the Christiania, and the effect is not so rapid. The

position for a Telemark swing to the right is the

same as for a swing to the left, substituting the right

for the left, and vice versd throughout.

To make a Telemark swing to the left, the right ski

should be well advanced, the left knee well bent and

the heel ofthe left foot raised off the ski. When about

to make the swing the weight of the body should be

on the front ski, which should be tilted slightly on the

inside edge, while the whole of the body is turned

gently to the left. The runner will then come round

in a smart swing.

Now all this seems* at the first blush complex, but if

analysed and made the work of a moment the runner

will, with practice, learn to come round with a sweep,

the celerity of which will of course depend upon the

force with which the body is turned. One almost un-

failing method ofrapidlygaining success in theTelemark

swing is to practise running downhill in the accepted

Telemark position. Be especially careful to raise the

heel of the left foot. This naturally places the weight

of the body upon the right foot, and success in accom-

plishing this means to a great extent success in the

whole manoeuvre. Remember also to kneel well down
on the left ski, and keep your eyes fixed on that part

of the horizon towards which you intend to go.

Much importance has been attached to the necessity

for leaning inwards in the act of making a Telemark

swing. It is better at first, however, not to make
any particular effort towards leaning inwards, as the
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beginner will in all probability fall in the direction

towards which he bends. He may feel that he is

being thrown outwards ; but will quickly learn un-

consciously to balance himself so as to compensate for

any tendency to " throw " outwards.

It is also well not to try to turn with too great

celerity when learning. Again do not jerk the body
round. There is a whole world between a graceful

turn and a jerk, as there is a great gulf betwixt the

bow of the dancing-master and the polite nod of

recognition.

The Christiania Swing

There is a material difference in the Christiania and
Telemark swings, and it consists principally in the

retention by the former of the normal position of the

ski, and turning in the direction of the advanced foot

:

that is, for a turn towards the right the right foot

should be leading, and towards the left the left foot

is in front. It is more properly suited for hard snow
and steep hills where ski are liable to side-slip. It is

also the more rapid swing, and a sudden stop can be

made by its aid even when in the full career of top

speed. To make the Christiania swing to the

right the ordinary position of the runner is retained,

with the right ski slightly advanced and the weight

of the body distributed evenly on both ski ; the

body should be turned smartly to the right from

the hips, the weight should be placed on the heels,

and both ski should be tilted slightly on to

their right edges. The movement is similar to that

which a skater makes in stopping by edging both

skates.

Once the swing has become second nature the runner

will be surprised how very quickly he can effect a turn.

There must be no conscious effort to swing on the right
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foot ; the ski must be pressed tightly together, and

when the turn is commenced the weight of the body

must be evenly distributed upon both feet.

To start upon the Christiania swing is the greatest

difficulty with which beginners are confronted. The

back parts of the ski are naturally caught in the snow

in a most inexplicable manner. Leaning inwards, as

for the Telemark, must be eschewed to commence

with, and all tendency to jerking sternly fought

against.

The swing, or at least a portion of it, may be utilised

as a substitute for stemming when descending a steep

hillside. In fact a good way to learn the swing, and

at the same time to utilise it as a substitute for

stemming, is to betake oneself to a steep hill and

running obliquely down it make a portion of the swing

in order to reduce the pace. Practise this at intervals

on the run down and proficiency will shortly be within

sight.

Mr. E. C. Richardson, to whom I am indebted for

much valuable advice in the compilation of this article

on ski-ing, is of opinion that the Christiania swing is

in principle just like the Telemark, except that it is

made on two ski instead of one. He states that the

weight must be thrown forward so as to allow the

back part of the ski to skid round, and that while

beginners usually lean back and fall back, the body

ought to be leant forward and the heels of both ski

pushed round and forward. Hence the twisted

position seen in photographs.

Jumping

Although jumping may well be regarded as a

department of ski-ing in itself, its importance to the

ski-runner in general cannot well be overestimated.
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Jumping is, in fact, to ski-ing what steeplechasing is

to hunting. It is of real importance whilst on tour that

the ski-runner should be a fairly good jumper, as

occasions constantly arise where jumping becomes not

only a pleasure but a veritable necessity.

Besides affording a fine spectacular effect practice

on the familiar jumping hill helps to initiate the

runner into the difficulties of balance and the necessity

of coolness.

The Jumping Hill

A description of an ideal jumping hill may serve

better than anything else to give the layman an idea

of the nature of this branch of the sport. The first

portion consists of a gradient of some eighty to one

hundred yards in length down which the jumper slides

rapidly in order to gain impetus for the jump. At a

marked spot where the hill dips considerably, and

which is technically known as the " take-off," he takes

the leap, and landing below perhaps 100 or 130 feet

further on, continues his course to the bottom of the

hill. The chief difficulty of the performance consists,

of course, in keeping one's feet on landing. The
whole undertaking requires considerable daring at first,

for the view from the summit of a ski-jump is one

calculated to alarm the novice. The danger is, how-

ever, almost purely imaginary, and a common amount
of pluck will soon overcome the initial qualms.

Ski used in jumping should be long, in fact, the

longer the better to ensure steadiness before the

jump, and they should be heavy because the best

wood is usually heavy.

The snow best suited to jumping purposes is that

which has lain for a few days, and which has been so

trodden down by ski as to present a fairly firm mass.

On a surface such as this an even rate of speed can
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be ensured for the jumper at the initial run and the

place of landing. Snow which has any tendency to

stick is unsuitable and even a little dangerous, as it

may bring about a bad fall forwards from the tendency

of the ski to check when alighting. Very deep, soft

snow is also to be avoided for the same reason.

Many natural jumps are met with in the course of

a tour and these afford excellent practice and need

little or no preparation. Snow-covered bushes and

rocks are the conveniences for the purpose ; but be sure

that they are well covered with snow. If the bush

is not a thickly grown one, the ski may easily break

through the snow, while in the case of a rock the swift

pace of the approach may lead to a bad disaster should

the ski grate on a portion of rough and gritty surface.

If a party on a short tour decide to practise

jumping, it is an easy matter, by the help of a little

judicious kicking on snow here and there and some

stamping above and below the take-off, to make quite

a reasonable hop. A little dip in a hillside is also

excellent for the purpose. The dip itself forms a take-

off, and to make it more prominent pile a little snow

on the top of it to raise the edge slightly.

If a real jumping hill, that is, a place for sound

practice, be desired, one must be chosen which has a

reasonably good outrun at its base. The declivity

below the take-off should be fairly steep, say 23° or

30° for at least 200 feet so as to allow plenty of room

for alighting, but the subsequent outrun should be

gradual. A gentle slope at the alighting point is

dangerous, owing to the force of the impact, and more

difficult, if people would only believe it.

When travelling through the air after leaving the

take-off the jumper is going at a considerable pace,

and if that pace is too suddenly arrested a disturbance

of the forces of gravity must inevitably take place.
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But if the jumper comes to ground on a steep slope

the shock of alighting is not felt to the same extent,

and he has ample time to regain balance. The slope

down to the take-off should be gradual and smooth,
as it is almost impossible for any one but an expert to

make a creditable jump after an unsteady approach.

For this reason great attention should be given to

the approach, and it should be carefully trodden down
and smoothed. This consideration applies to the place

of alighting with almost equal cogency.

Quite a small drop should be attempted to begin

with, sixteen or twenty inches is ample. When
stability on a small jump is attained the take-off may
be heightened up to five or six feet, but the pace down
the approach must be quickened accordingly.

Let us watch a jumper for a few moments and see if

we can discover the secret of his art. He is standing

some hundred feet above the take-off and scraping the

under surface of his ski to see that no lumps of snow
adhere to them. He pushes himself off with his

bamboo canes and leaves them sticking in the snow,

when he moves. His body is erect at first and one

ski is slightly in front of the other. After travelling

about ten yards he crouches and bends slightly for-

ward bringing his ski gradually level, toe to toe. As
the points of the ski overlap the edge of the take-off,

he straightens out and lifts himself, as it were, from

the toes. (This movement the Norwegians term the
" sats.") He is off the platform, he is erect in the

air, the ski perfectly parallel but drooping somewhat
behind ; now he touches the snow, say one hundred

feet below the take-off, his right foot slides well

forward on alighting, his knees bend to relieve the

concussion, but in a moment his body returns to its

erect position, the front ski maintaining a normal

twelve-inch advance.



Practice from a small jump.

A HUNDRED FEET JUMP,







Jumping—in mid air.
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If you are fired by the spirit ot emulation, go to

your little jump and try to copy the professor.

Be steady and unflurried. Do not be jerky at the

sats. If possible do not crouch when on the approach
;

stand erect and simply raise the heels when on the

take-off.

Practise assiduously, practise every day, practise

three times a day. Have a small jump near the hotel.

It takes time to get up a hill sufficiently high to

ensure a good run down, but a small jumping hill can

be ascended in a few minutes, and the practice it

gives in the art of running is infinitely greater.

Different ski-runners have different ways ofjumping,

and it may be safely said that many of the best per-

formers could not readily describe their own method.

In this respect it is interesting to note that Captain

von Ekker, an Austrian soldier who, although con-

siderably over the age of forty, has in a couple of

seasons taught himself to ski with such skill that he

can jump his 100 feet in excellent style, does not

follow the Norwegian method of rising on the toes

when on the take-off. His plan is simply to bring

his arms back when going down the " approach " and

to throw them smartly forward and to straighten the

body when on the take-off.



V
THE SNOW AND ITS PECULIARITIES

As there is infi lite variety in landscape, so is there

infinite variety in snow-country, and infinite variety

of snow, for, however great a veteran the ski-runner

may be, he will seldom fail to encounter peculiarities

in the snow to which he has before been a stranger.

There is the new-fallen snow which lies on the surface

of the ground in fresh flakes ; there is powdery snow,

watery snow, snow which is crystalline in appearance,

sdow which is almost ice. Snow in its many varieties

is in fact as baffling to the ski-runner as scent is to the

huntsman. " Nothing so queer as scent 'cept a

woman," said Mr. Jorrocks. "Nothing so queer as

scent 'cept snow," say we in the excess of our

gallantry.

It is a most difficult matter to tell whether a day

will be a good going one. Although the prevailing

feature of snow conduces to good going, one's calcula-

tions are often apt to be upset. A delightful, breeze-

less, cold morning may easily develop a warm wind

that will make the snow stick five or ten inches deep

on the bottom of the ski, and what appeared to be a

warm, cloudy, sticky day will prove perfectly cold and

crisp a few feet up the mountains. Of course, some
kinds of snow are more desirable than others for the

purpose of ski-ing. Probably the best snow of all is

that which has lain for some time undisturbed at

174
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an even temperature below freezing-point. When
this occurs, the minute particles of which it is com-
posed settle down and become a compact mass which
varies in excellence for going, according as it may be
on the sunny or shady side of a mountain, or whether
or not it is exposed to the influence of the wind. But
it can be taken for granted that at heights of over

four thonsand feet in Central or Northern Europe the

snow is always good, if not driven by the wind.

When a hard crust has been formed and more snow
falls upon it to the depth of several inches, and the

new-fallen flakes adhere to the old substratum, a good
condition of snow for ski-ing has come into being. As
a rule, snow which has been driven by the wind does

not afford very good going. It is very catchy, some-

times very fast, but more often it possesses a heavy,

dragging property.

Very hard snow is bad for climbing and descending,

and considerable care has to be taken to guard against

a side-slip which may send the ski-runner shooting

down in an undignified and possibly dangerous

manner.

Beware of the wind-drifted layers on icy snow which
look quite solid, but which the stamp of the ski, so

necessary in order to secure a foothold, will send

sliding off in slabs.

One has heard of people, particularly Austrians, who
recommend April ski-ing not when the morning snow
is hard and fairly easy for ascending, but when it is

too slushy and sticky in the afternoon. They say it

is then easy going. But it is a poor substitute for the

genuine, crisp, floury snow. It is certainly runnable,

but drags and hangs heavily on the ski, and swinging

and turning on it are very difficult.

When the snow begins to cake as a consequence of

warmth, ski-ing becomes a trying ordeal. Midday is
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a treacherous time, and late in the season, from

then up to 3.30, many good men have been led to

make resolutions against donning the long boards.

But joy cometh in the late afternoon. The sun loses

its power, the climbing is probably done for the

day, and the swish of the ski, the cutting of the

snow spray and wind is a tonic that soon revives the

tired sportsman, and makes him forget all former

woe.

Late in the season it is well to start on a tour in the

early morning, cover most of the low ground before

the sun has gained any strength, spend the heat of the

day lolling about the mountain tops, and descend in

the cool of the evening.

If sticky snow has to be travelled over, it is well to

wax the ski before starting, and carry in the rucksack

a tube of ski-wax as advised in the chapter upon
" outfit

;

" but fortunately this sticky state of affairs is

not so common as one might imagine. Crusted snow

is also a highly undesirable variety. It occurs after

warm weather followed by frost, when an ice crust is

formed, which, if sufficiently thick to bear, is tolerable

;

but if it bears in some places and gives way in others,

it is to be avoided for every reason. A fall upon

such snow, especially if forward, makes havoc of the

unwary ski-runner, and he is lucky if he escapes with

lacerated hands and face, instead of sprained limbs

and broken ski.

Another disagreeable variety is patchy snow, which

occurs when the surface, being for the most part firm

and in good order, becomes interrupted in places by

patches resembling flour. These are nearly always

encountered at considerable altitudes, where strong

winds blow fine snow over an otherwise good surface,

and they are productive of many forward falls. When
snow becomes agglomerated into a mass of frozen
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waves the phenomenon goes by the Norwegian name
of " Skavler." This also occurs at high altitudes and
is caused by wind, the ridges of wind-blown frozen

snow often rising as high as two feet above the sur-

rounding level. Long ski are best for these, if it is

absolutely necessary to cross them, but it is better to

take the advice of the Yankee, who, when asked what
he would do if rejected from Paradise, replied : "Go
raound

!

"

Touring

Those who dare the sublime solitudes of the winter

wastes alone learn the real glories of ski-ing. It is

true that the way may be toilsome, perhaps hours of

the day may be spent rising, rising, rising. The. miles

pile up in front, the objective, the top of a pass that

appeared so close at the start, seems after hours of

plodding no nearer. The glorious brightness of the

air makes distances deceptive, but who cares for the

trudging ? It is not hard grinding work in reality, and

each member of the party takes it in turn to make the

track, unless there is a guide who considers it a point

of honour to be in advance. In the high mountains

the snow is nearly always good and the ski slide along

without any appreciable effort. The fascination of the

climb is what enthrals the mountaineer. What more

can be said ? But there is something else : There is

the run down.

We stand on the summit of a splendid slope, clear

except for a few pines, which the massed forests upon

either side seem to have thrown out here and there as

skirmishers from the grim, unbroken ranks of their

opposing battalions. A glance aloft shows a sky azure

as the waveless expanse of the Adriatic in the softness

of summer ; beneath, an ocean of snow. With the

silent and swift rapidity of motion in a dream, we are

M
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off. The snow flies behind us like foam in the wake
of a ship. We glide between planes of azure and

argent. There is an exhilaration as in the possession

of soaring wings, a breathing joy such as is known to

the eagles, or to those who have sped over bird-

baffling summits upon enchanted carpets—the princes

of Oriental legend.

It is well for the stranger within the gates when
surrounded by innovations to submit to them unques-

tioningly and uncomplainingly. You may be certain

that the (to you) unusual adjunct has been adopted

because of local conditions, and that if you do not use

it you will find yourself a deterrent influence on

tours, be they short or long.

The use of artificial aids to climbing is by no means

upheld here, but to those who are not in training, and

especially to ladies they become on occasions necessary.

At some well-known ski-ing resorts the use of sealskin

and other aids is strongly discouraged, with the

result that a great deal of the veteran ski-runner's

time is taken up assisting beginners, whereas at

those resorts where aids are not frowned upon, many
ladies are able to undertake quite long tours without

fatigue. Where steep climbs are met with it is often

customary to carry crampons. These are by no means

light, and are decidedly a nuisance to the person who
has to carry them ; but to poor climbers they have the

advantage of mitigating the anxiety born of a risky

ascent.

When a rest is felt to be necessary and you wish to

doff your ski for a brief interval, be careful to remove

all adhering snow from them, both underneath and

from the strappings and bindings. Should you allow

the snow to remain, it will in all likelihood become so

firmly frozen that no amount of scraping before start-

ing again will satisfactorily dislodge it. Fingers get
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numb with inaction, and what was but a moment's work
upon first sitting down will become a task when the

journey is about to be resumed. For the purpose of

cleaning ski, carry a small metal scraper about three

inches long ; it will be found more useful if it has a

rounded end that fits the groove underneath the

ski.

If one is not in the habit of using sealskin, and yet

is desirous of paying homage to local usages, some of

the spare straps that all thoughtful ski-runners place

in their rucksacks may be utilised for this purpose.

They should be buckled round the ski about six inches

before and behind the feet, and will be found to give

the runner a good grip on the snow. As a good sub-

stitute for skin, cord or thick string may be wound
round the ski. The best way to effect this is to slip

a loop over the top and make the laces about four

inches apart underneath ; then bring the string over

the end of the ski and fasten it with a slip-knot over

the standing part above.

A word of advice regarding descents may not be out

of place in remarks concerning touring. Provided the

snow is in good condition the runner will not have
much to contend with, but should it prove sticky,

then going will be difficult. In such a contingency

resort must be had to the tube of ski-wax, which the

neophyte was advised in a previous chapter to place

in his brand-new rucksack. Do not daub the wax on
too thickly, but use it sparingly, and rub it well in

with a dry cloth until the ski have assumed a shining

surface. If you rub the wax in with a composite

candle you will find it adhere well and become sus-

ceptible of a fine finish. In any case the candle will

serve for polishing material if one has forgotten or

exhausted one's stock of wax.

My own experience does not lead me to believe that
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ski should often be waxed to prevent the snow from

sticking when going up-hill ; but in certain cases if

used in conjunction with skin, cord or straps, it will

be found to answer. If any wax remains at the end

of the day, remove it with sand-paper or with steel

shavings, used in all Continental hotels for polishing

floors.

When a steep mountain path is to be negotiated, it

is better to go up with ski off. The usual custom is

to carry the ski on the back, but a weight of some

ten pounds quickly tells, and it will be found advisable

to haul them up behind by means of string placed

through small holes in the points of the ski and looped

on the shoulders. The ski should be fastened together

at the bindings by another piece of string in case

the friction at the holes chafes the touring string.

Should the ski get loose, down they may slide for

hundreds of feet, and leave their disconsolate owner

muttering things about their facile descent to—well

—

Avernus.

We all know the story of the old lady who knitted

hundreds of pairs of socks for the Esquimaux under

the impression that they suffered from cold feet, and in

this connection it should be mentioned that the people

who are least used to snow are they who suffer most from

the cold. When the strong spring sun begins to melt

the snow, the watery slush soon finds its way
through boots and socks of the stoutest make, and

should a keen wind be subsequently encountered, the

soaked footwear becomes frozen hard, and the toes

lose all sense of feeling. Many people use oils of

various descriptions to make their boots imper-

vious to moisture, but if these are of a liquid kind

they usually assist its entrance. I have found that a

mixture of grease, train oil, and Stockholm tar, well
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and abundantly rubbed in, especially round the welts,

makes splendid boot-armour. If one is -without these

ingredients a smearing of warm ski-wax is a good

substitute.

Never start in the morning with damp boots or

socks. When sleeping in a hut, hang both boots and

socks from the rafters of the general room, where

they are more likely to get dry than on the cold

floor. It is unnecessary to carry too many impedimenta

;

limit yourself to an extra sweater and spare pairs of

socks and gloves.

The ordeal of being snowed-up is by no means

destitute of compensations, one of the greatest of

which will be found in the companionship of a

thrilling yarn. " Scorn not the sonnet," says Words-

worth, and we advise the ski-runner, even if a super-

man or a " superior person," to " Scorn not the shilling

shocker." It will be found in the long and uneventful

nights both " grateful and comforting," portable and

digestible.

When on tour never ride for a fall, or run extra-

ordinary risks during the descent. A broken ski or a

fractured bone may be the cause of untold suffering to

all members of the party in addition to the careless

culprit. On the other hand be not prone to express

feelings of alarm; the funker is most distressing to

his companions.

A party should keep together, and if there are any

beginners or other lame ducks they should never be

left behind. It is as disagreeable to descend a

thousand feet to see what has happened to a slow-

coach and crawl up again with him afterwards, as it is

to run down ahead of him and be compelled to climb up

again. It is homicide to leave any one out on

the mountains to " turn up " ; darkness comes on
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quickly and there are no sign-posts to direct a tired

traveller.

A vast difference exists between ski-running in the
valleys and on high ground, and in fact many people

who are really good runners on the low ground are

quite nonplussed when a piece of hill country has to be
negotiated. It is here that the value of touring

becomes obvious; it introduces the runner to all

descriptions of country, and hardens him to all even-

tualities ; it trains those primeval faculties and
instincts which are dormant in all of us, and without

which no man is a man in the best and most complete

sense of the word—the faculties of observation, of

initiative, of hardiness, and the virtues of courage,

prudence and persistence. No average Englishman
who has given real attention to form for a few
weeks need fear to accompany on tour the natives
of any country he may be in. He will not find that

they are liable to exhaust themselves by prolonged

journeys, and the percentage of the inept is usually

sufficient to keep the down-hill pace fairly slow.

The natives of most mountainous countries are very

naturally skilful climbers^ and this the average

Englishman is not; however, if the beginner will

attend to what his comrades are doing and follow

them in every detail he need not be afraid of the

consequences, and should he feel any inward qualms,

the carrying of crampons will lend him sufficient

confidence to attack any ordinary ascent.

In climbing use method. Plant your steps uniformly,

and if you find that your ski will not grip, scrape out

steps with a spike at the end of your pole, or thrust it

into the ice so as to form a rest. Slopes covered with
snow, that should be more correctly called ice, often

cause rather anxious moments, as a side-slip may mean
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a glissade of several hundred feet. In such a case

keep as cool as the snow beneath you. Be cautious

and wary and there is small chance of mishap.

The Avalanche

The avalanche is to the ski-runner what the storm

is to the sailor—an ever-present, murmurous monster,

ready to grasp and smother. The " Whisper of the

Apennine," as Shelley has beautifully called it, has,

however, this difference from the sea-storm—that it

can be avoided by the cautious. It is unnecessary to

repeat the oft-given injunction never to attempt ski-

mountaineering without skilled guides.

It would be rash to attribute avalanches to any

simple origin, or cause. It is thought, and with good

reason, that they usually occur on slopes which are

covered with freshly fallen snow; but they may be

caused by the united weight of the atoms of snow

pressing down a slope, the freezing or melting quality

of the wind, or the dislocation of quite a small

quantity of snow. The snow on a steep slope is

always more or less in a state of strain, and the

last straw sends it down the hill in a wild fury of

whiteness, to engulf the unwary. No rules can

be set down by which one may learn to distinguish

dangerous snow-ground at a glance
;

guides who
have known a locality all their lives have walked

right into danger through ignorance of a slight

change in thermal conditions. However, hints may
be given which may help one to recognise the more

obvious conditions in which the possibility of an

avalanche is to be feared.

To begin with, all open slopes of more than 30°
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are possible areas for avalanches. Newly-fallen snow
should be avoided unless in the most favourable

circumstances. Ski-ing over newly-fallen snOw is

seldom found to be worth the proverbial candle, and

for such poor sport it is not worth while to take any

risks. In fact, wherever there is the least possibility

of avalanche make it a golden rule to turn back, forth-

with. This rule followed, you will " live to ski another

day."

One of the most common causes of avalanche is the

occurrence of thaw after a heavy fall of snow. Another
is the presence of snow in any quantity upon smooth
surfaces such as ice or grass. When an avalanche

breaks it usually overwhelms the person who has

started it within a few yards of its breaking-point,

and it is there that search should be made in case of

accident. As a general rule it can be taken that snow
is usually safe if it has had two days to settle and is of

even consistency throughout.

Even on very steep slopes the snow is usually safe

if rocks are seen sticking through it.

Never go out in the high mountains when the

barometer is falling, or clouds appear that indi-

cate a storm. " Take not out your 'ounds on a

werry windy day." Take not out your ski on a

very cloudy one. The grey days are bad for sport

;

the light being bad it is impossible to see what the

slopes are like, whether the snow is soft or hard, icy or

sticky.

It is better not to venture alone in country where

avalanches may be looked for, or without the company
of at least one expert mountain climber to whom im-

plicit obedience should be rendered. The writer has

no desire to intimidate beginners by a recitation of

the dangers accompanying the sport ; these vanish
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before experience ; if a start is made on reasonably

easy country real proficiency will be found the greatest

aid to courage. The sport of ski-running is not one

for the timid; but it is the king of winter sports,

and, in the words of Milton, by its aid

Time will run

On smoother till Favonius re-inspire

The frozen earth.
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TOBOGGANING

NOTES FOR NOVICES

It was but a few years ago that tobogganing was a

simple accomplishment easily acquired ; it is to-day, in

its highest development, one of the most specialised

forms of sport, demanding a machine built for the rider

and a special track of great complexity and intricate

construction.

These developments are fully dealt with in the

subsequent article ; we are here only concerned to

indicate how the ordinary novice may most con-

veniently become acquainted with the elements of

the sport.

As the beginner is apt to be embarrassed by the

presence of spectators during his early efforts our

advice to him is to set forth alone and, if possible,

unobserved, and adventure his earliest flights on some
secluded path of a suitable gradient.

Nothing should be bought at the outset save by the

advice of an expert ; toboggans of all shapes and sizes

may be hired or borrowed (with or without permission)

at most winter-sport resorts, and the beginner usually

acquires in this, as in other sports, just the outfit which
is most unsuitable to his needs.

It is inadvisable to venture on an ice-run until con-

siderable experience has been gained in the manage-

ment of a " Swiss " on mountain roads and passes, most
189
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of the accidents which occur on ice-runs being due to

the inexperience of riders rather than to any inherent

danger in the runs themselves.

As to bobbing there is usually no difficulty in getting

a passenger's seat, on which the novice's duties are

extremely simple ; he will have to lean sideways at the

corners in order to help his " bob " to negotiate them,

to aid in gaining impetus by bobbing forward simul-

taneously with the rest of the crew, and last but not

least, he must not fall out. In time the passenger, if

he be capable of inspiring confidence in his fellows, will

be permitted to take a hand at the brake and ulti-

. mately to be the pilot of his craft.

Among the best tobogganing and bobbing roads,

as distinguished from ice-runs, are those at Arosa,

Grindelwald, Les Avants, Klosters, Kandersteg, Inns-

bruck, and Montana.

The Canadian toboggan is little used in Switzerland,

but splendid fun may be had with one on long, steep,

and switchbacky slopes when heavy snowfalls have

rendered the road tracks impassable.

Given plenty of snow there is no danger in dropping

down the steepest slopes on a Canadian ; if there is a

good run out as a finish (the best is on to a lake) the

course will be a perfect one.

There is but little steering to be done on these snow

runs, one just lets her " rip "
; indeed, if the snow is

soft and powdery it envelops the toboggan and crew

entirely, and renders a look-out impossible.

For these excursions one must be well wrapped up

in an armour of clothes, gaiters, gloves, and pullover

cap in order to defy successfully the entrance of snow,

which, unless one is so armed, will insinuate itself at

all junctions of garments and find its way in a melted

state to their inmost recesses.

A good introduction to the toboggan may be obtained
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by joining a "tailing" party; "tailing" is sim-
plicity itself, and consists in hitching an indefinite

number of toboggans of all shapes and sizes to the

stern of a horsed sleigh (in which the seniors and pro-

visions are stowed) and going off somewhere on a

picnic.

The chief diversion of "tailing" consists in the

difficulty of holding on when the horses are going at

a good rate on a road which undulates both vertically

and horizontally, the violent swishing of the toboggan

tail on such occasions is quite snake-like, and affords

fine practice in the art of sitting tight.

It is probable that the winter-sports holiday-maker

who has but little time at his disposal will extract

more immediate enjoyment from tobogganing than he

could from skating, ski-ing, or curling, in all of which
a long apprenticeship must be served before their

potentialities can be appreciated.



I

INTRODUCTORY

In all countries where snow lies long enough, its

surface is made practical use of as an easy and most

useful medium for locomotion and carriage, and in this

fact originates the now universally known sport of

tobogganing in all its aspects, whether in the shape of

single machines or in those designed for several riders

such as the bob-sleigh.

In cold countries like Russia, Norway and Sweden,

the gliding snow-shoes or ski, the horse-sleigh, &c.,.

have been in use for ages, and in North America and

Canada, the indigenous Indians, natives of the colder

zones, used a plain flat plank ofwood or bark curled up

in front, to transport their camps, game and firewood

to and from their various hunting-grounds. To the

Cree Indians is traced the original term "otobanask "

which they applied to their primitive sledge, and from

it comes the modern word " toboggan " as transmitted

from Canada.

The big-game hunters in the Himalayas make use

of temporary expedients for rapidly glissading down

slopes and transporting their impedimenta, and in

Switzerland the small hand sledge has been in use

from time immemorable.

The postman especially has always used the Schlittli

for transporting his burden and, on descents, himself

as well, and to him and the village children must be
192
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given the places of honour as the actual originators of

the modern sport in Switzerland, and, as will be

shown later, it is there that the art has been brought

to its present state of perfection.

America and Canada developed in the first instance

the sport of tobogganing, but in the latter part of

1870-80, visitors, especially English and American,

began to flow to the Swiss winter health resorts, and

the sporting instincts of the Anglo-Saxon race at once

realised the possibilities of tobogganing as a means

of amusement, and finally developed it for racing

purposes.

From a competitive and sporting point of view, it is

held in great esteem, owing to the complete absence

of all trickery and professional taint. Whether
indulged in as a simple pastime in soft snow, or as a

competitive test of skill on a difficult iced run, it is an

amusement which affords endless excitement and

healthful exercise. Racing is one of the finest train-

ings that could be devised for the young man—it

teaches him self-reliance, determination, alertness and

the valuable attributes of an instant judgment and

decisive action—and when from disuse, a man's nerves

feel any strain put on them, the bracing tonic of fast

tobogganing, that joy of rapid motion which is common
to most of us, will quickly tune them up to concert

pitch.

Those who have perused the earlier writings on the

subject, must have been amused at the fanciful sug-

gestions put forward as to the origin of the sport

;

one being that Julius Caesar used to train his legions

to cross the Alps, gliding down their snow-clad slopes

on shields, steering with spears, and perhaps encoun-

tering at the bottom a pointed welcome from the

weapons of their opponents.

N



II

TOBOGGAN RUNS

A toboggan run ! What memories and emotions that

term conjures up in the mind of the tobogganer,

especially in that of the votary of the game in the

Swiss Alps, where he is able to rush down iced runs of

glassy smoothness at lightning speed to the valleys

below

!

It must be here understood that according to the

racing man tobogganing is sharplydivided into two main

classes, between which a great gulf is fixed, namely :

Snow-running—"coasting "or "lugeing" on straight

or smoothly winding runs—and ice-running or " tobog-

ganing" proper, on sharply winding courses. The

snow-run is only an introduction to the art—whether

it is practised on natural mountain slopes, winding

mountain roads, or on roughly made natural courses.

On the first the Canadian flat-bottomed otobanask

is facile princeps, and on the others, the sitting coaster

or " luge." On ice only the up-to-date modern racer

with spring steel runners and grooved heels is of any

use for fast and safe tobogganing.

It is true that the racing machine can be used on

any snow sufficiently hardened to afford a bearing

surface for its round and narrow runners, but still the

speed and skill are so much below that necessary on

an iced surface that the sport is considered merely as

coasting. This style of lugeing may be said to form a
194
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connecting link between the two divisions of tobog-

ganing.

The above arbitrary definitions will enable the

novice to apprehend easily the nature of the runs used

in various countries.

The countries in which the sport flourishes in one or

both of the above forms are America, Canada, Austria,

Russia, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland. In the

first six only coasting is practised, but in the latter

the sport has attained the status of an art, the art of

tobogganing on sharply winding highly iced courses.

Canada must be regarded as the original home of the

pastime—in the coasting sense—and the following

embodies a general description of its runs.

The main object of Canadian coasting is speed,

down a straight chute constructed either on a natural

hill slope or on an artificial scaffolding. Great speed,

up to eighty miles per hour, is attained, but beyond

the requisite nerve to slide down at such a speed, no

other qualities, such as skill in steering, balance, and

quick action are necessary.

It is believed that the oldest sites of Canadian

coasting were at the falls of the Montmorenci river,

the glacis of the citadels of Quebec and Kingston,

and on the mountain sides at Montreal. The most

novel and the fastest coasting was obtained on the

frozen spray of the Montmorenci falls. This spray

freezes into two huge cones one 150 feet high, known
as the men's, and the other, about 75 feet, as the

ladies'. Starting from the top of these cones an

enormous impetus is acquired, which carries the coaster

nearly a mile along the fro. jn surface of the river.

At Montreal special runs are constructed on the hill

side near the C6te St. Antoine, and close to the city

itself is a specially constructed inclined plane about

166 feet long, of heavy timbers, which affords an
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impetus sufficient to carry one along the flatter ground

beyond. The starting platform is about 50 feet from

the ground and the chute is divided up by ice or snow
ridges so as to form four separate slides, each a little

wider than a toboggan, and a timbered sidewalk up
which to haul machines.

This, and smaller chutes, were constructed by the

old Montreal Club, and more recently the Tuque
Bleue Club constructed another chute 32 feet wide

and 450 yards long.

The costume which the Canadian adopts for winter

sports is the most picturesque in the world, consisting

of coloured mocassins, fringed trousers and long-striped

blanket coat, girdled by a bright red scarf ; on his head

he wears a " tuque " like that of the Neapolitan fisher-

man. Gorgeous costumes are generally to be seen at

the winter sports and at the great annual Ice Carnival

of Montreal, where a beautiful ice palace is constructed.

This palace and the toboggan chutes are vividly

illuminated by electric lights, torches and fireworks.

Another well-known course is that of Mount Royal-

Park Club. This hill is about 1320 yards long and

the chute is divided into four slides.

A simple and most inexpensive mode of making

a run which includes a jump is sometimes prac-

tised at Ottawa and Montreal, for use with the

flat Canadian toboggan. On any conveniently

situated steep hill side a bank A is constructed

like those used for ski-jumping. The toboggans are

started well above this, and as each machine travels
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down the proposed course, the surface of the snow
becomes harder and speed increases. Considerable

jumps over the bank are made, frequently producing

tumbles, which are a great source of amusement to the

young spectators.

At Ottawa the chief venue is Pockliffe Park,

B-ideau Hall. Here a chute is constructed giving

a distance of about five hundred and eighty yards.

America has the same style of coasting as Canada,

but ice paving is more used and spring steel runners

were here first invented. Ice paving consists of small

ice-blocks fitted together and well-flooded with water,

producing a smooth fast course. The first club in

America was formed at Saratoga about 1887, and a slide

was constructed at Glen Mitchell 766 yards long, with

a fall of 112 feet in the first 200 yards, and three tracks.

The American tobogganer also adopts a somewhat
distinctive dress, consisting of ajersey with an enormous

collar similar to a sailor's and termed a machinan.

Tobogganing is not considered of much interest in

Russia, but there are runs at Moscow and St. Petersburg

(at Moscow the sport has almost died out). It takes

the form of coasting down straight chutes or hill sides

as in Canada, ice-hilling is the term by which it is

known. At Moscow, on a flat plain outside the city

wooden scaffoldings 40 feet high are erected, giving a

straight chute of about two hundred yards in length.

The surface is paved with small ice-blocks about eight

inches thick, brought from the river and flushed with

water.

A staircase gives access to the top and a run down
brings one to a similar chute nearly opposite which

provides a return journey. A little guiding is done

with the hands which are protected by thick, fingerless

gloves.

Norway and Sweden adopt the usual Canadian
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coasting style, and have, in addition, what is known as

kjaelke-fahren, described later under the head of

riding. Christiania is the principal headquarters of

this form of riding.

Austria and Germany, in addition to coasting, have

lately adopted the skeleton ice-runner, which will be

described in the section which treats of the Swiss

sport.

Switzerland is now so far ahead of all other

countries in the building of and riding on the true

winding or crooked ice course designed for fast racing,

that it takes the first place, and a special description

will here be given of the method of construction and

upkeep of its most famous course, the Cresta Run at

St. Moritz in the Engadine.

There are many other places where tobogganing in

all its forms is obtainable, but the value of all these

places for the sport is in direct ratio to their altitude

above the sea-level. The higher the altitude the less

frequent the thaws, and the better the conditions for

constructing and maintaining the courses, whether

they are made of snow or ice.

The following places are arranged in the order of

their value from the above essential standpoint.

Tobogganing is obtained at all, and where ice-runs

exist they are noted specially.

Bob-sleighing is indicated by the letter B.

2. Pontresina (Belvoir) 5915 „ 1 ice-run

1. St. Moritz Dorf 6100 feet 2 ice-runs ( B 2 constructed

courses

2 on the Albula
&Fluelamoun-
tain passes

3. Silvaplana 5912 „ 1 ice-run / B Julier & Maloya

\ passes

4. Arosa 5900 „ B road

5. Oelerina (near St. 5655 „ 1 ice-run / B Albula & Fluela

Moritz) \ passes

6. Zuoz 5615 „ B
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7. Olavadel (near

Davos)

8. Davos

5500 feet

5120 „

no run

1 ice-run

B Clavadel Road

( B Schatz Alp and

\ Klosters Road

9. Montana 4950 ii
B

10. Lenzerheide 4846
ii

B
11. Leysin

12. Andermatt

4750

4738
ii

B
B

13. Adelboden 4450 M B
14. Weissenstein 4265

11

15. Villars 4250 11 B
16. Kandersteg

17. Caux
3900

3610
11

11

B
B

18. Gstaad 3455 11
B

19. Grindelwald 3450
11

1 ice-run B
20. Engelberg

21. Le Pont

3343

3307
11

11

B
B

22. LesAvants 3280 11
B

23. Chateau d'CEx 3200 11

24. Zweisimmen 3160 11

The only places where winter visitors are found in

large numbers are St. Moritz, Celerina, Arosa, Davos,

Montana, Leysin, Adelboden, Caux, Grindelwald,

Engelberg, Les Avants, Montreux, and Chateau d'CEx.

At all these places most excellent tobogganing and

bob-sleighing are obtainable.

At St. Moritz the two ice-runs are the Cresta and

Dimson. Formerly a road leading from the village

to the baths, known in winter as the village run (700

yards long) was iced and good fast running, and racing

used to take place on it. But now, with the greatly

increased population of visitors who require an easier

course, it has been converted into a snow-run, and, as

such, is very popular.

Its place has been taken by the " Dimson," which

starts from the Palace Hotel and finishes on the frozen

lake below, which gives about 1000 yards of running.

It has several twists and iced banks and affords a

preliminary training for the novice. It is built and
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maintained by the local Kurverein or municipality,

but is very rough and bumpy.

The Cresta is generally conceded to be the finest

ice-run in the world and has been the scene of many
keenly contested tussles between International and
English champions.

The valley in which it lies, beginning in St. Moritz

itself, and terminating near the village of Cresta, is

naturally adapted for the purpose. It was first used

about 1877 simply as a snow-run. In 1884 the St.

Moritz Tobogganing Club was founded and a course

partially marked out, and in 1885 it was made more
completely and the banks iced. This was the real begin-

ning of this magnificent track, which was then further

improved by certain earthworks, and the removal

of rocks and of dangerous outlying stones. Water
from the main town supply was partially laid on to

feed the upper portions which were difficult of access.

Thus gradually the run has assumed its present fine

condition ; nevertheless, long, heavy and expert labour

is necessary every year to build the course properly,

and many thousands of tons of snow have to be moved
before the foundations and banks are ready for use.

A map and profile is herewith attached which shows

that the permanent length of the run is 1320 yards or

J-
mile exactly. In past years this length has varied

slightly, as in 1888 it was made practically 1 mile.

Since that year the original distance has been reverted

to and remained at J mile. The total fall from start to

finish is 514 feet, with an average grade of 1 in 7 '7

in varying gradients as follows :

1° At the Start, 1 in 3"7.

2 Approach, to Church Leap, 1 in 5.

3 Church Leap, 1 in 2 "8.

4 1st and 2nd Banks, 1 in 4*4.

5° Av. gr. for Top Section, 1 in 6.
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6° Battledore, 1 in 6-2.

7° Av. gr. for 2nd Section, 1 in 8'6.

8 The Straight, 1 in 7 -8.

9 Cresta Leap, 1 in 5.

10 Av. gr. for 3rd Section, 1 in 8'7.

The above gradients and others are all shown on the

profile, as also the lengths of each section—viz., first,

364 yards, second, 392 yards, third, 564 yards. (Times,

speeds and records, will be dealt with in the chapter

on speed.)

The smallest radius of curvature of the sharpest

banks—viz., Battledore and Shuttlecock, is 75 feet,

with virtually right angles. The majority of the

twelve turns in this track cannot be laid out exactly

to radii and tangents owing to the configuration of

the ground, fences, &c. The width of the running

track is 6 feet, with retaining sides and a pathway

18 inches wide at the top for the workpeople.

Very early arrangements are necessary in order to

utilise fully all the valuable winter season. As soon

as eight inches of snow have fallen (towards the end

of November or early in December) a large number of

very long thin stakes serve to mark out the course of

the first or lower section (known as Stream Corner)

in order to guide the workmen. Not a day must be

lost in beginning work as fresh snow is the best and

easiest to work with; old snow quickly crystallises,

and does not bind well, rendering the work much
heavier.

It must be explained here that the run is constructed

and opened in the consecutive and separate sections,

the lowest of which is put in hand first. This enables

the club to use each section while the next upper one

is constructing, and affords an excellent means of

training novices gradually and providing amusement
for the large number of Christmas holiday-makers,
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many of whom come from all parts of the world for the

express purpose of riding on this track. Stream

corner is 564 yards long and has three banked curves

in it, and includes the Cresta Leap near the finish.

The workpeople number from an average of eighteen

up to thirty-five or more in short snow years. These

eighteen men cost from sixty to seventy francs per

day in wages.

Tools and plant consist of large hand snow box

sleighs, large wooden shovels, iron shovels, snow-picks

(a species of adze) and ice-shavers, as used in levelling

the surface of ice-rinks.

The first, and most essential work, is the consolida-

tion of the snow foundations of the track and banks.

Many methods have been tried in order to effect this

thoroughly and without loss of time, such as wooden

rollers or snow-ploughs, drawn by horses, &c, but

nothing has been found to surpass that produced by

the trampling of human feet, as the weight concen-

trated at one point at a time evidently has more effect

than that of larger and heavier bodies spread over a

greater area. (It is proposed to attempt a new method

in 1908-9.) It is most important that this consolida-

tion be thoroughly done, otherwise uneven settlement

occurs, especiallyduring thaws, resulting in undulations

and bumps, which are fatal to fast running. A short

stretch of 25 yards settled in this manner in the season

of 1907-8, and several capsizes ensued at a speed of 70

miles an hour, which might have ended disastrously.

All depressions and irregularities in the ground,

some of which are 5-7 feet deep, must be filled up by

the snow brought in sleighs and shovelled by the men
into layers, which are then trampled down layer by

layer, as are also those in the side retaining-walls and

banks of curves.

The surface is then pounded and partially smoothed
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with wooden shovels. The first temporary outlines of

the tracks and banks are shaped, and left for one or

two days and nights, according to the severity of the

temperature, for the frost to bite deep into the

mass and permanently harden it. In this state it is

susceptible of being cut and parcelled like iced sugar.

It is now that the special skill of the foreman and
engineer and of a gang of four trained men known as

polishers comes into play. The guiding principle of

the construction of the curved banks consists in con-

triving these at such angles, curves, lengths and

amount of filling in as will just hold a rider who
travels at no more than a moderate speed. The
moment a high racing speed is attained, the rider who
is minus the necessary skill, coolness and experience,

is converted into a human rocket, takes a header into

the cooling, tonic snow, and in a race the subsequent

proceedings interest him but slightly. Whilst dis-

lodging the beautiful crystals from his hair and shaking

them from the inmost recesses of his garments he has

time to reflect on the truth of various proverbs, and

to formulate fresh methods of riding the bank which

has rejected him. The engineer, besides having a

sound knowledge of the various processes and pecu-

liarities of snow and being accustomed to manage
workpeople, must be a good fast rider, as only such a

one is competent to lay out the critical points correctly

and, incidentally, he should be able to speak at least,

two languages besides his own, as this much facilitates

work.

Important points must always be carefully watched,

otherwise the workpeople (principally Italians) evolve

theories of their own, which are always fallacious, or

work too much in a groove.

The engineer brings the most fiendish ingenuity to

bear in laying out the tangent points, and in deciding
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on steepness and curvatures of the banks, both at the

turning-points and at their tails.

The details are varied every year, as the possible

combinations are innumerable.

It should be noted here that some writers have

erroneously stated that the engineer tests all banks by

riding them before they are iced, and, further, that he

tests the lower sections before a start can be made
from the top.

This is a fallacy, as a moment's reflection will show.

The lowest sections are constructed to take the

highest speeds which are attained only after a start

from the top at the run and on an ice surface, con-

sequently, some of the curves in the lower reaches do

not ride so well from the two lower or ad interim

starting-points.

It is usual to put a little less filling in at the

critical points, as it is comparatively easy to increase

it but almost impossible to cut down the finished iced

surface. The snow sleighs and shovellers now reappear

and feed the surfacers or polishers with snow, and

then these artists put in the final contours with soft

snow smoothed down with specially shaped wooden

shovels. This is very trying work, as the men have

to kneel all day and frequently contract rheumatism

and chills, while the eyes must be constantly at the

surface level. Clear, bright days are also essential, for

on a dull day the outlines are absolutely invisible

through the blinding glare of the snow in the strong

diffused light of a mountain atmosphere, and work is

frequently stopped or delayed from this cause. A
sharp frost—this averages 20° to 32° Fahr. at night at

St. Moritz—is also necessary to harden the finished

snow contours of each length.

At this stage of the work, the track presents a

most beautiful appearance as if carved throughout in
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alabaster. The most remarkable aspect of the run is

presented when it is fully iced and the sun is low

down in the west—it then resembles a vast coiling

ribbon of burnished steel.

Now comes the last stage of the work, that of icing.

Unfortunately for nine-tenths of the course there is at

present no other method than the extremely primitive

one of drawing water from the adjoining springs and

brooks and pouring it on from buckets.

This must be done very carefully otherwise the

surface ripples into undulations (like those on sea

ribbed sand) which destroy it as a running surface.

Numerous waterings must be applied before a sufficient

thickness of ice is obtained to withstand the great

strain at racing and braking.

The following diagrams indicate the shape of the

finished track.

&TRAIO NTS

The work is now completed and the time of con-

struction averages about nine weeks (including the

time required for repairs of the lower sections in use). #

* The time occupied in construction would be materially reduced

if the club was rich enough to construct the whole outline of tbe

course in earthwork, and lay a water-supply pipe-line, as was done

for the Bobsleigh Club course in 1903. This run was regularly

surveyed and graded in cuttings and banks, through rock and earth,

exactly as for a road or railway, and cost 12,000 frs. A partial

water-supply pipe for supply under pressure and sunk 6^ feet under-

ground cost another 6000 fcs. Total, for construction only, exclusive

of yearly snow construction and upkeep, over 20,000 frs.
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The average dates for opening and closing each

section are

:

First, or Stream Corner, opens Dec. 25, closes Jan. 18, 364 yards.

Second, or Junction, opens Jan. 19, closes Feb. 18, 756 yards.

Third, or Top, opens Feb. 19, closes March 5, 1320 yards.

Riding takes place only in the morning from 9 to

12.15. The track is then closed during the afternoon

for repairs. All holes and scars are plugged up with

a mixture of snow and water dubbed " polenta," which

forms a most substantial filling.

The earthwork on the Cresta has been executed to

a very limited extent only at three points and would

cost another 3000 frs. In addition to lack of funds,

there are further difficulties owing to the run crossing

meadow land near the village of Cresta, and owners

are opposed to any alterations which might reduce

its value, although such alterations would be com-

pletely returfed and properly drained.

With an adequate supply of water, not only would

the time of construction be much reduced, but the

quality of the work would be greatly enhanced, as the

water could then be sprayed over the surface without

disturbing it, thereby imparting a smooth surface,

which would give the highest possible speed and
comfort.

A temporary pipe-line (removable in summer) would

cost about five thousand francs, but the club is quite

unable to raise these funds. A struggling temporary

club in a foreign land, and with a continually fluc-

tuating membership and a rather short season, has

many disadvantages to contend with. Its member-
ship (about one hundred) is small compared with

that of its sister sport bob-sleighing, which is an
easier and more sociable form of amusement, con-

sequently the club funds have to be largely dependent
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on donations from generous patrons and benefit

performances.

Cost of Construction

This varies from 4198 frs. in 1899 to 7247 frs. in 1905

—the hio-hest known—and in future seasons, until

permanent works have been carried out it will not

be possible to construct and maintain the run for less

than an average of 6000 frs. owing to the continually

enhanced scale of wages.

With a deficient snowfall, as in 1908, when the

shortage was phenomenal, this amount is exceeded as

the snow has then to be sleighed from long distances.

The average cost of each section may be taken to

be roughly 2000 frs., but in actual practice, this

varies considerably owing to the unequal incidence

of the value of materials and the cost of maintaining

in repair the two lower reaches over which the most

traffic passes.
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TOBOGGANS

Constructional and Mechanical

Toboggans, as explained in the first chapter, are

grouped under two main heads, viz., " Coasters " and
" Toboggans." The giant " skeleton " road-racer, which

is inferior in speed to the ice-runner, but superior to the

coaster, occupies an intermediate position. The leading

types of machines will first be described, and their

evolution dealt with later on. As the study of this

evolution is an interesting one, a small museum of

tobogganing has been started at St. Moritz, the pro-

prietor of the Engadiner Kulm having most obligingly

provided a small room for the purpose.

In it will be found a model in alto relief of the

Cresta and Bob-sleigh runs, which adjoin each other

at St. Moritz. This model shows all the gradients,

curves, and banks, the natural features of the imme-

diate neighbourhood, including trees, houses, roads, &c,

and gives an excellent idea of what these runs

appear like. It was exhibited at the Exhibition of

Winter Sports, held in Berlin during the summer
of 1907.

All types of machines, or models of them, includ-

ing freak inventions, are being collected in the

museum, and models of bob-sleighs will probably

be added.
209 o
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Coastebs—" The Canadian "

The prototype of all coasters is the flat Canadian,

made in primitive ages from a roughly-hewn plank or

from the bark of trees. Its modern counterpart is

shown in Fig. 1. This is constructed of a series of

parallel thin strips of wood, such as ash, birch, maple,

hickory, or elm, well curled up at the

bows, the curl being held down by
deer sinews or thongs, wire, or rope.

fig. i. rphg plants are held together by cross-

battens, If inches by § inch. Round wooden rails are

provided at the sides, bound to the battens to afford

hand-grips for the passengers, and finally a long cushion

is tied on to the platform for comfort.

The size of this machine varies from 5 to 7 feet in

length by 15 inches in width.

The older machines were made without any ironwork

at all, only f
' treenails " and deer sinews being used ;

but the modern form is held together with counter-

sunk screws and other refinements, including the addi-

tion of two flat-iron runners underneath, and more

recently of half-round, round, and spring steel runners,

in order to increase the pace on hard snow or ice.

This type of coaster, as already explained, is used on

natural snow slopes or made slides, and the mode of

riding it and its capabilities on a winding ice-track will

be discussed under the chapter on riding.

A copy of the Canadian is still to be found in parts

of Switzerland in the shape of rather heavy planks with

a curl at the bows, the bottom and sides being covered

with tin for smoothness. Bough vertical sides nailed

on give it the appearance of a large, long box-lid.

They are fairly successful, but are very heavy to haul,

and the tin coating is apt to be torn by lumps of hard

snow, ice, or other obstruction.
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The " Schlittli," or " Swiss Luge."

This is the original form and is still in universal use 5

and consists of an open framework of wood, the runner,

being either left in hardwood or shod with strips of

flat-iron lj- inches by J inch and secured with

countersunk screws ; these sometimes work partly

out, reducing speed and causing erratic

steering. In more recent times the

American round steel spring runner
FlGr. 2. .

was substituted for the flat-iron strips,

with marked improvement in the speed on hard surfaces.

A cushion on the seat completes the outfit of the

machine itself. The size and weight of the sitting-

coaster varies from 4 lbs. to 20 lbs. or over, according

to the purpose for which it is required ; the longer and
larger ones carry two people tandem-wise.

An excellent modern form hails from Germany and
Bavaria. This consists of a much-improved

Montreux luge. The sides of the upper plat-

form, instead of running parallel to each other,

are steamed and bent as in Fig. 3, affording a

rigid and well-braced frame with the minimum
weight of cross-bars, which are reduced to

two (a, b, c, d) at each end.

The shape also provides a means of resting

the feet most comfortably on top of the runners. The
uprights carrying the runners are also well splayed

out, which gives a broad stable base. In lieu of a

cushion the seat consists of a webbing, similar to that

used on the Indian charpoy. This webbing gives a

comfortable, springy seat, and if it gets wet dries more
quickly than a thick cushion.

Various mechanical devices for steering and braking

have of late years been designed for the Swiss coaster

A simple and effective form consists of a plain divided
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brake placed towards the stern and applied by simple

pivoted levers, one in each hand. By applying one of

these at a time a steering effect is produced, and

applied simultaneously a powerful brake is obtained.

Another style of steering takes the form of two

semi-circular iron blades pivoted well to the rear and

parallel with the machine. These are kept off the

snow surface by coiled springs, and can be applied

separately or simultaneously by Bowden wires, whose

levers are arranged on a sort of handle in front. Some-

times a separate brake is also provided, in addition to

the above apparatus, and is acted on by a Bowden
wire, the brake being situated under and in the centre-

line of the machine.

Of mechanical brakes there are several forms which

may be applied directly by hand for either the sitting

or prone positions ; but none of these are to be recom-

mended for use on any made run as they quickly destroy

the surface, whether of snow or ice, and at St. Moritz

they are not allowed on any of the courses. They are

useful, however, on mountain roads where traffic is

encountered, and in an emergency are a most useful

supplement to the usual and natural one supplied by

the flat of the foot on the snow surface.

The simplest of all brakes, and a most powerful one,

is to be seen on a form of small Montreux luge at some

of the smaller Swiss winter resorts. It consists of a

slight elongation of the rear end of the wooden runners

forming spurs. These spurs are iron-shod. To apply

them the rider, if not in a sufficiently backward posi-

tion, slips a little to the tail and, grasping the front

rail with both hands, tilts the machine upwards to an

angle of about thirty degrees. This drives the spurs

deep into the surface, and this, added to the retarding

effect of the feet, is all that is needed in most cases.

Another form of mechanical steering, which has not
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the disadvantages inherent in the knife edge steerers,

is one which approximates to that of the bob-sleigh.

This consists of a plain plank platform mounted on

two toboggans, the front one is pivoted to the board

Fig. 4j

and can thus be moved by hand in the direction

required. This machine is in fact the original form

from which the modern bob-sleigh has been evolved.

No mechanical steering or braking is allowed on

the Cresta ice-run, as it would detract from the real

skill of body-steering and destroy the ice surface.

The "America" r

This machine hails from America where it is known
as the "Clipper"; it consists of a plain wooden
platform with solid wooden sides about 4j- inches to

6 inches high, secured to the platform by strong

screws and angle-irons. The peculiarity of the design

is that the wooden runners are shod with round steel

spring runners.

These are of cast steel flattened at the ends so as to

be securely screwed on, and so cambered as to give a

spring of from \ to § inch.

The advantages of these runners will be enlarged on

in the concluding paragraph of this chapter under the

head of " The Evolution of the Toboggan."

The Steel " Skeleton "

We now come to the final and highest type, the

present standard for all forms of the sport on hardened

surfaces. Its name is derived from the contrast it
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presents to its predecessors. It made its debut at the

village of St. Moritz, where it was originally built.

Owing to the lack of suitable materials and appliances

in the village smithy, difficulties were at first experi-

enced in its construction.

The foreign steels used formerly for the spring-

runners proved quite unsuitable for the purpose, and

owing to the absence of proper means for welding

English steel, the frame could not be made as well as

the designer could have wished. Bars of the best

English cast steel 16 mm. to 18 mm. were, however,

then imported and a serviceable frame built up as

follows

:

A round bar of the necessary length abcdefg (Fig- 5)

is cut off, and the portion of the runner cdc in contact

with the ice is marked off. The ends abc, efg, are

then brought to a red heat and bent to semi-circular

curves, which form the stem and stern respectively,

leaving the portions at a and g horizontal and parallel

to ce. At this point it was discovered that the village

smith was unable to weld the flat bar ag owing to its

being of English steel, consequently a flat bar of

German or Belgian steel lj inches by J or
-J-

inch

(double sets of such bars and cross-pieces are used to

provide for a sliding seat) was interposed between ag

and overlapping at the ends and then securely welded

together.

It is to be observed that bows and heels are quite

rounded, whereas the earlier practice was to give a

forward rake to the bows and sometimes to the heels

also, similar to that on the " America " for use on

snow. This was found unsatisfactory on ice and not

strong enough, as the steel used to fracture at the acute

angle produced.

The present shape is known as " snub-nosed " and

gives a better running surface to the runners when
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riding in the forward position. The straight portion

cdc must now have a camber (not shown in sketch)

imparted to it, in order to give the necessary spring

and enable the machine to steer easily. The correct

rPLdfik-

d *
~9m

TTZ™/ j.-r *jf*e&vea~'A

PLAN r/ro.it BELOW
WITHOUTROMMEKSSHOMIKe)

Strengih&nirugBar
s-tircuth on.

Single, or douhtt t-ivets

Fig. 5.

way to do this would be to construct proper moulds

so as to ensure both runners being exactly similar.

This would ensure absolute accuracy, which is essential

to both speed and correct steering, but is not feasible

owing to cost. The only other available method

(except that of using small jacks) is that of striking

the runners at d a series of blows with a copper or

leaden hammer. The points c, c rest on wooden
trestles, and the number of blows regulate the amount
of camber given. It is difficult to obtain equality of

spring in both runners by this method but the village

blacksmiths have become singularly expert at it,

although the runners are very liable to be fractured

by such rude handling.

The average spring given approximates
J-

inch, but

this should be regulated by the weight of the rider, a

heavy rider requiring more camber than a light one.

The two side frames are now joined together by

cross-pieces of flat iron lj- inch by J inch and of the

necessary length, say about fifteen inches.

It is absolutely essential that the two runners be
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perfectly parallel to each other, consequently great

care must be exercised in boring the rivet holes

through the cross-pieces and girder or bearing bars.

Should this be done inaccurately the whole work must
be gone through again.

The construction of the frame is tested at intervals

on a flat polished iron table made for the purpose. A
gauge similar to sliding calipers is used to ensure

parallelism, and inside calipers test the cambers of

the runners, which can also be tested by eye on the

table.

The framework is now completed, and the final

important process of making the riding

grooves is undertaken. The section of

the grooves generally in use is herewith

shown (Fig. 6).

They extend to a total length of twelve

inches and are carried well up the back

of the heel. The position of each

groove is first marked out by a hard, well-tempered

cold chisel or file, and the spaces between each roughly

chipped out and then finished off with a rat-tailed or

half-round file until sharp edges are produced. The

grooves are tapered off gradually towards the centre

of the running surface of the runners so as not to cut

into the ice when not in play.

A wooden platform is bolted on to the frame to within

twelve or fourteen inches of the stem and five inches

beyond the heels so as to overhang the latter.

This is called the counterboard. The machine is

now ready for the process of polishing the runners,

which is done with emery powder and oil, until a

perfect polished surface is produced.

A flat cushion covered with leather or ship 's canvas

is screwed on.

In 1901 what is considered a further improvement
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was introduced by substituting a sliding cushion for

the fixed one.

This consists of a plain board about 18 inches by

16 inches covered with thick felt. At the four corners

iron clips grip the underpart of the side frames and

enable it to slide right back so as to overhang the

heels, thus taking the part of the counterboard.

The weight of a steel skeleton with fixed cushion

averages about 56 lbs. and costs about 75 frs. The

slider averages 10 lbs. more and costs about 95 frs.

The Giant Skeleton

This is a modification of the ice-runner as above

described and is intended solely for road- racing. It is

similar in most respects, except in its length, weight,

and shape of the heels and bows, and it has no

grooving. Its length averages 6 feet or over and

both bows and heels are raked—and not rounded.

Its average weight is 90 lbs. but this varies consider-

ably, according to the conditions under which it has to

be used and to the individual opinion of its rider.

Its cost is about 125 frs.

The Evolution op the Toboggan

A great deal might be written on this subject, but

most of it would prove uninteresting and profitless to

modern riders, so it will be touched on only lightly

here.

The speed of the flat Canadian was gradually

increased by the addition first of flat iron runners and,

then with half-round, and finally with round steel

spring runners. On a toboggan fitted with the latter,

and without the curved bows, a rider in the prone

position won the Grand National at St. Moritz in
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1889, as the rest of the competitors were sitting, this

victory may be attributed to the position assumed.

Much has been written by enthusiasts of the Canadian,

praising its swiftness and condemning all other forms,

the skeleton included. These opinions, however, are

those of people unacquainted with the real conditions

of riding on winding ice courses. The Canadian is too

long, and its centre of gravity too low to enable bal-

ancing and steering to be under control. Also it skids

badly at the turns. Riders have tried it over and

over again on the Cresta and have never succeeded in

getting it down under 73 sees., whereas the skeleton

does the course in 60 sees., a vast difference in speed

and also in safety and comfort.

This comparison of the earliest and latest machines

marks the progress made. The Swiss coaster is purely

a sitter and has never been materially improved beyond

the shoeing of its runners and the addition ofmechanical

steering and braking, and it remains still full of inherent

defects which will be touched on later.

The American clipper sled was the first real advance,

both owing to its design allowing of the prone position

which reduces wind pressure (a most material factor

at high speeds) and to its spring runners.

The introduction of these produced a revolution in

tobogganing similar to that following the substitution

of pneumatic tyres for solid ones on the bicycle. On.

ice the round sections of these runners present the

equivalent of straight lines in contact, whereas the

old flat iron runner presented a much larger area to

friction. On snow the round runner gradually

increases its bearing surface as it sinks, and the

greater length of runner, by distributing the weight

more evenly, makes for greater speed.

Moreover the spring of these runners enables them
to ride smoothly over rough surfaces, and absorbs the
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numerous little jars and vibrations so detrimental to

pace.

In all the early types of machines where metal

runners were affixed to wooden frames, a fatal defect

arose from the warping, shrinking and twisting of the

wooden portion in the very dry atmosphere of the

mountains. The resulting distortion of the parallelism

and camber of the metal runners destroyed their

efficiency, and the absence of grooves, which cannot be

made on such machines, rendered them liable to

dangerous skidding. All these defects have now been

overcome by the metal skeleton, the advantages of

which may thus be briefly and clearly summarised :

1. It can be constructed far more accurately and

remains reliable.

2. There is more spring in the runners, rendering it

faster and more comfortable to ride.

3. It is infinitely stronger and its life is therefore

longer.

4. The grooves, if skilfully used, eliminate all

skidding,

The value of the sliding cushion is a moot point,

although it is in almost universal use at present; the

advantages claimed for it are, that the rider is enabled

to move backward and forward smoothly, accurately,

and parallel to the machine ; that the extra weight of

the seat, when resting over the grooves, tends to drive

these home more securely and automatically helps to

give the toboggan a backward tilt ; and, finally, that

the momentum of the forward movement transferred

suddenly to the stop-block gives a slight extra impulse.

Neverthless very fast times have been made with fixed

seats, viz., 60 '7 seconds on the Cresta as compared

with 60 '3 seconds, the fastest time ever made by the

slider in the Grand National Challenge Cup. It

would be difficult to say whether this ^j of a second
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in favour of the slider is due to it or to the rider, most

probably it should be credited to the latter.

For the present, and for some time to come, it

would appear that finality in the design of ice-running

machines has been reached, that is to say, for machines

steered and braked entirely by manual dexterity and
without the interposition of mechanical appliances.

Inventors may still be found who will improve the

present type of machine so as to obtain greater pace

and comfort. Mere swiftness of movement affords the

keenest pleasure to most natures, and this passion for

speed will be the incentive to further improvements.

That there is room for such will be shown in the

chapter on speeds and records.

Under this head of evolution must be noticed the

giant skeleton road-racer which is a partial copy,

enlarged, of the smaller machine. Its chief points

recapitulated are, its great length and weight, large,

overhanging counterboard and raking shape of both

its stem and stern. The weight is intended to increase

its speed on the long straights of roads, and its length

to distribute the weight evenly, so as to diminish the

depth to which the runners sink in the snow surface

and thus reduce the resistance due to friction.

The weight is obtained by using very thick runners,

twenty inches or more, and massive cross-pieces. The
raking bow is to enable obstructions to be easily

negotiated.

Finally the shape of the heel has to be accounted

for. The design of this was governed by the sharp

hairpin turns of the mountain roads, round which it

is difficult to steer long heavy objects. The extra

long counterboard supplies the necessary leverage for

tilting the machine on to its heels. These then act as

pivots on which the turning movement is made in the

direction required.
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Were they shaped like those of the ordinary skeleton

the heels would present points to the snow into which

they would dig and retard speed. But as these horse-

shoe turns can be ridden at considerable speed, it is

desirable to maintain the pace, consequently the heel

is given a very acute angle, thus enabling the machine

to run momentarily on a straight runner whilst

turning instead of on a single point of contact.

The subject of the gradual development of the

toboggan may now be left, and the next section will

deal with a subject more fall of human interest—that

of riding the various machines on their respective

courses.
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RIDING

For all styles of tobogganing the first point to

consider is the dress and the equipment, if any. For

riding the Canadian any warm clothes that exclude

the snow will suffice, and for the feet mocassins or

warm snow-boots. The Canadian costume stands

supreme for this purpose and the tuque does not

blow off. The flat Canadian may be ridden in several

styles and with several passengers. The passengers sit

in front, the forward one with the feet tucked under

the bows, and those behind him with their legs one on

each side of the front man and resting on the handrails.

The rear rider may then adopt one of four attitudes in

which to do the steering. He can sit up like the others

and steer with his heels and hands, or, if there be room,

lie sideways steering with one leg rudderwise—or lie

flat and use both feet, or kneel and use both feet. The

second method is the most picturesque and best adapted

for ladies, the third is effective but Nos. 1 and 2 give

very little control and deluge the steersman with

blinding clouds of snow. The fourth position, viz.,

kneeling, is both the most effective and the most com-

fortable whether alone or in company. The rider must

be well to the rear of the machine, and grasp the side

rails firmly. For riding on hardened surfaces it is

desirable to have steel rakes screwed on to the toes of

the boots as in ice-racing (described further on). The
222
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kneeling position gives the steerer a clear view over

the heads of his passengers, and better control.

The Swiss Coaster

For this machine stout boots should be worn, well

nailed, like those used for mountain climbing, and for

equipment two stout wooden pegs about 1 6 inches long

and secured to the wrists by strings or straps. One
end of each peg is armed with a strong, sharp spike

for steering and the other end with a large screw the

head of which forms a brake. The rider sits slightly

towards the rear and steers with both feet and pegs.

Steering with pegs only or thickly gloved hands held

well out behind the body, which is strongly inclined

backwards to reduce wind pressure, is the most effec-

tive manner, and also obviates the inconvenience

caused by snow being thrown into the face by the use

of the heels. The flats of the nailed boots strongly

applied and aided by the screw heads on the pegs

afford effectual brakes, and if the toboggan is supplied

with spurs, as before described, the rider can rely on

pulling up quickly.

In riding curves, especially unbanked ones, the body
must be strongly inclined towards the inside of the

bend, and therefore away from the outside of turn,

and in extreme cases almost touching the ice. On
a banked turn very slight inclination of the body
suffices. In connection with sitting coasters must be

mentioned the amusements of " Tailing " and " Kjaelke-

fahren."

Tailing consists in fastening any number of to-

boggans from 2 to 20 in pairs behind a horse or sleigh

which then drags the party to their destination, usually

the top of a mountain road or of a run. Much fun is

extracted from this style of locomotion, ajid the track
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of the swaying wriggling tail is often strewn with

derelicts.

The Kjaelke-fahren is a sport peculiar to Norway,

where it is very popular near Christiana. An electric

railway carries the merry parties to the ground,

where the rakish-looking little craft are mounted

by the coasters. Long poles are trailed out behind

as rudders, and act as drags on very steep courses,

and when tailing they serve as links to keep the

party together.

The " America " and the " Skeleton "

These are both ridden in the same style, except that

the America, being without grooves, does not take

a turn so well as the skeleton, and both toes must-

be hard down to prevent skidding. Both can be

ridden sitting, or sideways, but for fast work,

especially racing on ice, the flat or prone position

must be assumed. This latter style only will be

described, and more particularly as applied to racing.

For dress a loose thick jersey, Jaeger wool under-

wear, and strong felted wool gaiters or puttees are

recommended.

For ice running the equipment is more elaborate

than for snow work. The boots should be of good

and stout leather, so that they will stand the strain

thrown on them, and retain the ice creepers affixed to

soles and heels. To the toes are screwed strong steel

plates terminating in six, or more, sharp triangular

points projecting about § inch beyond the toe.

These are technically known as " rakes," The outline

of these may follow that of the boot toe or be brought

across square. The latter form is advisable for be-

ginners who brake often, as it affords a firmer grip on

the ice than the rounded one. The ice creepers are
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for a running start on the ice. The points of the

rakes should not be too long, but sharp and numerous.

As the screws through the plates are not, when sub-

jected to a severe strain, sufficient to hold the rakes

to the soles of the boots a metal strap or toe cap is

riveted on to the plate and encircles the toe. Care

must be taken that this metal strap does not actually

touch the leather of the upper, as the slightest contact

will chafe the foot itself.

The next items of equipment consist of pads for the

knees and elbows. These are made of thick felt, or of

stuffed leather, and are securely strapped on. They
are obtainable at all large Swiss winter resorts, and

well made. The hands must be covered with thick

leather gloves warmly lined. These will suffice to pro-

tect the hands from abrasions from the sides and bed

of track, but are quite useless precautions against the

serious and frequent mangling of the fingers when
drawn by accident under the runners, whilst the

position is being changed on consecutive curves.

Many a rider has been incapacitated from riding for

the rest of the season, by failing to adopt the simple

precaution of protecting the back of the hand and tips

of the fingers by a strip of felt 6 inches long by 3J-

inches wide. This is strapped on, or fixed by elastic

bands to the wrists and three centre fingers, and

should reach to within J inch of their tips. This

keeps them off the ice, and safeguards them from

blows.

The cap must be fixed on securely so that it cannot

tilt over the eyes, or blow off on to the run. For cold

weather a cap with earflaps tied under the chin, or

the so-called Engadine wool helmet is to be recom-

mended, also the Canadian tuque.

A rider thus equipped, with the addition of light

hockey pads for the shins, is ready for a first fast
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trial run down the Cresta when open from the top,

the hockey pads are worn in case any of the slopes of

the ice-banks prove natter at some points than the

designer intended. Such flats, when taken at high

speed, will cause the toboggan to skid, and turn the

rider almost at right angles to the run with his head

down and his shins scraping against the rough ice on

the top of the bank.

The following description of riding a spring skeleton

toboggan on the winding, highly iced and banked

course of the Cresta, applies only to real speed racing

and not to the style suitable for a beginner, inasmuch

as the novice, travelling, as he does, at low or moderate

speeds, does not rise high enough on the banked curves

to obtain full control, and his attempts at pace,

especially combined with a free use of the rakes,

resemble more a series of bumps from side to side of

the track than a practical ride. Beginners will find a

description of a novitiate course of riding in the
" Cresta handbook " by Mr. C. C. Knapp, published

by Messrs. Knapp-Drewett and Sons, Kingston-on-

Thames, price 2s.

The rider, if he is using a slider, brings the seat into

a forward position, and stooping, grasps the two

forward rails or edges of the cushion, lowers his head

well, and runs sharply forward for fifteen to twenty

yards, and then throws himself on so that his chest

rests on the seat and his chin is slightly in advance of

the front bar. With a fixed cushion his position is

the same. The fit of a toboggan is indicated if, when
in the above position, the knee-caps of the rider rest

just over the heels of the machine.

The machine should not be either longer or shorter

than this measurement indicates. Care must be taken

to lie in the centre of the cushion and perfectly

parallel to the axis of the toboggan, the legs and feet
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close to each other, but with the rakes lifted up clear

of the ice. The riding of the straights is an important

matter, and in order to obtain the smoothest running

and therefore the maximum acceleration, the rider

must keep his body and head as flat as practicable,

consistent with a view of the course, and must en-

deavour to steer a straight course, remembering that

the side of the run on which the sun strikes the least

is generally the fastest.

There are three methods of effecting this without

the use of the rakes. First by rolling the weight of

the body in the desired direction, and slightly inclining

the head and shoulders so as to catch the wind pres-

sure. This is known as balancing, and is the one

usually practised by racers. Secondly, by slightly

lifting the bows and jerking the toboggan to one side

or the other as smoothly and quickly as possible—

a

difficult movement to do correctly. Thirdly, by a

slight pressure on the ice with the padded back of the

hand that is stretched out in the direction in which it

is desired to move.

Meanwhile the body must be kept in its correct

position, as any diagonal or other inaccurate posture

will produce a series of small skids detrimental to

acceleration.

It is essential to obtain a smooth and accurate start,

especially when it has to be made on the lower inter-

mediate sections where the gradients are quite

moderate (1 in 8). The fastest riders have frequently

been timed over the first 150 yards, and it has been

indubitably proved that a start made fast but not

smooth and accurate is less effective than a slower but

surer jump off. This result is brought about by the

small skids of an-ill timed run, and the clumsier

projection of the body on to the seat.

When approaching a banked curve, the rider, when
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he is about fifty yards away, draws close up to the

bank side and prepares to ride it by sliding back over

the tail of the toboggan when five yards from the

bank. The weight resting on the counterboard levers

the bows upwards and thus drives the grooves into

the ice and these form a pivot on which the swing or

turning movement is effected. For a left-handed bank

the right hand is kept in a forward position, with the

elbow slightly bent and the left hand is slid down to

near the heel. The right arm then forces the bows

down the slope until the full swing is achieved, the

grooves meanwhile acting as anti-skids. It is the

failure to complete this swing in time which brings

about the discomfiture of the rider and projects him

over the top of the bank.

The position of the body during this movement is

slightly diagonal to the axis of the toboggan, the

weight resting principally on the downside runner.

The left rake is simultaneously dug into the ice to

assist the turn.

Some riders, in order to reduce the retarding drag

of the rakes, apply, instead, the elbow or knee, but this

is a more difficult and risky feat to attempt as it

affords less control.

The swing, as just described, is a compound motion

having three fulcrums, one fixed and two moving.

The fixed one is the pressure of the left, hand to the

tail of machine and the moving ones those of the

pivoted heels on the ice and of the rake.

The skill of the rider comes into play by his

manipulation of these fulcrums and the pressure on the

bows ; if he fails he either shoots over the top of the

bank, turns over on it and falls back on the track, or

gets a bad course and slow time.

The amount of dexterity displayed on the bank is

indicated by the style in which the tail is negotiated
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and either the straight or following bank is ridden.

These tails are differently constructed according as a

straight or another bank adjoin. For straights they

are made long with double plane surfaces gradually

merging from steep to flat. If the track is not

correctly built the rider, who still retains the outward

tangential motion or so-called centrifugal force, will

hug the tail and risk a fall over it or the adjoining

retaining bank.

For adjoining consecutive banks, the tail is shorter

and steeper with more filling in to give a throw off.

Experience has shown that the best way to ride the

initial tangent point or beginning of a curve is generally

by keeping a rather low course, but this is not so in all

cases. The action varies with the length, radius of

curvature and degree of steepness of the slope, and is

also affected by the fact of the bank being followed

immediately by another one, or by a straight. Thus

on the long banks Nos. 1, 3 (vide map) and the Else

and Stream Corner a rather low course must be

steered, rising gradually to a certain maximum height

which differs for each bank. On the other hand the

short ones, such as Battledore, Bulpett, Scylla and the

very long one at Shuttlecock must be ridden initially

high, especially Shuttlecock, which differs from all

others on account of its containing the sharpest curve

as well as being the longest bank.

Biders have often expressed a desire to see a full

written description of a racing ride from the top, but

there is no room in this article, as it would entail

large diagrams and a long description, consequently

only a short general exposition can be given.

The racer starting with a short run down the 1 in.

3*7 grade of the start, balances along the straight of

the terrace 1-12 and down the first gradient leading

to Qhurch lieap, which is taken at top speed.
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The turn on the first bank is immmediately begun

so as not to rise too high on the shoulder from which
the reverse to the second bank is started ; the second

bank is taken rather high, held horizontally for a

moment, and the third bank is then taken rather late

and low, and held till the shoulder and tail begin to

show, when the tail must be steered for.

The next straight should be taken along its centre

and the Rise taken low two-thirds round, when a

certain amount of brake will be used to effect the final

turn.

Halfway down the short straight the rider draws

in to the left, and riding high but with bows well

under control on beginning of Battledore, effects the

swing immediately and maintains it till he is thrown

on to Shuttlecock, which he must take as high as

possible and hold it to the elbow, when he swings

strongly to the left and arrives at once at Stream

Corner.

The crucial point of the race is now over, and there

is nothing startling beyond the sudden twist off

at Charybdis, immediately followed by the headlong

plunge down the Cresta Leap at eighty miles per

hour.

After Shuttlecock the rider must practise all the

little arts which experience has taught him for main-

taining and increasing speed.

The finish beyond the winning post being a most

noteworthy one must be here described. It consists of

a very steep hillside, about fifty yards long, with a

sudden change to a flat on the summit. Up to the

point where the sudden alteration in gradient takes

place the slope is thickly iced and both rakes are

strongly applied from the winning post upwards. It

will assist those who have not learnt to brake properly

to be advised how to obtain effective power from the



Coming off Battledore.

Nearing the tail of Shuttlecock.







The Jump.
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rakes. The common failing is to drag the toes limply

and uselessly behind, thereby preventing the points of

the rakes from biting into the ice. The correct manner

is to brace the foot at right angles to the legs, raise

the body slightly from off the seat and arch the back

a little. This throws the weight on the points of the

toes and the rakes being at a right angle with the ice

are driven well in. Should the brakes be applied too

late or weakly a highjump and probably an unpleasant

tumble ensues and the toboggan, and sometimes the

rider, are projected on to the adjoining bob-sleigh run

to the danger of workpeople, or others, who may be on

it. Such a jump is here illustrated, and the distance

cleared as actually measured is sixty-eight feet.

So much trouble has been occasioned at this point * by

inexperienced or careless riders, whose ribs and chests

have been damaged and their toboggan runners de-

formed, that this stirring and picturesque finale has

been suppressed, and the expedient has been resorted

to of placing a three-inch layer of sawdust upon the

upward slope. It has been observed that sawdust

being a good non-conductor of heat, does not melt the

ice, and brings the rider safely and smoothly to rest.

* Other causes which have contributed towards this result are the

gradually increased speed on the run and the marked diminution in

the season's snowfall during the past eight years, 1900-08.



V
TIMING THE RUN

The speed at which a run is achieved, is of tran-

scendent interest hoth to the riders and to the

onlookers, and is, in fact, the very heart and spirit of

the sport.

Consequently every precaution is taken to ensure

accuracy and thoroughness in the timing arrangements.

To this end the use of the electric chronograph has

been adopted on the Cresta run, and all the minute

details of its installation are carefully scrutinised and

kept in order by the chief constructor and the electrical

staff.

This system, if intelligently and continuously looked

after, is most successful and gives general satisfaction.

The chronograph itself consists of a large-sized stop-

watch, the stop of which is electrically actuated. A
private telegraph line of four wires is carried along-

side of the course from the Upper Pavilion down to the

winning post. The two lower ones carry the telephone

battery currents and the two upper ones transmit the

electric energy of eight batteries developing twelve

volts to the clock.

The mechanism working the stop consists of a small

induction coil provided with a core of soft iron, which

becomes strongly magnetised when the electric current

passes through the coil.

This magnetised core attracts the lever of the stop
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and holds it so long as the current is passing, i.e., so

long as the rider is on the course.

The runner himself starts this current automatically,

for when he or his machine touches a cotton thread

stretched across the run, and connected with a

mechanical contact, wired up in circuit, this contact

falls, closes the circuit, and passes the current through

the whole system.

At the winning post another mechanical contact is

wired up in the circuit, and when set ready for a run

is closed. The runner, in passing this point, where

another thread is stretched, causes the contact to open

and therefore stops the current and the chronograph.

The watch is divided up so finely that one twentieth

of a second can be distinguished, but in actual practice

only one tenth is taken. Perhaps in the not distant

future the system of timing adopted on the Brooklands

motor track at Weybridge will be introduced to ice-

runs, and will doubtless prove of special value.
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SPEED AND RECORDS

All important times and records are shown on the

map of the Cresta run and the following is a key to the

manner of finding results for any particular section or

portion.

On the profile the figures are arranged and classified

above and below the profile line : those above the line

refer to records, times and speeds obtained from each

of the recognised starts made at different periods of

the same season, viz., Top to finish—whole course 2°

;

Junction to Finish, 3° ; Stream Corner to Finish.

Those, below the line and within the divisions marking

off the above three recognised sections, denote the

times and speeds over those sections resulting from a

start from the top only.

Thus, as an example, it will be seen that whereas

Stream Corner section can be done in the record time

of thirty minutes—it can be covered in twenty

minutes with the flying start given from the top.

The record time for the whole course is 59*7 minutes

or a mean speed offorty-five miles an hour, which gives

a maximum of 76*7 miles an hour on the fastest part

of the run, namely at the Cresta Leap.

Now the maximum attained on the longest straight

chutes of America or Canada is eighty miles an hour,

whereas on the Cresta it can be mathematically

calculated, assuming it to be quite straight and
234
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neglecting friction and air pressure, to be one

hundred and twenty-five miles an hour.

The Cresta record of 76*7, however, was timed

electrically in 1901, but in that year the actual time

recorded was only 67 minutes whereas in 1905 the

time was brought down to 59 #7 minutes.

Unfortunately since 1901 no maximum timing

arrangement has been fitted, consequently the record

speed for 59*7 is not known, but without exaggeration

the assumption can be made that it is well over eighty

miles an hour.

Fastest times have, of course, always been recorded

for whatever part of the run the start has been made,

and additional times have also been taken (when

starting from the Top) when the riders pass such

points as Stable Junction and Battledore. The first

named gives a measure of the value of the start, and

the second is a measure of the skill displayed on the

upper banks ; the reading then taken at Stream Corner

shows the dexterity of the rider on the difficult

corners of Battledore and Shuttlecock.

The following table gives the fastest times made in

the Grand National Challenge Cup, the most important

race on the Cresta, from 1885 to 1908, and shows

clearly the immense strides made in the art of run

building and the construction and riding of toboggans :

1901, 68-7

1902, 66-2

1903, 63-6

1904, 62-2

1905, 60-3

1906, 65-6

1907, 64-0

1908, 62-2

The variations in speed observable since 1904 are due
principally to the quality of ice which varies from

1885, 91TV 1893, 89-4

1886, 91-4 1894, 74-4

1887, 118-6 1895, 71-8

1888, 132-0 (1650yds.) ... 1896, 77-6

1889, 90-4 1897, 71-0

1890, 82-0 1898, 72-2

1891,84 1899, 68-7

1892, 89 1900, 67-3
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smooth to rough according to the atmospheric

conditions of the season at the time when the run is

being constructed.

On the Church Leap speeds have not been obtain-

able, but it is so high that the rider and toboggan

rise off the ice for about fourteen inches and clear a

distance of about fifteen yards.

Photographers have attempted to gauge the time on

some of the banks by the speed oftheir camera shutters.

Thus assuming that the shutter works to ^J^ seconds

and that the rider appears only a smudge, a shutter

working to a higher speed is then used until the

object appears defined, when a very fair estimate of

the speed can then be obtained. By this means

speeds on certain banks such as the third have been

shown to be very high, as much as sixty miles an hour

and over.

Up to this point the question of whether weight

tells on a crooked ice-run or not, has been avoided,

but it is well worth discussing if only to dispel two

popular fallacies ; namely that weight is the principal

factor in speed, and that " centrifugal force " is a

name to be conjured with.

It may be granted at once that on a long straight

slide the heavier body will gain slightly on a lighter

one, but on a curved course, weight is a positive

disadvantage, as a slight consideration of the matter

will show.

In the first place all the winners of the Grand

National, except those of 1887 (sitting), and 1908, were

light men stripping from 9 st. 7 lbs. to 10 st. 12 lbs.

Now on a sharp-cornered course the heavier the

mass the greater the force with which the outward

tangential motion and the resistance of the bank

tend to glue it to that bank, and the greater the effort

required to prevent it from being thrown off the
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course, and therefore the higher the skill required to

obtain a smooth, fast course.

The heavy rider, consequently, unless possessed of

exceptional skill, strikes the straight at a lower speed

than the lighter one, who has swung round the curve

faster and easier, and as a result accelerates on the

straight quicker than the heavy mass which requires

time to develop its momentum.
The complex dynamics of a mass moving at varying

velocities round a curve cannot well find a place here,

but it will be found interesting to touch on them
lightly.

In the first instance the term " centrifugal force " is

a misnomer, as every moving mass tends to continue

moving in a straight line until diverted by . an

obstruction or other exterior force. If a mass of weight

w attached to a string be whirled round in a circle, the

resistance r to travelling in a straight line is supplied

by the string. When released it will at once move in

a straight line tangential to the circle. The mass is

here represented by the rider and toboggan, and it is

this force which tends to upset the toboggan on the

bank, and hence the advisability of sprawling the

upper leg on the bank. The resistance r of the bank

represents that offered by the string

—

c being the radius

of curvature and v the velocity, a parallelogram of forces

wv
will give the formula of the resultant force F = -—

—

& 32c

but v is constantly varying and to obtain its resultant

over any given practical length of the bank, must be

resolved also at every point of variation to obtain

accurate results. F here varies as the weight, the

square of the velocity and the radius of curvature ; and

granting that w is very heavy and will therefore in-

crease v, the fact remains that the heavier w and the

sharper c become the greater the force that must be
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proportionately developed, and consequently the more

the friction generated in order to resist the inimical

forces, and v will therefore be decreased.

In order to further strengthen the case for light

versus heavy, a table of individual record performances

(other than those in the Grand National race) is here-

with appended with names. With the exception of

Slater, all these men were either decidedly light or

only of very moderate weight.

From Top Stable

to Finish From Top to : June. June. Stream Cover.

Thornton 59*7 record Knapp ( 8-6 19-6 39 (records)

Davies 59 -8 Davies 100 yards ) 9-0 20*0 39

Bott 60-3 Bott (shows value { 9'0 20-0 39-6

DeBylandt 60 -3 Thornton of start) ) 9.0 20-0 40-0

Knapp 60-7 De Bylandt [ 9-2 20-0 39-6

From Junction to Finish. From Stream Corner to Finish.

Davies 47 "0 (record, Feb. 2, '04) Knapp 30.0 record
C. Martyn 47-1 Bott 30-2

Bott 47-1 Spence 30-3

Thoma 47*4

De Bylandt 47-8

Knapp 48-0

Spence 48 '0

Stater 48'1

Muir 48-2

Thornton 48-4

A study of some of the figures shows that finality

under present conditions has not yet been reached.

Reference to the plan will show that records over

the different sections made by different individuals

at different times would give the following result, if

made by a single rider on one run, viz. :

Top to Junction ..... 19 - 6

Junction to Stream Corner . . . 19 -

Stream Corner to Finish . . . 20*0

58-6

Or T
x
7 second better than the present record
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Conclusion

It is hoped that those who read this article atten-

tively will obtain some practical knowledge of

tobogganing and will be induced to try the sport when
the opportunity offers. For such as may desire to

pursue the subject, either on paper or actually in the

field, the following references will be found interesting

and useful

:

1, The St. Moritz Yearbooks of 1907-08-09. This

Yearbook contains the following information in

addition to the usual annual reports of the Club

season's work : Rules. Racing rules. Working and

controlling riding on the club run. List of all com-

petitions and conditions. Lists of all past winners

and times. Ditto for current season with details.

Balance-sheet and past balance-sheets. List of

membership, &c.

The Hon. Sec. at St. Moritz would doubtless supply

these if requested.

2. The Cresta Handbook on riding for novices.

Contents : Choosing a machine. Dress equipment.

Riding the Cresta. Description of " selling sweep-

stakes " and much of the information embodied in the

present article. (Copies from Mr. C. Knapp, St. Helen's

Cottage, Byfleet, Surrey.)

An immense number of photographs, private and
professional, have been taken of the Cresta and the

riding thereon, many of them quite works of art. To
take some of these effectively no little risk is entailed

on the rider, the photographer, and the camera itself.

Thus to snap the jump in mid-air at the finish, the

camera must be placed on the snow close to the run,

and in one instance the rider actually alighted from

his aerial flight within a few inches of the side of the

camera (the photographer having bolted !).
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During the past three or four years several firms

who make action photographs their speciaJity (such

firms as Messrs. Legrana and Pathe freres) have taken

exhaustive views of riding on the Cresta, both during

practice and in races. Every detail has been shown,

such as the electric chronograph starting and stopping

for a run, machines and their riders fully equipped,

the rakes on their toes, and the racers negotiating

some of the big banks at top pace. These, together

with photographs of all other winter sports such as

skating, bob-sleighing, ski-ing, curling and hockey on

the ice have been exhibited in all the large cities of

the world.

For the principal races, selling sweepstakes and
" Pari-mutuels " are provided, and being very popular,

are carried out on a large scale.
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VALSING ON THE ICE

I

ORIGIN AND DESCRIPTION OF THE SKATING VALSE

A recent, and assuredly the most popular, modern

developments of the International style of Figure

Skating, is " Valsing on the Ice," that is the execution

by a lady and gentleman, in the ordinary valsing

position, of gliding steps to valse music.

Declared by some devotees of the art to be as far in

advance ofvalsing in a ball-room as riding and bicycling

are to walking, and by others to be "like flying" and

"the most delightful form of motion ever devised by
man," the ice-valse has attained, since its first intro-

duction at the London Binks in 1895, an extraordinary

vogue, almost amounting to a furore. Season after

season it has gone on widening the circle of its votaries

and increasing their ardour. In spite of stern dis-

couragement from the " ramrod " school, the valse is

spreading wherever ice lies open to the steel-shod foot

of man or woman. Even on those once jealously

guarded preserves—the rinks at Anglo-Swiss mountain

resorts—the triumphant " three-step " draws all within

the sweep of its seductive vortex.

One might, in fact, apostrophise the modern skating

valse—that goal of the rink novice, that never-palling

delight of the finished performer—as Byron did its

243
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prototype, the original dance, on its first introduction

into London ball-rooms nearly a hundred years ago :

Wide and more wide thy witching circle spreads,

And turns—if nothing else—at least our heads

!

And assuredly, for a suitably matched pair, who move
well together, there is, in this ice-valse of to-day, with

its quick revolutions, its long sweeping strokes, its

gliding swing, its wonderful speed on delicately poised

edges, and its floating, undulatory, rhythmic movement,

a fascination and enchantment altogether peculiar to

itself, and unapproachable by the ordinary ball-room

dance.

" Tell me "—writes one enthusiastic lady-valser in

Vanity Fair—"is there anything in the whole world

to come up to valsing on the ice ? The only drawback

is that it quite spoils you for valsing in a ball-room.

Who that has once known the glorious intoxication of

a mad whirl round on flying skates, can ever care again

to dance in satin slippers on an ordinary parquet floor ?

"

Who was the first inventor of the now famous

skating-valse is not known. Attempts to valse on ice

were made, we believe, as long ago as the late 'seventies

and early 'eighties at Hampton Court, then, and indeed

a century or so before that time, one of the chief

centres of figure-skating in the South of England, and

one, moreover, where the traditions of the old English

natural and free style—recently developed into the

"International"—have always been preserved. But
no satisfactory figure or movement suitable for a

valsing pair appears to have been evolved.

The date and place of origin, however, of the

present ice-valse, is known for certain, namely, the

"Palais de Glace" in the Champs Elysees, in 1894.

Thence it was brought in the following year, by the

instructors, to the rinks at Niagara and Hengler's,



A Couple Valsing on the Ice.

The Lady is on her left forward outside edge, coming up to the cusp of the three-turn ; her partner
is on his right backward outside edge, about to rock over to his left forward outside.
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and soon after to Prince's ; and so strong was the hold

it at once took ofthe modern English skating world that

abroad—in Berlin, St. Petersburg, Vienna, Brussels,

Stockholm, St. Moritz, Davos, &c.—it is now generally

known as "the English Valse."

Nevertheless its present great popularity with our

countrymen and countrywomen, both at home and

abroad, was only attained in spite of keen opposition

from the old fashioned mid-Victorian skaters, and

especially from the inventors of the pseudo-" English
"

style of skating ; their petrifying rules of "cast-iron"

form being adapted for nothing so well as to teach the

would-be valser on ice exactly how not to perform it

easily or gracefully. Most of the older lot of London

skating men, and not a few of their feminine adherents

—especially those trained in the ultra-rigid "Anglo-

Swiss " school—unrestrainedly expressed their dislike

ofthis new-fangled " Continental thing," this " dancing

on skates," as altogether derogatory to the austere

dignity of the sport, and a frivolous lowering of the

lofty ideal of continuously going, in " combined fours,"

round and round an orange. Sometimes, they carried

their hostility to the extent, not only of flinging

jeering remarks at the valsers, but even of deliberately

obstructing couples valsing on the rinks.

These days, however, have passed away, and valsers

may now pursue their career over the ice unimpeded,

sustained by the example of such world-famed expo-

nents of the art of figure-skating as Mrs. Syers, Lady
Helen Vincent, Miss Harrison, Mrs. Smith, Mrs.

Johnson, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Greig, Mr. Grenander and

Mr. Salchow, seven times champion of the world.

Nevertheless, valsing on ice, simple as it may seem

to the onlooker, and delightful as it certainly is, even

for the indifferent performer, is by no means an easy

accomplishment to excel in, even for a good figure
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skater. To valse fairly well is not, perhaps, very

difficult ; but to valse very well indeed—to be, in fact, in

the very first rank—has so far been attained only by a

very few skaters, and those chiefly ladies,who are among
the leading International figure-skaters of the world.

The apparent similarity of valsing with skates on ice

to valsing in shoes on a floor has led many to imagine

that theymay easilyacquire the art, if only they can learn

to skate a little. The resemblance, however, between

the two is only superficial, consisting merely in the

position of the partners, their revolutions round each

other, and the execution of the steps or figure to valse

music.

On the other hand, the ball-room steps, the length

of which are to be measured in inches, are usually

nothing much more than quick, rather jerky slides,

while the essentials of the skating-valse steps—to be

measured in feet, or rather yards—are long, evenly

sustained glides, with smooth circling movements.

Not, in fact, until the would-be valser on ice has

entirely discarded all floor-valsing notions, especially

anything like the deux-temps, is there any chance for

him or her to make substantial progress.

Before describing the popular " three-step " or

" English " valse, it should be observed that there are

several other steps, such as the " Grape-Vine" Valse,

the " Jackson-Haines " Valse, the " Swedish " Valse,

&c, which are sometimes skated by a pair together

to valse-music. All these, however, may be dismissed

from our present discussion. For, whatever may be

their attraction—and some of them are unquestionably

very charming—they are all composed of comparatively

slow and cramped steps ; are all, to a certain extent,

" two-footed " movements, and are not comparable to

the "three-step" in speed, swing, or abandon; nor in

the scope it offers for the rhythmic and sinuous grace
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which most enchants us in the valsing of the best lady

skaters at Prince's.

Passing now to analyse the figure : in its simplest

form it consists of nothing more than an ordinary

forward outside edge on one foot—say the left—fol-

lowed by a turn on to the backward edge of the same

foot, and then a passing

—with a gliding step, ^&~-

not a " drop "—to the

backward outside edge

on the other foot ; that

is, in the case supposed,

the right. The figure is

thus expressed in skat-

ing symbols : LfoTbi,

Rbo.
'

In practice the back

inside edge is often held

for a yard or two, espe-

ciallyby efficient valsers,

before they glide fully

on to the outside edge

on the other foot. By
gradually turning the

body, while tracing this diagram a.—ice-Valsing Steps—the

last stroke, the skater direct kotation.

will be in such a position The thi«k
j
ines "PTj the *teps on

*J
e

r right foot, the thin lines those on the

as to be able to pass left,

straight on to another

forward outside edge on the original foot. Another

turn is then made thereon to the inside and the figure

repeated, it may be, several times. The rotation,

in the case supposed, will be what is termed, the

" direct " or " positive," the opposite to that of the

hands of a watch. Diagram A, shows the marking

on the ice.

ORPiNAttv 5cAuc— 1 inch tc 10to12fcet
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Dealing next with the combined execution of

the movement or figure by a pair of valsers : it is

obvious, from their relative positions, that when the

man is moving on for-

ward curves, his partner

will be moving on back-

ward ones, on opposite

but reverse feet ; when
he is moving on back-

ward curves, she will

be on forward ones ; and

further, when he is cut-

ting the three-turn, she

will be passing from her

backward outside edge

on one foot, to her for-

ward outside edge on

her other foot ; and

vice versd. It is the

absolutely simultaneous

executionofthese move-

ments by the two part-

ners that constitutes

the whole essential

art of a pair "going

together." (See Notes

5 and 6 on Valsing

Form, below.)

Now, a continued

repetitionofthese steps,

in the same direction of

rotation, will bring the

valsing pair round in a circle, and, from an ice-valser's

point of view, not a very large one—probably about

some 40 feet in diameter. In order to avoid this, and

escape the monotony of continuously revolving in the

OcniNABV Scale -^ inch to 10to12fe.<il.

diagram b.—two three-turns alter-

nately in each direction—the
Man's Steps.
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same way, doing the same steps (or tracing the same

curves) on the same edges, on the same feet, the figure is

alternated, the rotation being changed to the reverse

or negative (clockwise) direction, and the three-turns

cut by the pair on their right feet. Usually two or

three three-turns are done on the left foot—the direct

or positive rotation—to one or two on the right—the

reverse or negative—when the rotation is changed

back again to the direct. In this way the general

progression of the valsers will be in the positive

direction round the rink. If, on the other hand, two

or three three-turns are done on the right foot to one

or two on the left, the general progression of the

valsers will of course be in the reverse direction ; while

if an equal number are done alternately on each foot,

the general progression would be in a straight direc-

tion down the rink, the skaters travelling over a very

large serpentine line, as shown in the accompanying

Diagram B.



II

THE CHANGE OF ROTATION

Now as to the Change of Rotation, on the satisfactory

execution of which so much of the grace and charm

of the valse-figure depends : how is it to be effected ?

Observing, to begin with, that it is usually done while

the man, who is leading and steering, is moving on a

forward curve, when his partner will, of course, be on

a backward one, let us first take the case of a change

from the direct to the reverse. In this case, the man,

instead of cutting another three-turn when on his left

forward outside edge, rocks over, after tracing thereon

a fair-sized curve, to the forward outside edge on his

right foot and cuts a three-turn on that foot. At the

same moment his partner, instead of passing from her

right backward outside edge to a forward outside edge

on her left foot, sways over to the backward outside

edge of that foot, and from that stroke passes to a

forward outside on the right.

Now this combined movement of rotation is, by
nineteen out of every twenty pairs, who valse on the

ice, effected by means of a sort of sudden jerk, the

lady being forced over by her partner from a curve in

one direction to a curve in the reverse direction ; whilst

he himself crosses one foot over the other, in order to

obtain the necessary leverage. In doing so he prob-

ably lifts up his crossing leg as though he were

walking upstairs ; distorts both curves as he plants one
250
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skate down over the other ; and, in the process, misses

the beat of the valse music, so that all time and

rhythm are usually lost. In fact, he scrabbles over it,

instead of skating it ; and in the effort the pair tend

to move away from each other, and to lose that abso-

lute smoothness and unity of movement, which are

essential to the proper execution of the valse.

It is only by careful observation of the practice of

the half-dozen best lady valsers, that we are able to

detect the secret of how the changing movement is

Diagram C.

—

The Lady's Steps in the Change op Rotation from
Direct to Eeverse.

The thick lines represent the steps on the right foot, the thin lines those

on the left.

satisfactorily accomplished—a movement, which is the

very crux of the skating valse, and on which, as we
have already said, its main effect and charm depend.

It is in this way : the lady, instead of passing

straight from the backward outside edge on one foot

to the same edge on her other foot, should glide over

by a gradual change of edge, from the outside to the

inside, on the first foot, tracing thereon an inside

curve, often several yards long, before passing from

that foot to the outside back on the other. The accom-

panying Diagram C shows the tracing on the ice of

this back serpentine line, which will correspond, of

course, with a lateral sinuous movement of the lady

valser's body. This change of edge will enable her

partner—who at the same time changes from his

forward outside to a curve on the inside—to skate
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round her smoothly and easily at the proper angle

;

and their change of rotation will therefore be effected

by an easy, even, floating swing of the body, delightful

to behold, and still more delightful to experience.

It is true that many expert men valsers, though

changing the rotation by means of the change of

edge, instead of the jerk, yet assist themselves by the

Diagram D.

—

The, Man's Steps in the Change
op Rotation prom Direct to Reverse—
the preferable method without cross-

ING the Feet.

Diagram E.

—

Alternative Method—by the
Crossing Step.

Diagram F.

—

Ordinary Method — by the
Crossing Step, without the Change op
Edge.

The thick lines represent the steps on the right

foot, the thin lines those on the left.

crossing step. But the best of these—especially the

instructors—endeavour to do so as smoothy as prac-

ticable, and in such a manner as to disguise the device

as much as possible, by just slipping one foot over the

other in a sort of gliding step. Done in this way,

with true curves and on the beats of the music, it is
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quite a legitimate and satisfactory alternative to the

uncrossed step. Indeed, in the vast majority of

cases it is the only possible way for the man to get his

partner round ; unless she happens to be in the very

first flight of ice-valsers.

It should be added that, if the man uses the crossing

step, the lady, not to mar the perfect symmetry of their

combined movement, ought herself perhaps to use the

back crossing step. This, however, is very rarely done.

It has been tried, but so far with indifferent success. In

practice it is found to interfere with the even flow of

the movement, and to check the speed—its main advan-

tage seeming to be the imparting of a rather pretty

swing or swish to the lady's skirts.

It will scarcely be necessary to point out that the

change of rotation effected in the manner advocated

above will occupy a longer time than the usual and im-

perfect one—exactly twice as long in fact—which gives

it no small advantage, for it enables the pair to catch

the beats of the time of the music for the several steps

and turns. This is very important on a crowded rink,

where valsers have frequently to shorten, lengthen,

or vary their steps, in order to steer clear of other

couples ; and where it requires no little skill to pursue

an even, unperturbed course, preserving throughout

the proper time and rhythm of the dance, amid a

throng of indifferent performers.



Ill

HINTS AND AIDS TO PROFICIENCY

A few hints must now be given as to the means

whereby a skater may acquire real proficiency in

valsing. First and foremost, of course, comes practice,

especially practice in skating the figure alone. This is

best done by skating it in the form of an " eight " to a

centre, first with one three-turn to each circle, next with

two, then with three three-turns, great care being taken

to skate the figure symmetrically and to change the

rotation easily and evenly at the centre ofthe " eight

"

—that is, where the two circles intersect or meet.

Careful attention must also be given to the tracing

of " true " curves, and the smooth, clean cutting of the

turns. Only when this can be done alone with abso-

lute sureness and precision need the practiser think of

trying to valse with any one else. It is really useless

for a skater to try, as one often sees beginners trying,

to valse with a partner before being able to do the

figure alone, sometimes before being able even to cut

a simple three-turn. But when the figure can be

done fairly well alone, a correct style can best be

acquired by constant practice with an expert, round

and round an " eight," particular care being paid to its

proper execution, in unison one with another, so that

every movement shall be exactly together, and the

proper, upright and parallel position maintained by
both throughout.

254
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Among other aids to proficiency may be reckoned the
candid criticism of onlookers, which should be readily

Scauc — / tcfi 2o 10lol2feet

Diagram G>—Practice in the Form of an
" Eight "—the Lady's Steps.

The thick lines represent the steps on the right
foot, the thin lines those on the left.,

invited, especially of those who understand in what the
real essence of good ice-valsing consists. Another aid
is for a lady occasionally to valsewith another, taking
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the man's part ; and similarly for a man to take the

lady's part; whereby they may better appreciate

_ / i-ncti to 10b>12f*r.t.

Diagram H.

—

Practice in the Form op an
"Eight "

—

the Man's Steps.

The thick lines represent the steps on the right

foot, the thin lines those on the left.

their partner's difficulties, and more easily learn the

proper movement and rhythm of the valse.

A change and variety of partners also, will help to
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develop in the valser the flexibility, the responsiveness,

and the complete harmony, which are absolutely essen-

tial to the skating valse. Not that really very good

valsers whose style has been perfected, can gain any

advantage by valsing with indifferent performers. On
the contrary, the very adaptability to a partner's

movement, which is one of the most important elements

in good ice-valsing, would be just the very thing

which, with a lot of clumsy partners, might end in

taking off the highly-tempered edge of a perfect style.

But practice, in any case, is above all the thing

absolutely essential, even to those with every natural

aptitude and acquired skill, to produce a really first-

rate valser—practice constant, continuous and varied.

Few beginners, and still fewer onlookers, have any

idea of the hours of training that have gone to the

making of the really first-class performers. Like the

dancer on the stage, the lady valser on the rink who
would maintain her pre-eminence, cannot afford to

allow her muscles and joints to grow stiff by want of

exercise.

In order to afford further hints and more detailed

suggestions to assist valsers in attaining the highest

efficiency, there are here inserted the author's " Ex-
planatory Notes on the Points of Valsing Form," which

are the groundwork ofthe " Analysis ofForm," whereon

rests the system of marking embodied in the " Rules

and Regulations for the Holding of Competitions in

Valsing on Ice." These rules, which are based on

those promulgated by the International Skating Union
for Competitions in Figure Skating, have been adopted

by Prince's Skating Club and the St. Moritz Interna-

tional Skating Club, and they will doubtless hereafter

control all competitions which may be held in Valsing

on Ice.

The " Notes " are the outcome of careful observation
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and analysis of the form and style of all the best

valsers in Europe during the last four or five years

;

and before being finally settled have been submitted

to each of them for comments and criticism. As now
systematised, it is hoped that they may prove of

assistance, not only to judges and competitors, but also

to all those who aspire to share in the highest enjoy-

ments of valsing on ice.



IV

EXPLANATORY NOTES ON THE POINTS OF
VALSING FORM

1. Erect Carriage and Parallel Position.—
Head erect ; no stooping, nor hunching up of the

shoulders, nor leaning forward ; no doubling at the

waist, nor sideways twisting; but the whole body-

upright, pliable, flexible and elastic.

" Parallel Position " means that each partner should

be opposite and square to the other. The perfect and

continuous maintenance of this position is difficult,

and not often attained, especially during the effecting

of the change of rotation from the direct to the reverse,

just when the man passes from the outside edge for-

ward on the left foot, preparatory to cutting the three-

turn thereon—which is identical with the moment
when the lady rocks from her right outside back edge

to her left outside back. At this moment there always

seems to be a strong tendency for the partners to " go
away " from each other, and the space between them
to open out, so that they are slantwise, instead of

opposite or parallel to each other. No such tendency

shows itself when changing the rotation from the

reverse to the direct.

As to the man's holding of his partner, his right

arm should hold her firmly round the waist, but quite

lightly and easily ; while his left, which ought neither
259
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to be bowed, nor stretched out stiffly, nor stuck up

high above his shoulder, should be carried lightly and

freely, rather below the level of his shoulder, his hand

not clutching, but just lightly holding, his partner's.

Her right arm and hand should be held in the same

easy way ; her left being placed on his shoulder or

his arm.

There should be no sudden movement ofthe shoulders

or head ; especially no turning of the head to look

round before cutting the three-turn.

2. Accurate Curves and Smooth Turns.—That

is, all curves should be segments of true circles, not

irregular curved lines ; they should be long and sus-

tained, flowing evenly into each other, not merely

quick, short, jerky strokes. They should be skated

with firmness and precision, and as a general rule be

held for something like a fourth or a third of a circle,

both before and after the turn is cut. They should be

symmetrical in shape, scale, and size, whether reverse

or direct ; and travelled over at an even and uniform

speed, which should be preserved throughout all the

component parts of the valse figure, though the general

pace should vary with the modulations of time in the

music.

The turns should be " pure swung turns," smoothly

cut, without jerk, whisk, or wrench—the revolving of

the body continuing evenly while the turn is being

cut, and the motion being so smooth and regular, as

well before as after the turn, that the precise instant

when the blade of the skate passes over from the

outside to the inside edge should be scarcely percep-

tible. The passing from the inside back edge, after

the turn, to the outside back on the other foot, should

be a smooth, gliding movement, with nothing of a hop

or "drop" about it. Nothing is more destructive of
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all good and graceful valsing than a disregard of this

injunction.

3. Suppleness, Pliancy, and Flexibility.—All

parts of the body of each valser—neck, shoulders,

back, waist, hips, knees, ankles—should move with

suppleness and flexibility, but yet in unison with all the

movements of the other, so that the joint result should

be an elastic bending of the movements of the two.

4. Grace.—This element in valsing on ice, as in

any other art or exercise, is easier to note as an

essential one in a satisfactory execution of the dance,

than to analyse or define. Every one recognises "grace"

when they see it, but all find it difficult to describe.

Moreover, grace in movement must always mainly

depend on the figure and natural aptitude. But that

the figure itself is susceptible of the most extraordinary

improvement by skating—more than by any other

known exercise—has been proved, by very many cases,

over and over again. Similarly, a very considerable

degree of graceful movement in valsing on ice can

almost invariably be attained by assiduous practice

with good partners, and by observing the points of

form as explained in these notes.

But as grace is, in fact, implied and involved in each

and every one of these points, any natural deficiency

in that quality will inevitably interfere with the correct

execution of the valse. On the other hand, if the

carriage and position of each partner be correct ; if

the skating of all the curves and turns be true ; and

if the movement of the pair together be easy, flexible

and harmonious, then the resultant effect is certain to

be—indeed must be—graceful.

5. Striking at the same Identical Moment.—
This signifies that the lady's outside back curves

should be begun at the identical moment that her
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partner begins his corresponding forward curves, and

vice versd, the feet of each partner being opposite, and

the curves " in line," or nearly so, and, in any case,

always concentric.

The man should be careful not to " plunge " when
striking ; nor to appear to push or drive the lady, but

should glide smoothly and quietly, steering her lightly

and easily.

The lady, on her part, should not "pull"; nor should

she lean, still less hang, on her partner ; but should

move by her own skating, while responding quickly

and easily to all his movements.

The free leg of the skater should swing in concert

with the tracing leg, and so as to assist the general

movement. It should never be stuck out stiffly be-

hind, nor to the side ; but should sway flexibly, and

at such a reasonable distance from the other that the

foot is carried not far from the ice, the toe always

pointing downwards and outwards.

6. Absolutely Simultaneous Eotation.— The
pair should revolve round each other in curves as

nearly as may be concentric ; the man cutting his

three-turn as nearly as possible at the precise moment

at which his partner passes from the outside backward

edge on one foot to the outside edge forward on the

other—and vice versd. The two valsers, in fact, should

move without any perceptible effort, almost uncon-

sciously, and without any appearance of steering, like

one revolving body.

The valser when passing from the outside backward

edge on one foot to the forward edge on the other,

should do so straight on to the outside edge on a true

curve, without any dribbling on a false inside edge, or

any slithering on the flat of the blade.

When changing from the direct to the reverse, or
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vice versd, the man will be greatly assisted by his

partner if, at the end of her outside back curve, she

helps the changing of their rotation by putting in a

sharp curly change of edge on to the inside. This

will enable her to " get back," or " be got back," as

the expression is, without jerking, and without being

forced over by her partner, and to glide over to the

other foot with absolute smoothness and lightness.

The man will then not necessarily have to cross his

feet, and the result will be that the change of rotation

of the pair will be effected by a smooth floating move-

ment, without any appearance of effort or strain.

The change of rotation, it may be observed, is

almost invariably effected when the man is on the

forward edges and his partner on the backward ones ;

but this is by no means essential.

7. Unity and Harmony or Movement. — This

point is pretty well implied in the six foregoing ones,

and will naturally result if those others are properly

observed. One easy crucial test of Unity of Move-

ment is to note whether the man's left shoulder and

the lady's right are always at exactly the same distance

from each other ; another is to observe whether the

heads of the pair are always at the same relative level.

This is particularly important if the lady valses with

much undulatory movement ; for if the man remains

too rigidly upright, his partner will appear to be

bobbing up and down—to " dip," as it is called—

a

defect which in that case will be entirely due to him
and not to her. In fact, the pair should move over

the ice without any perceptible effort, and as if they

were one : so that the movements of each should be

blended together in a pliant and liquid continuity,

flowing harmoniously and evenly, and producing an

artistic and musical whole.
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8. Time to the Music.—Too often disregarded

by valsers on ice, this point is one of the most im-

portant of all ; and its accurate observance is essential

to the grace and charm of the dance.

Time is kept by striking—that is, starting each

curve, and by turning—that is, cutting each three-

turn—on an accented note of the valse music. This,

however, can only be satisfactorily achieved by mark-

ing, in this manner, every alternate beat. The attempt

to mark in this manner every accented note is practi-

cally hopeless in the skating valse, and can only result

in an entire failure to keep any time at all, the valse

then degenerating into a mere unrhythmical spin.

This is owing to all movements on ice being essentially

and necessarily long and gliding, and involving an

appreciable time to execute.

For the same reason, it is very important that the

valses selected for valsing on ice should be in slow

measured time, such as those known as " Valses

lentes," and that they should be played as slowly,

and, as one might say, as " murmuringly " and

"glidingly" as possible, subject, of course, to the

melody of the music not being impaired thereby.

Moreover, a great deal more " expression " and

modulation than would be permissible or suitable for

floor-valsing can, with great advantage, be put into

the music played for ice-valsing, much assistance

being, in fact, thus rendered to the performers, who
can then skate in harmony with the cadences of the

music, following and expressing them in their every

movement. In the ideal of ice-valsing, indeed, the

skating ofevery curve and every turn to every bar and

note of the music should be predetermined and fixed.

9. Ehythmic Undulatory Movement.—This is

a quality occasionally superadded to other elements of
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the best ice-valsing, but so rare and impalpable as to

be very difficult to analyse or describe to the un-

initiated. Briefly, it may be defined as an expression

or marking of the cadences and rhythm of the music

by a sort of floating, undulatory motion of the body,

which bends and rises and falls
—

" waves," as it has

been called—in unison therewith. For the proper

attaining of this rhythmic undulating movement, it is

essential that the curves should be true, steady, long

sustained, and sweeping, so that the undulations of

the body may be even and gradual, and pass musically

one into another.

It is especially on the long outside back edges, with

the curly changes to the inside—by which the best

lady valsers (as explained in No. 6), effect the change

of rotation—that there is full scope for that delightful

movement called " the back wave," and for that

further refinement, a secondary wavelet, introduced

over the inside edge, just as the skatress passes to the

outside edge on the other foot, which together are

known as " the back double wave "—a movement

which we will describe and analyse more fully in a

moment.

General Observations.—Rule 1 5 (pos£, p. 274) that:
" Other things being equal, higher marks will be awarded

for greater length of sweep and size of curve, which, of

course, will involve greater speed over the ice, provided

true time to the music be kept "—applies only in so far

as the grace and harmony of the general movement is

not marred by any appearance of effort ; and subject

to all the curves being proportionate in scale, anct the

speed even and uniform throughout, though it may
vary with the varying rhythm of the music.

It must also be understood that the foregoing notes

do not at all aim at fettering the individual style and
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form of the valsers. On the contrary, these are meant
to be left entirely to the taste of each skater. So

long as the valsers hold themselves correctly and

move gracefully together, they are free to use either

long curves or short
;
quick-following turns one after

another, or slow-measured alternate rotations, direct

and reverse : large " eights " or small, all executed

either in double quick or double slow time ; the pair

varying the size, motion, action, and style of their

steps at their will, provided they do so rhythmically

to the music.



V
THE BACK DOUBLE WAVE

In conclusion, we must endeavour to describe and

explain, as briefly as the topic admits, that exquisite

movement known as " the back double wave," in

which the highest development of ice-valsing is

attained. This will be best done by first quoting a

passage or two from a letter that appeared in The

Field on March 3, 1906 :

" To describe the ' double wave ' it is necessary to

define, to begin with, the simple ' wave.' This consists

in a uniform rise from the start of the forward outside

of the valse figure, during the whole curve up to the

three-turn, and an equally even drop after the turn.

The wavy motion thus resulting is produced by an

alternate gradual straightening up and bending down
of the knee and ankle of the tracing leg, the bending

being continued after the skatress has glided on to

the outside back, and reaching its lowest point about

halfway through that curve, when there is a rise again

to the end of it, when the skatress passes from this

backward edge to the forward outside on the other

foot. To see this thoroughly well executed is exceed-

ingly rare. For, if the lady has not perfect control of

her edges, her curves will not be true, nor even enough

nor sustained enough ; and, as a consequence, her bend-

ing not being steady and gradual, little will be notice-

able except a sudden drop, only too likely to degenerate

into an ugly ' dip,' otherwise called a ' curtsey.' ". . .

267
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" A similar ' wave ' is also put in by one or two

ladies, but much more rarely, on that backward out-

side edge from which the skatress passes to the

corresponding backward, edge on the other foot, in

the process of changing her rotation." ... "It is

here that comes in the movement we are seeking to

describe. For in addition to this difficult and rarely

executed ' wave,' we have sometimes observed a

secondary wavelet introduced after the curly change

at the end of the resulting inside edge, effected with

a slight lift or lilt of the body, mainly by means, it

would seem, of a sort of lifting twist of the knee and
ankle."

This then, when combined with the two elements

above described, constitutes the movement called the
" back double wave," invented by Miss Harrison, one

of the champion lady skaters of the world, and the

winner of the first prize in the Valsing Competitions

at Prince's Club for several years in succession

—

a movement which, when there is space enough for its

proper execution, imparts a new musical rhythm and

a continuous undulatory motion to the valse, which is

absolutely eclatant.

In illustration of this movement we give a dia-

gram (I) showing the steps skated by the lady just

before, during, and just after the change of rotation .

from the reverse to the direct ; showing also the

points in the valse-figure, which should coincide with

beats, or rather alternate beats, of the valse music

;

and exhibiting the line of the corresponding rhyth-

mical undulations of the body of the skatress.

It must be noted, however, that the lady, in making
these wavy movements, will sometimes rise above the

normal line of undulation, by lifting herself on the

front part, occasionally even almost on the toe, of her

skate, and expanding herself, as it were, upwards

;

while, on the other hand, she will sometimes bend
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unusually low, to mark some special cadence in
the music ; or, again, she will occasionally vary her
" waving " in conformity with some cross-accents or
" syncopation " in the music.

It should also be noticed that the tops of the

Valse "Sobeb las Olas" ("Ovek the Waves"), by Rosas.

lw or u«oo»-
k1,ON » «* UorS5 6aEri .

LE.VE.L OF THE I CE.

ShJ__ / Ina), t» lOfvfSft

Diagram I.

—

The Lady's Steps before, during, and after the change
of Rotation from the Reverse to the Direct, showing the
Points of the Musical Beats, the Line of her Rhythmical
Undulations, and the " Back Double Wave."

" waves " accord with the points where the pair

change their direction, their feet, or their edges, and
with the accented beats in alternate bars of triple

time music. It may be added that the lowest points

of the "waves" should correspond generally with the
accented notes in the intermediate bars. It is in

the exact synchronising of these three things that
consists the real rhythm of the three-step valse, which
invests it, moreover, with its immense charm, as

skated by two or three of its principal exponents.
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It will be observed from the diagram that the first

wavelet is executed during the change of edge which

effects the rotation—in this instance the lady's left

back outside-to-inside change ; and that the second

wavelet is executed towards the end of the inside

edge. In the other case, that is when the rotation is

changed from the direct to the reverse, all these steps

will, of course, be on reverse feet, the first wavelet of

the " back double wave " being then executed on the

lady's right back outside-to-inside change.

If, after only one three-turn has been cut in either

direction by each partner—involving one complete

revolution of the pair—the rotation is alternated at

once, then the long intermediate changing strokes,

whereon the lady travels backwards in a single,

succeeded by a double, wave, will occur so frequently

as to occupy every alternate four bars of the music,

that is, exactly half the whole time of the valse.

This, in the view of some, is immeasurably the most

delightful way of skating the valse-figure. For these

constantly repeated, long, sweeping strokes, and the

consequent frequent "back double waves," enable a

valsing pair, if they are well-matched, and go well

together, to attain, on their delicately poised edges, a

wonderful speed over hard fast ice, their impetus

being sustained and increased by their every move-

ment—by the strokes, the turns, the change of feet,

the change of edge, the swing of the body, the

undulatory movement, and the elastic co-operation of

every muscle and of every joint.

This way of valsing on ice, however, is only possible

with the very best of partners, and, moreover, requires

the exclusive use of pretty nearly a whole rink of

10,000 square feet area for its proper execution.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR COMPETITIONS IN
VALSING ON ICE

Based on the Regulations of the International Skating

Union for Competitions in Figure Skating

1. The Rules and Regulations of the International

Skating Union for Competitions in Figure Skating

shall apply generally to those in Valsing on Ice,

except in so far as they are inconsistent with the

following.

2. At least five Judges, of whom not less than one

and not more than two shall be ladies, shall be
nominated for every Valsing Competition by the

Skating Club, or other body, under whose auspices

the competition is held.

3. The Judges shall make, in conjunction with the

Skating Club, all necessary arrangements for the

holding of the competition, such as receiving the

entries, settling the tests deciding the order in which
the competitors shall valse, awarding marks, summing
up totals, and declaring the winners, &c.

4. A Chairman shall be chosen by the Judges from
among themselves at their first meeting. He shall

preside at all meetings, determine all questions of

procedure, and exercise the functions of Referee.

5. The valse to be skated shall be the ordinary

three-step valse, generally known as " The English

Valse "
; but modifications therein or variations there-

of—such as alterations in the rel&tiye position of thej
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partners, or the introduction of changes, brackets,

rockers, and counters—may be permitted by the

Judges, provided they fulfil the essential condition of

being sustained balanced movements on one foot. The
" Grape Vine," " Mohawk," " Spread Eagle," " Jackson-

Haines," and " Swedish " valses, which are mainly two-

footed movements, are consequently not admitted.

6. The competing couples shall skate the first test

set by the judges in the order of the starting numbers,

as drawn by lot, according to Regulation 61 of the

International Skating Union. After the first test the

order will be so far changed for each subsequent test,

that the couple, which before was first will then have

the last place.

7. The following preliminary tests are recommended,

with such modifications as circumstances may
demand :

—

Preliminary Tests

(a) All the couples together shall valse twice round

the rink, or other area, in the direct, or positive

direction. (The area should be of some 5000 or 6000

square feet.)

(b) Each couple, singly, shall valse twice round a

large " eight," the centres of the two circles being

indicated by chairs, or some similar objects. (Each

circle is usually traversed in three " three-steps," the

rotation being changed at the point where the two

circles of the " eight " meet, or intersect—that is, at

the centre of the figure. The chairs may be placed

about 30 feet apart.)

(c) All the couples together shall valse twice round

the rink, or other area, in the reverse, or negative

direction.

8. After the three preliminary tests have been

skated, the judges shall hold a meeting to select the
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couples best qualified to compete for the final test or

tests.

9. For this purpose each Judge shall set down on a

voting-paper the names of the couples he or she

considers should be selected. If the competing

couples are seven or more than seven in number, each

Judge shall select five ; and if the couples are less

than seven in number, then each Judge shall select

four.

10. Each voting paper shall be handed to the

Chairman, who shall, with the aid of one of the other

Judges acting as scrutineer, add the votes together.

The couples selected shall be determined by the

number of votes received. Ties shall be decided by a

second vote.

11. The names of the selected couples shall be then

announced, and they shall then be required to skate

a final test or tests, which may be the following :

Final Test or Tests

(d) Each selected couple, singly, shall valse twice

round a large double " eight "—the centres of the

three circles being indicated by chairs, or some similar

objects, as in test b.

(e) Each selected couple, singly, shall valse once round

the rink, or other skating area, in the positive direc-

tion, and then, without stopping, shall change to the

reverse, and valse once round the rink in that direction.

12. Other further tests may be imposed, if required

by the Judges, at their discretion.

13. Each of the Judges shall award to the selected

couples marks from to 6 for each of the following

points: representing "bad"; 2 "passable"; 4

" good "
; and 6 " faultless "—1, 3, and 5 being inter-

mediate—the marks being set down on a marking

card prepared for the purpose.
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14. The points for which marks are to be awarded

are

:

A. Carriage

B. Grace

C. Unity

D. Time

as analysed in the specimen form of marking card

(p. 275), and explanatory notes on which are appended

to these Rules. (See ante, p. 265.)

15. Other things being equal, higher marks shall be

awarded for greater length of sweep and size of curve,

which, provided true time to the music be kept, will,

of course, involve greater speed over the ice.

16. The marking card shall contain the names of the

competing couples, with the numbers they have drawn

by lot, and the points for which marks are to be

given, and shall be in the form following :
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17. The programme should contain the names of

the competing couples, with their allotted numbers,

the tests to be skated, the valse music selected, the

method of marking, &c, and may be in the form fol-

lowing :

[SPECIMEN PROGRAMME]

SKATING CLUB VALSING COMPETITION

(Date)

COMPETITORS

i Miss Smith and Capt. Brown | 2 Mrs. Jones and Mr. Robinson

(and so on)

TESTS TO BE SKATED

(The competing couples skate the first test in the order of the starting

numbers, as drawn by lot. After this, the order will be so far changed for

each test, that the couple which was first shall then have the last place.)

FiEST Test.—(a) All the couples to valse twice round the Rink in the direct
or positive direction.

Valse—" Lustige Wittwe."

Second Test.— (J) Each couple, singly, to valse twice round a large "Eight."

Valses—"Dans la Nuit" and "Sourire d'Avril."

Thied Test.—(c) All the couples to valse twice round^the Rink in the reverse
or negative direction.

Valse—" Sobre las olas."

After this, five of the competing couples will be selected by the judges to

skate the final tests.

Final Tests.—(d) Each selected couple, singly, to valse twice round a
large double " eight."

Valses—" Vilya " and " C'est Toi."

(e) Each selected couple, singly, to valse once round the Rink
in the positive direction, and then, without stopping, to

change to the reverse, and valse once round the Rink in

that direction.

Valses—" La Lettre de Manon " and " La France."

MARKING
Marks to 6 will be awarded for each of the following :

A. Carriage B. Grace C. Unity D. Time

Note. — Other things being equal, higher marks will be awarded for

greater length of sweep and size of curve, which, provided true time to the
music be kept, will, of course, involve greater speed over the ice.

The result will be determined according to the Regulations of the Inter-

national Skating Union for Competitions in Figure Skating.
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18. After the conclusion of the Final Test, another

Meeting of the Judges shall be held, when each Judge

shall add up the total of the number of marks awarded

by him to each competing couple.

19. Each
I
Judge shall then arrange the couples in

order, according to the total number of marks given

on his marking card, so that the couple with the

highest number of marks receives the ordinal number 1,

the next the ordinal number 2, and so on—according

to Regulation 69 of the International Skating Union.

20. The Judges shall then hand their marking cards

to the Chairman, who shall, with the aid of the Judge
acting as Scrutineer, make up the result according to

the following rule.

21. The winning couple is that which is placed first

by an absolute majority of Judges. If no couple has

an absolute majority, the result is obtained by adding

the ordinal numbers assigned by the individual Judges.

If two or more couples are alike in the sum of the

ordinal numbers, then the sum of the total number of

marks on the individual cards decides between them.

22. Of the results there must be published at least

the total number of marks from each card, as well as

the final numbers resulting from them.



VII

A FEW VALSES SUITABLE FOR THE ICE

" Ciribiribin."

" C'est Toi."

" Yenus on Earth."

" The Merry Widow."
" La France."

" Gold and Silver."

" La Lettre de Manon."
" Fascination."

" Dans la Nuit."

" Sobre las Olas."

" Amoureuse."
" Caressante."

" Chorister."

" Sourire d'Avril."

" Valse Bleue."

" Manola," &c.
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APPENDIX A

CURLING RECORDS

INTERNATIONAL MATCHES

00

CD

oV
DQ

u
©u
as Highest Rink Highest Kink

Date.
played.

a ,£) A '£ "3 majority majority.

M
"bD

Oo
CO

o o

3*
W inning' side. Losing Side.

1895, Jan. 29 Talkin Tarn 69 847 1102 275 Selkirk, 25 Newcastle-on-
Tyne, 71

1902, Feb. 14 Lochmaben 74 986 1575 589 Upper Niths-
dale, 42

Liverpool Cale-

donian, 19

1907, Feb. 8
)!

52 790 1040 250 Lanark, 35 London Cale-

donian, 23.

1908, Ap. 30 Crossmyloof 16 229 274 45 Lochwin-
noch, 26

Belle Vue, 13.
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INTEBNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS IN

FIGUEE SKATING

Only such Competitions as are held under the auspices of the

International Skating Union confer a title to an international

championship of Europe, the World, the I.S.U. Ladies' Cham-

pionship, or the Pair-skating Championship. The Champion-

ship of Europe, which was held by the Union in 1891-95, was

altered in 1896 to the Championship of the World. In 1898 it

was decided to reinstate the Championship of Europe.

Championship of Europe

1891. Hamburg: 0. Uhlig, Berliner Eislauf-Verein.

1892. Vienna : Ed. Engelmann, Training Eisclub, Wien.

1893. Berlin : Competition annulled by vote of I.S.U.

1894. Vienna : Ed. Engelmann, T.E.W.

1895. Budapest: T. Von. Foldvary, Budapester Eislauf-

Verein.

1896-7. Competition was not held.

1898. Trondhjem: U. Salchow, Stockholms Allmanna

Skridskoklubb.

1899. Davos : U. Salchow, S.A.S.

1900. Berlin : U. Salchow, S.A.S.

1901. Vienna : G. Hugel, Internationaler Schlittschuhclub

Davos.

1902. Competition was not held.

1903. Competition was not held.

1904. Davos : U. Salchow, S.A.S.

1905. Bonn: M. Bohatsch, Wiener Eislauf-Verein.

1906. Davos: U. Salchow, S.A.S.

1907. Berlin : U. Salchow, S.A.S.

1908. Warsaw : E. Herz, Cottage Eislauf-Verein.
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Championship of the World

1896. St. Petersburg: G. Fuchs, Miinchner Eislauf-

Verein.

1897. Stockholm : G. Hugel, Wiener Eislauf-Verein.

1898. London: H. Grenander, Stockholms Allmanna

Skridskoklubb.

1899. Davos : G. Hugel, I.S.O.D.

1900. Davos : G. Hugel, I.S.C.D.

1901. Stockholm : U. Salchow, S.A.S.

1902. London : U. Salchow, S.A.S.

1903. St. Petersburg : U. Salchow, S.A.S.

1904. Berlin: U. Salchow, S.A.S.

1905. Stockholm : U. Salchow, S.A.S.

1906. Munich : G. Fuchs, M.B.V.

1907. Vienna : U. Salchow, S.A.S.

1908. Troppau : U. Salchow, S.A.S. and St. Moritz, I.S.C.

Ladies' Championship of the International Skating

Union

This Championship was instituted by the I.S.U. in 1905.

1906. Davos: Mrs. Syers, Figure Skating Club.

1907. Vienna: Mrs. Syers, F.S.C.

1908. Troppau : Fraulein L. Kronberger, B.E.V.

Pair-skating Championship

1902. London ; Mr. and Mrs. Syers, F.S.C.

1903. St. Petersburg: Herr Euler and Frau von Szabo,

T.E.W.

1904 Berlin: Mr. and Mrs. Syers, F.S.C.

1905. Stockholm : Herr and Fraulein Bohatsch, T.E.W.

1906. Munich : Herr Burger and Fraulein Hubler, M.E.V.

1907. Vienna : Herr Burger and Fraulein Hubler, M.E.V.

1908. St. Petersburg : Herr Burger and Fraulein Hubler,

M.E.V.
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RECORDS OF THE SPEED SKATING EUROPEAN
CHAMPIONSHIP

Year Place Distance Name and abode of Skater Time Winner

1891 Hamburg jEng.Mile O. Grunde"n, Stockholm
M. S.

55* Undecided
January 1 ,,

A. D. Norseng, Hamar 2 59*
23 and 24 3 A. Underborg, Hamburg 11 534

1892 Vienna h » H. Galler, Vienna 1 10 Fr. Schilling

January 1 Fr. Schilling, Vienna 3 54
25 3 ,, „ 12 21

1893 Berlin 500 m. R. Ericsson, Stockholm 54 E. Ericsson

January 1500 „ „ „ 2 46
21 and 22 5000 „ O. Fredricksen, Christiania 9 51*

1894 Hamar
500 „

f E. Halvorsen, Hamar \

1 A. Naess, Christiania }

Undecided
February

47

24 and 25 1500 „ P. Oestlund, Trondhjem 2 28*.

5000 „ J. J. Eden, Haarlem 8 375.

1895 Budapest 500 „ A. Naess, Christiania 47f A. Naess

January 1500 „ » » 3 15£
26 and 27 5000 „ „ „ 9 38£

1896 Hamburg 500 „ J. Seyler, Munich 53* J. Seyler

January 1500 „ '» » 2 39f
29 5000 „

10,000 „

5) » 9 55

20 OOf
1897 Amsterdam 500 „ J9 )) 48* J. Seyler

January 1500 „ „ „ 2 39|
12 and 13 5000 „

10,000 „

» 9 39f
19 43f

1898 Helsingfors 500 „ G. Estlander, Helsingfors 49* G. Estlander

January 1500 „ »> )> 2 36|
19 and 20 1 5000 „

10,000 „

" 9 28|
19 2l|

1899 Davos 500 „ P. Oestlund, Trondhjem 47f
P. Oestlund

January 1500 „ 19 1) 2 27|
16 and 17 5000 „

10,000 „
)) )> 9 02|

18 38J
1900 Czorbaer-See 500 „ )) » 47^ P. Oestlund

February 1500 „ )> 5) 2 39^
3 and 4 5000 „

10,000 „ » SS

9 15|
22 45|

1901 Trondhjem 500 „ A. Bye, Trondhjem 49§ R. Gundersen
February 1500 „ » » 2 43f
2 and 3 5000 „ K. Gundersen, Christiania 9 30

10,000 „ » » 21 34£
1902 Davos 500 „ „ „ 46f J. Schwartz

January 1500 „ J. Schwartz, ,, 2 26

18 and 19 5000 „
10,000 „

" 8 5l£
18 Oflf

1903 Christiania 500 „ Fr. Wathen, Helsingfors 47 Undecided
Jan. 31 1500 „ O. Steen, Trondhjem 2 35
and 5000 „ J. Schwartz, Christiania 9 08£

Feb. 1 10,000 „ Th. Bonsnas, Drammen 19 2l|
1904 Davos 500 „ K. Gundersen, Christiania 45f B. Gundersen

January 1500 „ „ „ 2 28*
16 and 17 5000 „

10,000 „
» 8 57

19 01
1905 Stockholm 500 „ J. Wikander, Helsingsfors 49* J. Wikander

February 1500 „ „ „ 2 45
4 and 5 5000 „ F. Wathen, Helsingfors 9 44

10,000 ,,, V. Ylander, „ 20 13£
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RECORDS OF THE SPEED SKATING EUROPEAN
CHAMPIONSHIP—continued

Year Place Distance Name and abode of Skater Time Winner

1906 Davos 500 „ E. Gundersen, Christiania
M. s.

44£ E. Gundersen
January 1500 „ „ „ 2 27£
27 and 28 5000 „ „ „ 9 09$

10,000 „ J. de Koning, Amsterdam 18 50|
1907 Davos 500 „ M. Oeholm, Stockholm 44£ M. Oeholm

February 1500 „ „ „ 2 3l£
2 and 3 5000 „ „ ,, 9 6£

10,000 „ F. Schilling, Vienna 18 44
1908 Klagenfurt 500 „ M. Oeholm, Stockholm 47 M. Oeholm

February 1500 „ O. Mathieson, Christiania 2 29g
1 and 2 5000 „ M. Oeholm, Stockholm 9 H

10,000 „ )) 59 18 24
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RECORDS OF THE SPEED SKATING CHAMPIONSHIP
OF THE WORLD

Year Place Distance Name and abode of Skater Time Winner

1889 Amsterdam ^ Eng. Mile A v. Panschin, St. Petersbnrg
M. s.

1 24f Undecided
January 1 i> » » 3 58£
8 to 10 2 J. F. Donoghue, Newburgh 6 24
1890 Amsterdam i « K. Pander, Haarlem 1 24| Undecided

January i » n 3 06

3 to 5 2 „ A. Norseng, Hamar 6 25
5 » » 16 48£

1891 Amsterdam 4 » J. F. Donoghue, Newburgh 1 25£ J. F. Donoghue
January 1 >• « » 3 00f
6 and 7 2 „

5 „
" 6 10£

16 02£
1892 Not skated

1893 Amsterdam - 500 m. J. J. Eden, Haarlem 51£ J. J. Eden
January 1500 „ n » 2 m
13 and 14 5000 „ „ „ 9 59

10,000 „ O. Fredriksen, Christiania 20 2l£
1894 Stockholm 500 „ „ ,, 50| Undecided

February 1500 „ Einar Halvorsen, Hamar 2 35f
10 and 11 5000 „ „ „ 9 32

10,000 „ J. J. Eden, Haarlem 19 12|
1895 Hamar 500 „ O. Fredriksen, Christiania 48£ J. J. Eden

February 1500 „ J. J. Eden, Haarlem 3 25f
23 and 24 5000 „

10,000 „
" 8 41

17 56

1896 St. Peters- 500 „ » » 50£ J. J. Eden
February burg 1500 „ » u 2 36|
7 and 8 5000 „

10,000 „

" 9 03£
18 52f

1897 Montreal 500 „ A. Naess, Christiania 46| J.K.McKulloch
February 1500 „ J. K. McKullock, Winnipeg 2 40£
5, 6 and 10 5000 „ ii ii 9 25f

10,000 „ » » 20 02f
1898 Davos 500 „ J. Seyler, Munich 47| P. Oestlund

February 1500 „ P. Oestlund, Trondhjem 2 23f
6 and 7 5000 „

10,000 „

" 8 52-|

18 40
1899 Berlin 500 „ ii ii 60£ P. Oestlund

February 1500 ,, ii ii 2 45
4 and 5 5000 „ ii ii 9 54|

10,000 „ J. C. Greve, Holland 20 36f
1900 Christiania 500 „ P. Oestlund, Trondhjem 46f E. Engelsass

February 1500 „ E. Engelsass „ 2 38f
24 and 25 5000 „

10,000 „

.. 9 34£
20 09f

1901 Stockholm 500 „ Fr. Wathen, Helsinglors 54 Fr. Wathen
February 1500 „ „ „ 2 43f
9 and 10 5000 „ K. Gundersen, Christiania 9 56|

10,000 „ Fr. Wathen, Helsingfors 20 13
1902 .

Helsingsfors 500 ., K. Gundersen, Christiania 47 Undecided
February 1500 „ ii ii 2 34|
22 and 23 5000 „

10,000 „

J. Wiinikainen, Helsingfors 9 20f
19 09f

1904 St. Peters- 500 „ Fr. Wathen, Helsingfors 8 49f Undecided
February burg 1500 „ J. Schwarz, Christiania 2 59
6 and 7 5000 „ G. Kisseleff, St. Petersburg 10 08

10,000 „ Th. Bonsnas, Drammen 22 15
1905 Christiania 500 „ P. Sinnerud, Hamar 46£ P. Sinnerud

January 1500 „ 11 !> 2 34f
21 and 22 5000 „ „ „ 9 26|

10,000 „ " 19 15£
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EEOORDS OF THE SPEED SKATING CHAMPIONSHIP
OF THE WORLD—continued

Year Place Distance Name and abode of Skater Time Winner

1905 Groningen 500 m. M. Lordahl, Christiania
M. S.

49* De Koning
January- 1500 „ De Koning, Holland 2 41

Si and 22 5000 „

10,000 „

" 9 17f
19 16

1906 Helsingfors 500 „ J. Wikander, Helsingfors 50* Undecided
February 1500 „ K. Gundersen, Christiania 2 41f
24 and 25 5000 „

10,000 „

N. Sedoff, Moscow 9 46*
19 03|

1907 Trondhjem 500 „ O. Steen, Trondhjem 47* Undecided
February 1500 „ 4.. Wiklund, Wiburg 2 33

21 5000 „
10,000 „

G. Stromsten, „ 9 27*
19 9*

1908 Davos 500 „ J. Wikander, Helsingfors 44* O. Mathiesen
February 1500 „ O. Mathieson, Christiania 2 20*
8 and 9 5000 „

10,000 „

" "
8 55*

18 1*
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THE WORLD'S RECORDS IN SPEED SKATING

(Officially recorded by the International Skating Union)

Distance Time Name

500 m. 44|- R. Gundersen (Christiania)

1000 m. 1 34 P. Oestlund (Trondhjem)

1500 m. 2 20| O. Mathiesen (Christiania)

5000 m. 8 37f J. J. Eden (Holland)

10,000 m. 17 50| P. Oestlund (Trondjhem)

Place and
Date

27-1-1906

Davos
10-2-1900

Davos

9-2-1908

Davos

24-2-1894

Hamar
11-2-1900

Davos

BRITISH CHAMPIONSHIPS

The Figure Skating Championship of Great Britain

Year Winners
1903. Mrs. Syers, Figure Skating Club

1904. Mrs. Syers „

1905. H. Torrome

1906.

1907. K. Greig „

1908. Mrs. G.Smith „

Place

National Skating Palace

Prince's Skating Club

Speed Skating Championship op Great Britain

(One and a half miles with three or five turns)

Time
Year Winners Place m. s.

1880. F. Norman Welsh Harp 5 23±

1881. F. Norman Lingay Fen 5 44£

1887. R. Wallis Cowbit 5 41*

1889. W. Loveday Lingay Fen 5 13f
1890. W. Loveday Lingay Fen 5 16*

1891. W. Housden Swavesey 5 42

1892. J. C. Aveling Lingay Fen 5 19

1895. A. E. Tebbit Swavesey 5 10

*1900.
55

Littleport 5 30|
1902. » Lingay Fen 5 lOf

*1905.
>j

Lingay Fen 5 15|

1908. F. W. DLx Lingay Fen 4 37|

* Course with Five Turns.
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RECORDS OF THE FIGURE SKATING CLUB, LONDON

Senior Club Competiton

Year Winners Place

1904. Mrs. Syers Prince's Skating Club

1905. » 5> 5> J>

1906. K. Greig jj :> j>

1907. Mrs. Syers >j » j>

1908. Mrs. G. Smith 5> 5» 5>

Junior Club Competition

1904. Miss Harrison Prince's Skating Club

1905. Mrs. Kellie J? >> 5>

1906. Mrs. G. Smith ?> 11 >>

1907. Miss Lycett 5J It »

1908. Mr. Clarke >J »> »5

Senior Pair Skating

Year Winners Place

1906. Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Prince's Skating Rink

1907. No Competition

1908. No Competition

Junior Pair Skating

Year Winners Place

1906. Miss Dugdale and Miss R. Dugdale Prince's Skating Club

1907. Miss Richmond Browne and Miss D.

Richmond Browne

1908. Miss Richmond Browne and Miss D.

Richmond Browne



THE INTERNATIONAL TESTS OF THE
NATIONAL SKATING ASSOCIATION

OF GREAT BRITAIN

First Class Test

No candidate shall be judged for this test unless he has passed

the Second Class test.

Three judges must be present at the examination of a candi-

date. A candidate who has failed cannot compete again for a

fortnight, without the written permission of the previous

judges. The test must all be passed on the same day, or, with

the permission of the judges* on two consecutive days.

Compulsory Figures

Each figure may be marked up to a maximum of 6 points.

The marks given for each figure are multiplied by the factor of

value for that figure. In order to pass a candidate must obtain

a minimum of 2 marks out of 6 in each figure, and an aggregate

of 190 out of the maximum of 336 marks.

Free Skating

The candidate will be required to skate a free programme of

four minutes' duration.

This will be marked

—

(a) For the contents of the programme (difficulty and

variety) up to a maximum of 6 marks.

(b) For the manner of performance up to a maximum of

6 marks.

In order to pass a candidate must obtain 7 marks for (a) and

(b) together.

The marks for the Compulsory figures and the Free Skating

are arrived at by taking the total marks of the three judges and

dividing by three. Judges may use half marks.
291
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COMPULSORY FIGURES

Marks

Rockers

(
{a) RfoRK—LboRK .

(6) LfoRK—RboRK .

(a) RfiRK—LbiRK .

[(b) LfiRK—RbiRK .

(a) RfoO—LboC

(b) LfoC—LboC

(a) RfiC—LbiC

(6) LfiC—RbiC

f(«) RboTfioT—LbiTfoiT
Three Change! v

Three j^ LboTfioT—RbiTfoiT

Counters

Loop
Change
Loop

Bracket
Change
Bracket

((a) RfoLPfoiLP—LfiLPfioLP

(b) LfoLPfoiLP—LfiLPbioLP

(a) RboLPboiLP—LbiLPbioLP

(b) LboLPboiLP—RbiLPbioLP

(a) RfoBbioB—LfiBboiB

(6) LfoBbioB—RfiBboiB

I.S.U.

Factor

R= Right

L = Left

RK = Rocker
C = Counter

LP = Loop

B = Bracket
f = Forwards

b = Backwards

o= Outside

i= Inside

Total
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Second Class Test

No candidate shall be judged for this test unless he has

passed the Third Class test.

Three judges must be present at the examination of a candi-

date. A candidate who has failed cannot compete again for a

week, without the written permission of the previous judges.

The test must all be passed on the same day, or, with the

permission of the judges, on two consecutive days.

Compulsory Figures

Each figure may be marked up to a maximum of 6 points.

The marks given for each figure are multiplied by the factor of

value for that figure. In order to pass a candidate must obtain

a minimum of 2 marks out of 6 in each figure, and an aggregate

of 130 out of the maximum of 234 marks.

Free Skating

The candidate will be required to skate a free programme, of

three minutes' duration.

This will be marked

—

(a) For the contents of the programme (difficulty and

variety) up to a maximum of 6 marks.

(b) For the manner of performance up to a maximum
of 6 marks.

In order to pass a candidate must obtain 7 marks for (a) and

(b) together.

The marks for the Compulsory figures and the Free Skating

are arrived at by taking the total marks of the three judges and

dividing by three. Judges may use half marks.
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COMPULSORY FIGURES

Figure

Eight

Change . -

Three .

Double Three

Change Three

.

Change Three .

Loop

Loop

Loop

Loop

Bracket . .

One-footEight.

Rbi—Lbi

'(a) Rboi—Lbio

[(b) Lboi—Rbio

r
(a) RfoTbi—LbiTfo

(b) LfoTbi—RbiTfo

RboTfiT—LboTfiT

Ma) RfoiT—LboiT .

[(b) LfoiT—RboiT .

((a) RfioT—LbioT .

[(b) LfioT—RbioT .

RfoLP—LfoLP

RfiLP—LfiLP

.

RboLP—LboLP

RbiLP—LbiLP

((a) RfoB—LbiB .

[(b) LfoB—RbiB .

((a) Rfoi—Lfio

[(b) Lfoi—Rfio

R = Right

L = Left

T = Three
LP = Loop

B = Bracket

I.S.U.

Marks Factor

f = Forwards

b = Backwards

o= Outside

i= Inside

Total
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Third Class Test

Two judges must be present at the examination of a candi-

date. A candidate who has failed cannot compete again for a

week, without the written position of the previous judges. The

test must all be passed on the same day.

The test must be skated in good form, directions for which

are :

—

Carriage upright but not stiff : the body not bent forwards or

sideways at the waist ; all raising or lowering of the body being

effected by bending the knee of the tracing leg with upright

back ; the body and limbs generally held sideways to the

direction of progress. The head always upright. Tracing leg

flexible with bent knee. The eyes looking downwards as little

as possible. The knee and toe of the free leg turned outwards

as far as possible, the toe always downwards; the knee only

slightly bent. The free leg swinging freely from the hip and

assisting the movement. The arms held easily, and assisting

the movement; the hands neither spread nor clenched. All

action of the body and limbs must be easy and swinging, with

the direct object of assisting the movement of the moment

;

violent or stiff motions are to be avoided, the figure should seem

to be executed without difficulty.

The figures must be begun from rest, that is, by a single

stroke with the other foot ; and at the intersecting point of two

circles. Every figure must be repeated three times consecutively.

Every stroke should be taken from the edge of the blade, not

from the point.

The essentials of correct tracing are :

—

Maintenance of the long and transverse axes (as the long axis

of the figure a line is to be conceived which divides each circle

into two equal parts ; a transverse axis cuts the long axis at

right angles between two circles) ; approximately equal size of

all circles, and of all curves before and after all turns ; sym-

metrical grouping of the individual parts of the figure about the

axes ; curves without wobbles, skated out, that is, returning

nearly to the starting-point. Threes with the turns lying in

the long axis ; changes of edge with an easy transition, the

change falling in the long axis.

Each figure may be marked up to a maximum of six points.

In marking, there shall be considered, firstly, correct tracing
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on the ice ; secondly, carriage and action ; thirdly, approximately

accurate covering of the previous traces in repeating the figure

;

fourthly, size of the figure.

In order to pass, a candidate must obtain a minimum of two

marks in each figure, and an aggregate of 20 out of the

maximum of 36 marks. These marks must be obtained from

each judge. Judges may use half marks.

FIGURES

Eight Rfo—Lfo
Eight Rfi—Lfi
Eight Rbo—Lbo

C(a) Rfoi—Lfio

Change
1(6) Lfoi—Rfio

Threes RfoTbi—LfoTbi

R = Right f == Forwards

L= Left b == Backwards

T = Three o == Outside

i == Inside

Marks



THE TEST OF
THE SKI CLUB OF GREAT BRITAIN

The object of the club is the encouragement of ski sport

generally, and, in particular, by the giving of information to

members through the secretary as to how, when, and where to

ski.

Club Test Kules

The test consists in ascending and descending a height of

1500 ft.

No part of the course shall be along a road, and, whenever

possible, about 200 ft. of easy wood should be included.

The ascent must be completed within a time limit of one

hour twenty minutes. The descent must not occupy more than

twenty minutes.

The course must be traversed in a manner satisfactory to

two qualified judges. In judging regard should be had :

(a) To reasonable steadiness and correctness of balance.

(&) To the condition of the runner on finishing the

course.

The use of sealskin or other artificial aid to climbing is pro-

hibited (sticks are not excluded).

Members of the Committee of the Ski Club of Great

Britain, and persons appointed by the Committee, are qualified

to serve as judges under By-law 4 ; as also are such persons

recommended by the committees of affiliated or provisionally

affiliated clubs as shall have been approved by the Committee of

the Ski Club of Great Britain. All judges shall be appointed

for one season only.

A bronze badge will be presented to any member of the

297
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Ski Club of Great Britain or of any affiliated or provision-

ally affiliated club who has passed the above test.

Applications for a badge should be made to the secretary

of the Ski Club of Great Britain, E. R. Darnley, Colonial

Office, London, within three months of the passing of the

candidate, and must be accompanied by a certificate from the

judges who have passed the candidate, in the following form

:

A. B., of the X. Y. Z. Club, having passed the Third-class

Test of the Ski Club of Great Britain to our satisfaction on

the of , 19 , at , is, in our

opinion, entitled to the corresponding badge.

Yours truly,

JJudges.

Badge-holders alone will be officially recognised as having

passed the test, and a list of their names shall be published

periodically by the club.

RECORD SKI JUMPS

Year Name Place
Length of

Jump

1879
1893
1898
1898
1898

1899
1899
1900
1902

1902

Torjus Hemmestvedt
Torjus Hemmestvedt
Sven Sollid\
Cato Aal /
Tollef Hemmestvedt

(16 years old)
Asbjorn Nielsen |

Morten Hansen [

Olaf Tandberg
Paul Nesjo (18 years

old)

Nils Gjestvang

Christiania

Kedwing, U.S.A.

Solberg, Christiania

Telemarken

Solberg, Christiania

Solberg, Christiania

Trondhjem

Modum

76 feet

103 „

103* „

99 „

107 „

116* „
130 „

134* „
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TOBOGGANING RECORDS

Made on the Oresta Run, St. Moritz.

GEAND NATIONAL

Total
Length

Year Name.
Time
M. S.

of

Course
Yards

Toboggan Fastest Time Prize M. S.

1885 C. Austin 5 9 1360 Swiss C. Digby Jones 1 38

1886 P. Minsch 4 44f 1360 ?>
P. Minsch 1 31f

1887 G. B. Guthrie 6 8f 1650
si

B. Dwyer 1 58f
1888 B. Cohen 6 39| 1730 *America H. Freeman 2 12

1889 J. Vansittart 4 41f 1320 Canadian J. Vansittart 1 30f
1890 E. Towle 4 9 1320 America E. Towle 1 22

1891 J. F. Patterson 4 17i 1320 E. Chanler 1 24

1892 H. W. Topham 4 32f 1320 Skeleton H. W. Topham 1 29

1893 Hon. H. Gibson 4 33 1320 C, H. Cousens 1 29f
1894 H. W. Topham 3 45i j-1360 J. F. Patterson 1 14f
1895 H. W. Topham 3 37| 1320 Hon. H. Gibson 1 17£
1896 Hon. H. Gibson 3 55f 1320 B. Dwyer 1 11

1897 B. Dwyer
1898 E. Bird 3 14 1320 E. Bird i m
1899 B. Dwyer 3 27| 1320 E. Thoma 1 8-7

1900 P. Spence 3 24-7 1320 E. Thoma 1 7-3

1901 J. A. Bott 3 27-2 1320 Baron de Forest 1 8-7

1902 J. A. Bott 3 19-8 1320 J. A. Bott 1 6-2

1903 B. Thoma 3 12-8 1320 J. A. Bott 1 3-6

1904 C. Martin 3 7-7 1320 C. Martin 1 2-2

1905 J. A. Bott 5 4-4 1320
/Com. de Bylandt\
\J. A. Bott /

1 0-3

1906 J. A. Bott 3 19-2 1320 J. A. Bott 1 5-7

1907 J. A. Bott 3 13*9 1320 J. A. Bott 1 40
1908 G. Slater 3 8-8 1320 G. Slater 1 4-2

* Sitting. f About.
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INTERNATIONAL SKATING UNION

(INTERNATIONALE EISLAUF-VEREINIGUNG)

President : Lieut.-Col. V. G. Balck, Engelbrektsgatan 8,

Stockholm

Secretary : Herr Alex. Lindmann, Matmskillnadsgatan

25 B, Stockholm

The Union is administered by a council elected at a biennial

congress of the members, and controls the championships of the

world and of Europe in speed and in figure skating, the Ladies'

championship, and the pair-skating championship. The follow-

ing is a list of the countries subscribing to the Union : Austria,

Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain,

Holland, Hungary, Norway, Poland, Bussia, Sweden, Switzer-

land.
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INTERNATIONAL SKATING UNION

REGULATIONS FOE INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIONS

I.—GENERAL REGULATIONS FOR SPEED AND
FIGURE COMPETITIONS

A.

—

General

1. An international Amateur Competition can only be held

on the basis of the conditions laid down by the I.S.U.

2. A skater is not recognised as an Amateur, if he has since

January 1st, 1893

—

(a) practised in his own person any sporting bodily

exercise as a means of gain (gymnastic and

fencing instructors excepted)
;

(b) practised or taught skating for money (excepted are

the bare repayment of hotel and travelling ex-

penses by his own Club or Association or by the

Club or Association holding the competition ; in

the latter case, they may not be repaid directly to

the skater, but only through the Club or Associa-

tion which nominated him)

;

(c) sold or pledged prizes won in sporting competi-

tions
;

(d) knowingly and without protest started in an open

skating competition against a competitor who is

not an Amateur according to these regulations.

3. The rehabilitation of a professional skater as Amateur can

only be pronounced by the Council of the I.S.U. at the request

of a member of the I.S.U. The skater thus rehabilitated may
take part in no open skating competition within a year of his

rehabilitation.

4. In international Junior Competitions, a Junior is Qne who
304
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before the first of October in the calendar year of the announce-

ment of the competition has not been a winner except in club

competitions and matches.

5. The international competitions instituted by members of

the I.S.U. are only open to such skaters as belong to the I.S.U.,

with the exception of the World Championships, which are open

to amateurs of all countries, and the European Championships,

which are open to amateurs of Europe.

A skater may only be entered by one and the same Club or

Association in the course of a season ; exceptions are permis-

sible with the consent of the Council of the I.S.U.

6. The entries must include

:

(a) the designation of the competition,

(b) the name of the Club or Association making the

entry,

(c) the name and age of the competitor,

(d) a certificate of amateur status from the Club or

Association making the entry.

Pseudonyms are permitted, but must be accompanied by the

correct name. The entries must be made through the Associa-

tion or Club concerned, and are to be forwarded in writing or

by telegram to the place designated in the announcements of

the competition ; all entries arriving after 8 p.m. of the day

settled for closure of entries are to be treated as post-entries,

for which a double entrance fee is to be paid.

All post-entries must be made before the beginning of the

first heat.

7. The entrance fee is to accompany the entry, andis returnable

only in the event of the competition in question not being held.

8. "Withdrawal of an entry is permitted before the closure of

entries without forfeit. After that, the entrance money is con-

sidered as forfeited.

9. After closure of the entries, those which have arrived are

to be announced at a meeting of the Committee of the Compe-
tition ; at the same time the public drawing of the starting

numbers is also to be held.

10. A competition falls through, if at least three competitors

have not entered, or if at least two of them do not appear at the

start. In this case the entrance fees are to be repaid to those

who appeared at the start.

U
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All competitions for a Championship or Challb-

excluded from this limitation.

11. In International Amateur Competitions medals or j »

of honour may alone be given. The latter must have toe

character of true prizes of honour. Orders on tradesmen are

forbidden.

The number of the prizes available for distribution must not

be higher than the number of competitors entered, less two.

Championship and Challenge prizes are not subject to this

limitation.

12. Postponement of the day of competition necessitates an

extension of the closure of entries for a corresponding period.

The postponement is, when possible, to be announced to the

Clubs entering so promptly that a withdrawal of the entries can

arrive before the new closure of entries.

The Councils of the members of the I.S.U. and the official

papers must also be advised at once of the postponement.

13. All competitors are responsible for notifying their local

addresses to the Committee.

14. If a Club or Association withdraws its announcement, it

is compelled to communicate its reasons to the Committee of

the I.S.U. within a week.

15. The Association or Club holding the competition nomi-

nates of its free choice (except for limitations applying to

Championships)

.

For Speed Competitions: a Eeferee (World and European

Championships excepted), a Starter, a Goal Judge, a Time-

keeper, two Time-checkers; also, Lap-counters and Course-

keepers.

For Figure Competitions : a Eeferee (World, European,

Ladies' and Pair Championships excepted), an uneven number
of Judges (not less than five), and the necessary Course-keepers

for the summoning of the skaters, the announcement of the

compulsory figures, the timing of the free skating, and the

orderly conduct of the competition in other ways.

In the World and European Championships and in the Ladies'

and Pair Championships of the I.S.U., the office of Referee is

held by the Committee of the I.S.U.

16. Every member of the I.S.U. has to communicate to the

Council of the I.S.U. the names of its Judges in Figure Skating
for the coming season annually before November 15 ; the lists
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forwarded must be communicated to the members by the

Council of the I.S.U. Protests against one or more Judges

may be raised by the Associations and Clubs within a fortnight

;

after this time the Council accepts those proposed as Judges or

rejects them, giving reasons therefor. The Jury for all Inter-

national Competitions in Figure Skating can only be composed

of the Judges thus recognised. Every member of the I.S.U. is

entitled to send one recognised Judge to the World, European,

Ladies' and Pair Championships ; if the number of Judges thus

sent does not amount to five, the Club or Association holding

the competition has to complete the number up to five. Excep-

tions to this are only allowed with the consent of the Council of

the I.S.U.

17. The Referee decides on all protests which may occur and

other matters of dispute, except those concerning the start ; he

is empowered to decide also on any breaches of rules which may
occur, even without a protest having been raised, and if neces-

sary to exclude individuals from the competition. From his

decisions there is no appeal.

The Referee for Figure Skating is also Foreman of the Jury,

but does not mark with them as such.

18. The Referee decides whether the condition of the ice

allows of the holding of a competition ; he is empowered to in-

troduce alterations into the programme, and can, if unfavourable

conditions arise, alter the shape and size of the course, or cause a

quite new course to be laid out at any place of his selection.

19. Protests must be lodged with the Referee immediately

after the skating, with the deposit of a sum equal to a single

entrance fee for the competition concerned ; objections which

come in later can receive no consideration.

Protests can only be lodged :

1. By those nominated for the competition concerned, or

2. By members of the Committee of the competition, or

3. By representatives of those Clubs or Associations

which have entered.

Objection to the admission of a competitor must be lodged

before the competition; if an immediate decision cannot be

arrived at the competitor is permitted to start, but meanwhile
the announcement of the results of the Competition and the

distribution of the prizes are to be deferred till the decision has
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been made. All objections are to be confirmed in writing if

desired. The amount deposited lapses to the funds of the

competition, in case that the Referee rejects the protest as

unfounded.

The competitors are bound to submit themselves in every

respect to the directions of the Referee, Starter, and Course-

keepers.

20. A foul by a skater, if confirmed by decision of the

Referee, results in disqualification for the competition con-

cerned. If the foul was intentional, the skater can take no

further part in the competitions announced.

The skater can in this case also be disqualified for the Cham-

pionship heats already run.

To precede or accompany a skater is not allowed.

If a race be a dead-heat or declared invalid, the Referee has

to decide whether, where, and when a new race shall be held.

21. A fall is [in itself] no bar to a win in any branch. For

personal accidents which arise through any fault of the skater, no

allowance can be made by the Judges.

A skater who is interfered with, through no fault of his own,

may be [allowed by the Referee to start again, or in Figure

Skating to begin again the figure in question.

22. The Committee undertakes no sort of responsibility for

risks run by the skaters.

23. At every start a signal will be given by a bell, and there-

upon the names of skaters are to be clearly called both at the post

and in the changing-room by a person specially detailed thereto.

Failure to appear promptly at the start is equivalent to

resignation of the race.

24. The result of the competition is to be made known at

latest on the day after the races. The Committee has to com-

municate the detailed results of the competition to the Council

of the I.S.U. within a fortnight.

B.

—

Championships.

25. The announcement and conduct of Championship Com-
petions in observance of the conditions settled by these regula-

tions, are the particular province of the Club or Association

announcing or instituting the competition. The announcement

must, however, be submitted to the Council of the I.S.U. for

approval before publication.
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26. The entrance fee for the Championships of the World
and Europe and the Ladies' and Pair Championships amounts

to ten shillings. It is not permitted to enter for separate

distances or sections.

27. The winner of a Championship bears the title " Champion
of the World (or of Europe) in Speed (or in Figure) skating for

. . . (year of the achievement)," Similarly " Lady Champion of

the I.S.U." or " Champion Pair of the I.S.U. for . .
."

28. The Associations or Clubs instituting the competitions

have to provide the Championship Medal according to the

pattern determined by Council of the I.S.U. ; and members of

the I.S.U. must not give for other contests any medals which

resemble the Championship medals.

29. On the days for which the Championship of the World
and of Europe and the Ladies' or Pair Championships are

announced, members of the I.S.U. must hold no other inter-

national races of a similar character.

30. When possible, the Championship of the World shall be

held after that of Europe.

II.—REGULATIONS FOR SPEED COMPETITIONS

A.

—

General.

31. The announcement of an International Race must be

published at latest before December 1, and at least three weeks

before the race-day, in the German or English language, and

has to include

:

(a) A statement of the place at which the race will be

held, and whether a natural or artificial ice-track is

used;

(b) Dates of the closure of entries and of the race-

day;

(c) The amount of the entrance fee, and the character

of the prizes

;

(d) A statement whether a double or single track is

used;

(«) The length of the speed-track, with a statement of

the turns, an indication of the radius of curvature, and a

statement of how many degrees the turn makes.

In a double track is also to be noted how long the crossing-

line is (at least 40 metres [437 yards]).
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32. International races may only be held over the following

distances; 500, 1000, 1500, 5000, and 10,000 metres [546-8,

1093-6, 1640-4, 5468-2, 10936*3 yards], and either over one

of these distances, or over several with a single award of

prizes.

33. International races must be run in pairs, but if, however,

the 500 metre heat be run on a single course, every skater goes

over the course alone and against time.

The starting order of the skaters, as that of the pairs, is

decided by lot.

The lowest starting number has the inner track.

If a skater is left over after the pairs have been settled, either

because the number of competitors was odd, or because his

opponent has scratched, he runs last. If several skaters are

thus left over, they are paired again in the order of their starting

numbers as drawn by lot and the order of these new pairs is

determined by lot.

All post-entries start before those who were entered by the

proper time (except as provided in § 34), and in the reversed

order of arrival of their entries.

If the number of post-entries is odd, the latest entered starts

alone, or with a post-entry who has been left over. If more

than two post entries are left over, they are paired in the

reversed order of arrival of their entries.

34. If a competition extends over several distances, at every

subsequent distance those skaters are brought together who have

made the best times over the previous distance.

The serial order in which the pairs thus formed are to start,

is decided by lot.

If a skater is left over, either because the number of com-

petitors was odd, or because his opponent has scratched, he runs

last. If several skaters are thus left over, they are paired again

according to their times, and the order of the new pairs

determined by lot.

" Knock-out " heats are not allowed.

35. The 500 metres race can be run on a straight course.

Records made on a straight course have no validity.

36. The measurement of the course is to be taken half a

metre [19| inches] from the inner edge; the course must be

measured by an official surveyor, who also has to set the right

position of the starting line.
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37. With regard to the watches used for timekeeping1

, a

certificate is to produced from a watchmaker that they do

not vary more than a second in the hour from the actual

time.

38. In races of 5000 and 10,000 metres, the time for each lap

shall be taken and noted where possible.

39. On a single track the skaters shall be placed at least two
metres apart from one another. On the double track system,

each track shall be least three metres broad [9 ft. 9 in.].

40. The starter has to decide independently on all disputes

relating to the start.

The starter has to take position behind the skaters.

The start is given by the words " Eeady ! Go !
" &c.

It is permitted instead of this to start with a pistol ; in this

case the shot follows the word "Ready!" When " Go !
" is

said, or the shot fired, the start is valid.

41. The skaters may not stand at the start with their skates

over the line : that is, they may only reach the line with the

tips of their skates.

42. The race is always to the left ; that is, the inner side of

the track on the left hand.

43. On a single course every skater may take the inner track

after the start, but he takes the risk of a foul.

He who has the inner track has to keep to it. If he diverges

to the right, he does it at his own risk.

44. On a single track a skater may only skate behind his

opponent—on his track—when the distance between them
amounts to at least five metres [16 ft. 3 in.].

In case that he does not observe this condition after warning,

and thereby obtains advantage in the opinion of the Referee

(for example, in a strong wind), he is excluded from winning a

prize.

45. The Course-keepers have to look out for impediments of

any sort to the skaters, from each other or from other quarters,

and to bring such promptly to notice.

46. The Lap-counters have to put up the number of laps still

to be skated ; at the beginning of the last lap a signal by bell

is to be given to the skaters from the judges' stand.

47. A skater has run his distance when he has touched, or

reached, the goal-line with his skate.

If a skater fall shortly before the goal and slides with his
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skate over the goal-line before his opponent skates over it, he

is the winner.

48. The Goal Judge has to determine which skater crosses

the goal line as first or second. There is no appeal from his

decisions.

49. The Timekeeper has to determine the time of the man
going through the goal. If by any accident whatever he has

not timed him, or timed wrongly, the mean time of the time-

checkers is decisive.

From the times decided there is no appeal.

The timers must stand at the start behind the skaters ; if the

short distance does not allow this, start and goal are to be

connected by an electric bell.

50. In racing over several distances with a single prize

attached, the winner is he who has won over a majority of

distances. If no one has won a majority, the sum of place-

numbers over all distances decides. If the sum of place-

numbers is equal, a decision is made by marking on points.

Second and third places are also to be determined on these

principles.

Over 500 metres, the points are the number of seconds in the

time done; over 1000 metres one-half, over 1500 metres one-

third, over 5000 metres one-tenth, over 10,000 metres one-

twentieth, of the times done expressed in seconds. The winner

has the lowest total sum of points.

The points are reckoned to two places of decimals, and if

necessary corrected by the third place.

B

—

Championships.

51. The World and European Championships must be run

on a double track (length of the course if possible 500 metres

[546*8 yards], but at least 400 metres [437 "4 yards]) : only if

the double track proposed is useless owing to any circum-

stances, the Eeferee is authorised to let the races be run on a

single track.

The radius [of the turn] in the World and the European

Championships must amount to at least 20 metres [21'8 yards].

52. The distances both for the World and European Cham-
pionships are 500, 5000, 1500, and 10,000 metres [546-8,

5468-2, 1640-4, and 10936-3 yards].

53. In order to win the World or European Championship,
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the winner must compete at all the distances, and run them

completely out.

The Eeferee is empowdered to dispense with these conditions

in exceptional circumstances.

54. He is winner in the World or European Championship

who has won over three or four distances.

If no skater has fulfilled these conditions, the Champion is

ascertained from the two, three or four winners over individual

distances by the best place-numbers ; and if this yields no result

by the marking on points (§50).

55. The Eaces for the World and European Championships

occupy two days [each]. On the first day the races are over

500 and 5000 metres ; on the second day 1500 and 10,000

metres. If unfavourable conditions of weather appear suddenly,

alterations may be made in this [programme].

III.—REGULATIONS FOR FIGURE SKATING
COMPETITIONS

56. Associations and Clubs which belong to the I.S.U. may
only hold International figure skating competitions on the basis

of such conditions as are recognised by the I.S.U.

If recognition in International figure skating competitions is

desired for any particular set of Regulations for Competitions

they are to be sent in to the Council of the I.S.U. The Council

decides to recognise or not to recognise them after testing the

proposed Regulations; and in case of approval undertakes

publication.

Non-recognition, however, may only take place if the

proposed Regulations conflict with the Constitution [of the

I.S.U.] or with the general part (section I) of these present

Regulations for Competitions.

If two or more different [sets of] Regulations are recognised

by the I.S.U., the Club announcing [the competition] has the

right of free choice between them, but must state in the

announcement which of the recognised Regulations the competi-

tion will follow.

The World and European Championships, however, and the

Ladies' and Pair Championships of the I.S.U. can only be

carried out according to the Regulations designated by the

I.S.U. for such.

The I.S.U. publishes the following as approved for Interna-
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tional Competitions, and as alone valid for Championships of

Europe and the World, and for the Ladies' and Pair Champion-

ships of the I.S.U.

A.

—

General.

57. In International figure-skating competitions are to be

distinguished: (1) Individual skating; (2) Pair-skating

;

(3) Group skating. In Pair-skating only similarly constituted

pairs (lady and gentleman, two ladies, or two gentlemen), and

in Group skating only groups of similar number and constitutions

may compete against one another.

58. Individual figure-skating is divided into (a) the skating

of prescribed exercises (compulsory figures) and (b) the skating

of optional figures up to a maximum number of successive

minutes (free skating). The adjudication of the prizes follows

from the whole number of marks attained in both divisions.

The Club holding the competition may give a separate prize

for achievement in either division. In Championships a can-

didate who has not skated in both divisions and attained the

minimum mark '•'good" ( = 4) for at least two-thirds of the

compulsory figures, can receive no prize for the total result. It

is not permitted to enter for one division only.

The compulsory figures must be skated, if possible, at some

other period of day than the free figures, in any case before

them ; if possible, on the same or the preceding day.

59. Pair and Group skating consist of free figures only.

60. The announcement [of an International competition in

figure skating] must be made at least three weeks before the

day fixed for the competition, and at least by the first of

December, in the German or English language. It must

contain (a) announcement of the place where the competition

will be held, as also of the natural or artificial character of the

ice-surface to be used
;

(b) the amount of the entrance-fee, and

the character of the prizes
;

(c) dates of closing the entries, and

of the competition
;

(d) for individual skating—statements of

the compulsory figures, of the time allowed for free skating, of

the number of marks attainable in both divisions, and of the

factor for free skating
;

(e) for Pair and Group skating—the

constitution of the Pairs or Groups, and the maximum time

allowed for the skating; (/) supplementary conditions of any

kind.
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61. The judges have to mark independently of one another,

each on a table of the character appended.

B.

—

Compulsory Figures.

62. The compulsory figures are to be selected from the dia-

grams appended (vide pp. 81, 82, 83), and to be at least six in

number. Figures which begin (a) Eight and (b) Left, are to be

skated in both forms (a) and (b). For the World and European

Championships, the following elements—Change, Three, Double

Three, Loop, Rocker, Counter, Bracket ; for the Ladies' Cham-
pionship, Curve Eight, Change, Loop^ Three, Two threes

;

Bracket, and either Rocker or Counter—must be included in

one at least of the figures selected. Apart from this the choice

of compulsory figures is left to the wishes of the Association

holding the competition.

63. All competitors skate the same figure, after it has been

loudly annouuced, one after the other as his name is called, in

the order of the starting numbers, as drawn by lot. But post-

entries skate in the reversed order of arrival of their entries.

After each figure, the order is so far changed that the

competitor who before was first now has the last place. An
exception to this may be made when only two competitors

start, but only with the consent of both. Every competitor

has to begin his figure at latest two minutes after his name has

been called, otherwise the figure will be marked to him as " not

skated."

64. Every compulsory figure can only be begun " from rest,"

that is, by a single stroke off the other foot (free foot) ; the

commencement must be made at the crossing-point of the

eight. The change from one foot to the other must be made
without pause by putting down the free, now tracing, foot, and

a simple stroke with the lately tracing, now free, foot. Every

figure must be repeated three times, both on the right and left

foot ; the repetition follows without pause, as above.

65. Every compulsory figure is marked with the numbers 0,

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; of which = "not skated," 2 = "pass," 4

= "good," 6 = "faultless"; 1, 3, and 5 are intermediate

values. Half-points are also allowed as further intermediate

values. In assigning a mark, there ranks, in the first place,

correct tracing on the ice ; in the second, carriage and move-

ment ; in the third, size of figure ; in the fourth, approximately
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accurate covering of the traces in the triple repetition. These

four points of view count as of descending importance in the

foregoing order.

66. As rules for correct tracing are to be regarded :

—

maintenance of the long and transverse axes in the triple repeti-

tion (as long axis of the eight a line is to be conceived, which

passes longitudinally through the middle of the eight, dividing

it right and left into two equal halves; the transverse axis

passes at right angles to the long axis through the middle of

the eight) ; approximately equal size of the first and second

halves of the eight, divided by the transverse axis ; symmetrical

grouping of the individual parts of the figure about the axis

;

curves without sub-curves, skated out to the end, that is, return-

ing nearly to the starting-point ; threes with the turns lying in

the long axis, second curve approximately of the same size as

the first ; double threes with the middle curve cutting the long

axis at right angles, the three curves of nearly equal size,

loops longer than broad, without sharp angle, with their long

axis lying in the long axis of the eight, second curve approxi-

mately of the same size as the first ; changes of edge with an

easy transition, the change failing in the (long) axis ; when

skated out to a full eight, the change of edge coming near the

starting-point of the first curve, second curve returning to the

same point, approximately of the same size as the first ; rockers

and counters without change of edge, the turn near the axis

;

brackets without change of edge before and after the turn,

turn on the axis, first and second curves approximately of

equal size.

67. Eules of correct carriage and movement {vide pp. 79, 80).

C.

—

Free Seating.

68. In the free skating (alike in Individual, Pair and Group-

skating), the competitors follow one another in the order of

starting numbers as drawn by lot, but post entries skate first

in the reversed order of the arrival of their entries. Each

begins at a signal given to him by dropping a flag, from which

the period of time at his disposal is reckoned. Every minute

gone is announced to the skater by the call One, Two, &c, and

by putting up the corresponding number. Eor the World and

European Championships the period for free skating amounts

to five, for the Ladies' Championship four, successive minutes.
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The area must be symmetrically bounded, and must measure

at least thirty-five metres in one direction [114 feet].

69. The free skating is marked (a) for the contents of the

programme performed (difficulty and variety); (&) for the

manner of performance (harmonious composition, sureness,

carriage and movement, &c.) ; in each case with the numbers

to 6 with the same significance as in the compulsory

figures.

In Pair and Group skating accurate timing by the skaters is

specially to be considered in addition under (5).

D.

—

Determination of the Eesdlt.

70. In Individual skating, on each marking-card, in every

compulsory figure, the mark given is multiplied by the factor

of value which belongs to the figure in question in proportion

to its difficulty, and is to be taken from the appended diagrams

of compulsory figures. The total sum of these products on

each marking-card for each skater individually, gives the

number of points for compulsory figures which he has earned

with the individual judge.

The marks given for free skating under (a) and (h) are added,

and the sum multiplied by the factor stated in the announce-

ment; the product is the number of points for free skating.

The factor must be selected so that the highest possible points

for free skating amount to about, but not more than, two-thirds

of the highest possible for compulsory figures.

The number of points for. free skating plus the number of

points for compulsory figures gives for each skater individually

the total number of points which he has earned with the

individual judge.

71. Each judge has to arrange the skaters in order, according

to the total number of points given on his marking-card, so

that the skater with the highest number of points receives the

ordinal number 1, the next the ordinal number 2, &c. If two

or more skaters are equal in the total points on the marking-

card, the highest number of points for compulsory figures

decides the ordinal number between them.

The winner is he who is placed first by an absolute majority

of judges. If no one has an absolute majority for him, the

final result is obtained by adding the ordinal numbers assigned

by the individual judges. If two or more competitors are alike
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in the sum of the ordinal numbers, then the sum of the total

number of points on the individual cards decides between
them ; if this leads to no decision, then the sum of the points

for compulsory figures only [is to decide the question]. The
second and third places are also decided on those principles.

72. In Pair and Group skating, the marks given for free-

skating under (a) and (b) are added, and the place-number on
each separate marking-card determined by their sum.

That Pair or Group is the winner which is set in the first

place by an absolute majority of Judges. If none obtain an

absolute majority, the result is determined by the sum of the

place-numbers; if two or more competitors are equal in the

sum of place-numbers, the sum of the points received decides

;

if no final result then appears, the highest sum of points for

the manner of performance decides. The second and third

places are also decided on these principles.

73. Of the results, must be published at least the total

number of points for compulsory figures, and those for free

figures, from every separate card, as well as the final numbers

resulting from them. It is also desirable, if not actually to

publish them in detail, to permit public study of the complete

tables for some time. The original marking-cards must be

forwarded to the Committee of the I.S.U., if required ; those

for the World and European Championships and the Ladies'

and Pair Championships [must be sent to them] in any case at

latest four weeks after the competition.

74. Methods of marking other than according to the preceding

system are invalid.

75. The Clubs or Associations holding the competition may,

at pleasure, make supplementary regulations so far as they are

consonant with the foregoing; these must however be given in

the announcement.

For the Championships of the World and Europe, however,

and for the Ladies' and Pair Championships, the above regula-

tions are valid without alteration or addition.
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DIAGRAM OF OFFICIAL MARKING CARD
As used in International Competitions

Compulsory Figures Starting Numbers and Names
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Figs. (Highest possible points). . . j

X . X X X X

II. Free Skating

(a) For the Contents of the\
Programme . . ./

(b) For the manner of its\

performance . . J

Sum of a + b

Multiplied by the factor ~|

Total Points for Free Skating
J-
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X

X

Total Points for Compulsory\
and Free Skating . .J

Serial Number of each Skater

Marking by the figures to 6 ; of which = failed, 2 = passed, 4 — good,

6= faultless
; \, 1, 1£, 2|, 3, 3£, 4|, 5, 5£ represent intermediate grades.
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SOME NOTES ON WINTER-SPORT RESORTS

{The Editor will be glad to consider further information or suggestions

in connection with this section of the book for use in future editions.

Any communications may be addressed to the publisher, ME. Edwaed
Arnold, 41 and 43 Maddox Street, London, W.~\

Adelboden (4450 feet), in the Bernese Oberland, is admirably,

situated for ski sport, owing to the valley being surrounded by

grassy slopes (which are used as pastureland in the summer)

and to the number and variety of excursions and tours in the

neighbourhood.

A sports club was formed in 1908, and has under its manage-

ment the principal rink and the ice-run. The club furnishes

ski and the services of capable guides and instructors for the

benefit of its members.

The first week in February is devoted to sports and competi-

tions in skating, ski-ing, tobogganing, &c.

The Schwandfehlspitz (6650 feet), Kuonisbergli (5710 feet),

and Elsighorn (7695 feet), are convenient ski-ing tours.

Hotels : The Grand, the Beausite, and the National.

Andermatt(4813 feet).—A pleasant winter resort, sufficiently

high to ensure a continuity of winter sports.

Andermatt is situated in the Canton of Uri, and is reached

by rail vid Lucerne and Goeschenen and thence by diligence.

There is an excellent skating-rink, and the facilities for tobog-

ganing, ski-ing, &c, are good and varied.

Hotel : Danioth's Grand.

Arosa, situated in the Grisons (5650 feet) has become a

favourite place of late years among those who desire a quiet

holiday. Skating, curling, &c, may be had, and the delights of

323
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the Euti Road are well known to followers of bobbing. There

are many excellent ski-ing routes, notably Maran and the

Pretsch Alp (6560 feet), Weisshorn (8717 feet), and the tour to

Davos vid the Furka Pass (8020 feet).

The Seehof Hotel is comfortable, and the charges are mode-
rate.

Ballaigues (3000 feet) was opened for the first time in

the season 1907-8. The principal hotel is the Hotel Au-
bepine, which is the only one at present opened in winter,

though no doubt others will speedily follow suit. The place is

situated in the Jura Mountains half an hour's drive from

Vallarbes and close to the French frontier. It is one of the

least expensive places in Switzerland both as regard the cost of

the journey and the pension rates. Ballaigues is about half an

hour's sleigh drive from Le Pent on the Lac de Joux. It is a

quiet and pretty resort, very attractive to those who do not

require the highly developed skating facilities which are found

at places with higher altitudes. There is excellent ski-ing on

the slopes of the Suchet which rises 2000 feet above the

village.

Caux is situated above Montreux at an altitude of 3610 feet,

and has excellent facilities for skating, tobogganing, and

ski-ing.

There are two good rinks, the larger about 200 yards long

by 100 yards wide, with convenient dressing-rooms which are

heated throughout.

For tobogganers there is a fine run at about two miles from

Cret-d'y Bau to Caux, the starting-point being reached by
train.

There are good ski-ing grounds in the neighbourhood.

Hotels : The Grand and the Palace.

Celerina (5665 feet) owes its popularity as a winter resort

to the Public Schools Winter Sports Club, which occupied the

Cresta Palace Hotel as soon as it was opened.

The Cresta Palace has a splendid rink, 8000 square metres

(two acres) in extent. In midwinter the sun rises on the rink

at 9 a.m., and at St. Moritz it does not rise till about 11 a.m.

The result of this is that the ice at Celerina is not so brittle as

at St. Moritz. There is also a very good curling rink.
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Oelerina will probably be some time in attaining very wide

popularity as a winter resort owing to its proximity to St.

Moritz, as visitors are attracted to the larger centre, but those

who love quiet and do not care for the bustle of Brighton-on-

the-Alps, will be delighted with this lovely little village.

Chamonix (3415 feet) is now nearly as well patronised during

the winter season as in the summer, and nowhere can winter

sports be enjoyed more thoroughly.

Skating competitions are held under the auspices of the Club

des Patineurs of Paris, and the interests of ski-ing are well looked

after by the French Alpine Club.

For 1909 a special winter sports fortnight has been arranged,

from January 3 to January 16, when skating, ski-ing, and

tobogganing tests and competitions will take place.

Chamonix lies in the Savoie below Mont Blanc, an ideal

country for ski-ing.

Hotels : The Beau Site and the Alpes.

Chateau d'CEx (3203 feet), situated in the Canton Vaud, has

several excellent skating rinks. The largest, which is reserved

for the use of visitors to the Berthod Hotels, is 7000 square

metres. The ice is most carefully tended.

Ski-ing has become very popular during the last few winters,

and competitions and tours, under the auspices of the Chateau

d'OEx Ski Club, take place during the season.

There are, as yet, no made toboggan runs, but the sport may
be enjoyed on the streets leading from the village and on the

hillside paths.

Hotels : The Grand, the Berthod, and the Beau Sejour.

Christiania.—Agood centre for ice and snow sports of all kinds,

the Frogner rink is well looked after by the Christiania Skat-

ing Club and a capable instructor is employed. The renowned
Ski jumping hill of Holmenkollen is close at hand, the great

annual competitions, at which all the chief followers of the

sport foregather, are held in February.

Hotels : The Grand and the Victoria.

Davos is situated at an altitude of 5250 feet in the Canton
des Grisons.

For many years Davos was recognised as the principal training
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centre for speed and figure skaters. With the opening of the

railway to St. Moritz, however, the latter resort has attracted

many of the best skaters and Davos no longer retains the

monopoly of former years.

The public rink has an area of 18,300 square metres ; here

many well-known speed skaters train during December and

January. The lack of a reserved enclosure for figure skating

is much felt, as on Sundays and other holidays the ice is

usually in very bad condition owing to the crowds of children

let loose upon it.

The rink of the English Skating Club, 7500 square metres, is

reserved principally for combined skating. An annual competi-

tion is held in January for the Club Challenge Bowl.

The curling rink lies close to the others and has an area of

1700 square metres. The club plays frequent practice and

inter-club contests during the season, the annual match with

St. Moritz being the principal event.

A fine expanse of natural ice on the Boden See occasionally

affords excellent lake skating early in the season. After the

first heavy snowfall, however, this is no longer available.

Excellent tobogganing may be had on the Klosters road and

on the newly constructed Schatzalp run.

Eor ski sport Davos is very favourably disposed. The Ski

Club organises long and short expeditions and tours, provides

ski on hire, and retains the services of a thoroughly qualified

guide and instructor.

Bandy is played on a portion of the public rink, and an

annual match is held alternately at St. Moritz and Davos.

Victory in these contests has, we believe, always rested with

the home team.

Interesting ski expeditions may be made to Bremenbuhl

(7348 feet), the Jacobshorn, the peak immediately facing the

town of Davos, Kerbshorn (8625 feet), and the tour to Kublis

by way of Wolfgang and the Parsenn Furka (7917 feet), from

which a run of nearly ten miles to Kublis may be enjoyed.

Good accommodation will be found at the following Hotels

:

The Fluelapost, the Angleterre, and the Belvedere.

Engelberg (3315 feet), situated in the Canton Unterwalden,

the centre of Switzerland, is in the position of being able to

cater adequately for all winter sports.
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There are good curling and skating rinks, and a new rink is

being constructed which will have a circumference of 500 metres,

and will be the headquarters of the Engelberg Skating Club
;

there will be held international championships and competitions

in figure and speed skating. The facilities for ski sport are

good, and the following tours may be adapted to suit the

capacity of the novice or expert: Titlis (10,629 feet); this is a

somewhat exacting ascent, and it is usual to spend the night at

the Triibsee hut ; Urirotstock (9620 feet) ; the Blankenalp

(5833 feet) ; and the Joch Pass. A number of shorter excur-

sions may also be arranged.

The interests of tobogganing and bob-sleighing are well

looked after by the Kurverein and the Sports Club. There

are excellent made runs ; that for bob-sleighs finishes at

Grafenort, from whence the return journey may be made by
electric railway.

The Titlis, Grand, and Kuranstalt Hotels are modern and
very comfortable.

Feldberg.—Near Freiburg in the Black Forest, a great ski-

ing centre, other sports may be followed, but the principal

interest centres in ski running and jumping ; another winter

resort in the forest is Titisee, a quiet little spot where skating

on the lakes, and ski-ing, may be enjoyed.

Hotels : The Feldberger Hof and the Baren Titisee.

G-rindelwald, one of the oldest and best known of winter

resorts, is sufficiently high (3500 feet) to ensure to the visitor

the enjoyment of whatever branch of winter sport he may
affect.

There are excellent skating rinks, and the Grindelwald

Skating Club holds annual competitions in both styles, and in

waltzing. The Bandy Club provides matches and practice from

the end of December to the middle of February.

The best ski tours are to the Schwarzhorn (8790 feet), the

Faulhorn (8049 feet), and the Grosse Scheidegg (5850 feet).

Hotels : The Bear, the Beau-Site, and the Eiger.

Griirnigel is situated at an altitude of 3800 feet on a spur of

the Stockhorne range. It is twenty miles from Berne, the same
from Thoune, rather less from Spiez.

The station for Giirnigel is Thurnen, on the line from Berne
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to Thoune vid Belp and the Giirbethal. From Thurnen the

hotel is reached by sleigh in two and a half honrs.

The baths of Giirnigel have been for more than a century a

favourite summer resort of Parisians and South Germans, but

in winter the district has hitherto remained unvisited save by

a few enterprising members of the Berne Ski Club who make

occasional week-end trips to this most interesting Hinterland.

The original Hotel was a vast structure of wood, dating from

the eighteenth century. This was destroyed by fire in 1902,

and the owners decided to erect a stone palace with every

possible modern comfort.

Giirnigel lies high above the fog level and the winters are, as

a rule, more severe than at places of the same altitude in the

Ehone Valley. That is to say, the snowfall is heavier, begin-

ning earlier and lasting longer. On the shortest day the

sunshine lasts nearly five hours, but as the mountains rise very

gradually to the south the amount of daily sunshine increases

very rapidly after January 5 and the rinks are soon in full sun

for six hours daily.

The curlers at Giirnigel are particularly favoured. Their

rink, large enough for sis or eight matches, is just below the

terrace, only a few steps from the hotel entrance.

Scarcely less fortunate are the skaters. It is true that they

are obliged to walk through the forest for five or six minutes,

ascending 150 feet, but there they find two fine rinks in one

corner of a seventy-acre clearing. At an altitude of nearly

4000 feet, in full sunshine and sheltered from the north and

east, with magnificent views, they are hardly inferior to any

rink in Switzerland.

Tobogganers, too, are well catered for. Besides the made
run, there are several paths through the woods, especially those

below the hotel, which afford excellent lugeing. The bob-sleigh

track begins at the hotel and, partly on the main carriage road,

partly on a parallel by-road through the forest, runs at a good

gradient as far as Eutti, about two miles and a half away.

The contours are well banked and will be safe at any speed.

Ski-runners will find Giirnigel a convenient touring centre.

The great feature of the country is the extensive forest of

over 4000 acres, covering the slopes of the hills for miles

around.

Many interesting ski-ing expeditions may be had from
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Giirnigel, including the excursion to the Obergiirnigel, the

Seelibiihl and the Schwefelberg Bad.

Innsbruck, the capital of the Austrian Tyrol, is well situated

at an altitude of 1912 feet in the midst of grand scenery : it

has a very healthy climate and is well protected by lofty moun-

tains from the north and east winds.

During the winter there is plenty of amusement in the way

of concerts, dances and theatrical performances for those who
wish for gaiety ; the town also affords educational advantages.

It is only within the last few years that Innsbruck has

become known, as an excellent centre for winter sports.

There is a fine skating-rink, provided with a buffet and

dressing-rooms ; it is managed by the skating club committee
;

the ice is usually excellent and a band plays daily.

The Tirolerhof Hotel also has a small rink, which is very con-

venient for beginners.

The lake at Amras also affords excellent skating, and is a

favourite resort of picnic parties.

Those who are fond of lugeing will find many good runs

averaging from ten to twenty minutes, in the neighbourhood,

and easily accessible by train, the best run being from Salzburg

to Hall, a distance of four miles ; the time occupied in the

descent is usually about sixteen minutes.

The sport, however, which has taken the strongest hold of

the frequenters of Innsbruck is ski-ing, and the little electric

railway which runs to the Stuvai Valley takes the visitor within

easy reach of fine ski-ing grounds.

There are pleasant excursions to be made to Knockhof, from

which one can get a drop of nearly 6000 feet, and Kreit ; from

the latter a short walk leads to a larch plantation, from which

a good run may be taken down to the practice ground near the

railway station.

Tours may also be made to Waldrast (5700 feet) and Pats-

cherkofel (7200 feet) and many other places in the neighbour-

hood. It is said to be possible to ski all the year round in the

Tyrol.

In addition to these attractions, Innsbruck is a starting-point

for numberless walks and excursions amid the mountains ; the

paths are, as a rule, well marked, and can be traversed in

winter on snow shoes or skis.
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Kandersteg (3800 feet) was opened as a winter resort in

1904-5, in which year the first International Curling Bonspiel

was held on the fine rink attached to the Hotel Victoria. The
Bonspiel was also held here in the two following seasons, and

the gathering of about a hundred enthusiastic Scotsmen,

bringing with them by special train three tons of their native

granite in the form of curling stones, caused the greatest

excitement in the valley.

Owing to the conformation of the mountains which surround

the valley, Kandersteg has only three and a half hours' sunshine

in midwinter.

The road from Kandersteg to the Blue Lake is excellent for

bobbing, but in consequence of the formation of the valley, the

tobogganing slopes and ski-ing slopes in the neighbourhood of

the hotels are rather short.

The two hotels, the Grand Hotel Victoria and the Grand

Hotel, are exceedingly well appointed and comfortable.

Kitzbuhel (3000 feet) in the Austrian Tyrol, has recently

become a very favourite place for the pursuit of all branches of

winter sport.

The local authorities are fully alive to the importance of

exploiting the advantages of their town, and have provided

excellent rinks and toboggan runs, and Nature has furnished

on the lower slopes of the neighbouring mountains, an ideal

ski-ing ground.

To the medium runner these afford easy tours of one to three

hours, while the expert has a choice of many mountain ascents

from the valley, which is about six miles in length, he may then

explore the ridges of the mountains, and make a descent into

which valley he pleases.

Before the heavy falls of snow excellent skating may be had

on the Schwarzsee, which usually freezes towards the end of

November.

A new bob-sleigh run has recently been constructed with a

descent of 925 feet in one and a half miles.

The Grand Hotel is a well-known resort of ski sportsmen.

Klosters (4000 feet) was opened as a winter resort in 1905-6.

Visitors to Davos have given currency to the idea that Klosters

is down in a hole. This is because they generally get their idea

of the place from tobogganing down the famous Klosters run

—
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the finest run in Switzerland—and they usually do so in the

afternoon, when the sun has shifted from that side of the

valley.

At Klosters the sun rises early over the valley and gets on to

the rink about 10 a.m., leaving it about 2.30 in mid-winter.

It is unnecessary to say anything about the tobogganing for

which Klosters is famous.

The Grand Hotel Vereina has constructed a really good ice

rink. Ski-ing slopes abound in every direction, and after three

seasons Klosters may be considered to have got well under

weigh as a winter resort.

Lenzerheide (4846 feet) is a little lonely hamlet, or rather

cluster of buildings, consisting of one large hotel and two or

three much smaller ones. It is four hours' sleigh drive from

Chur on the Churwalden route to the Engadine. It was dis-

covered by some old Grindelwald skaters, who formed what was

called the Lenzerheide Winter Sports Club, though the place

has now become a resort of the Public Schools Winter Sports

Club.

The rink at Lenzerheide covers about two acres, but the great

attraction of the place consists in its fine ski-ing slopes. In

many places the ski-ing ground begins at some distance from

the hotel and extends only in one direction, but at Lenzerheide

it is possible to start on ski from the hotel, north, east or west,

and to climb two or three thousand feet in any direction except

south.

Lenzerheide enjoys about five hours' sunshine in mid-winter.

The Kurhaus and the Schweizerhof Hotels are comfortable

and enjoy brilliant sunshine.

Montana (5000 feet) is the principal centre of the Public

Schools Winter Sports Club, of which the Head Master of Eton

is President, and Lord Koberts, Lord Lytton, and Mr. E. F.

Benson, Vice-Presidents. It was from Montana that Lord

Eoberts was summoned to take charge of the English forces

in 1900.

Montana is one of the most delightfully situated of all the

Swiss resorts for those who like extended views. The Rhone

Valley separates it from the Pennine and Savoy Alps, and the

whole range of the Alps from the Matterhorn to Mont Blanc is

visible from a point 500 feet above the hotels.
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Montana possesses a number of artificial lakes which are said

to date from Roman times, and were probably constructed for

purposes of irrigation. As the great mountains on the south of

the valley attract the rainfall, the mountains on the Montana
side are exceedingly dry, and hence the necessity of irrigation.

These lakes furnish excellent skating for the first few weeks of

the winter before the snow falls. One of them is used by the

Hotel du Pare (the oldest of the Montana hotels) as a skating

rink throughout the season.

The Palace Hotel, which is the headquarters of the Public

Schools Winter Sports Club, possesses a large skating rink, but

uses one of the lakes as a curling rink. This lake is emptied

in the autumn and built up from the bottom.

Montana has excellent toboggan runs, including a not very

ambitious ice-run and a long snow run from Vermala 500 feet

above the Montana Hotels.

Ski-ing is a most popular sport at Montana, and the excur-

sions that can be made on ski are very numerous. The slopes

of the Wildstrubel, the Tubang, and the Wildhorn, give excel-

lent opportunities to the more ambitious ski-runners, and the

journey from Montana to Adelboden has been accomplished

several times on ski, passing over the Plaine Morte Glacier to

the Wildstrubel hut, where the night may be spent, and then

starting early on the following day and ski-ing down to Lenk,

proceeding thence by the Hahnemoos Pass to Adelboden.

One of the greatest charms of Montana is the sunshine, which

lasts for 7§ hours daily in mid-winter, a longer period than that

enjoyed by any other Swiss resort.

St. Moritz is probably the best known and most popular of

winter resorts. It is situated in the upper Engadine at a

higher altitude, 6187 feet, than any of its rivals.

Ample facilities for skating, tobogganing, curling, ski-ing,

&c, are to be found at St. Moritz, and both for outdoor and
indoor amusements it is second to none.

The three principal Hotels, the Palace, the Kulm, and the

Grand, have large private rinks, and several of the smaller

hotels are similarly provided, though on a less ambitious

scale. There is also a public rink under the control of the

Kurverein.

The St. Moritz International Skating Club, which has Lord
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Lytton as its president and numbers among its members most

of the leading international skaters, has its headquarters at the

Palace Hotel, where tuition in skating may be obtained from

Herr Meyer, the well-known Swedish professional. Competi-

tions and tests are held by the club during January and

February.

The St. Moritz Skating Association is located at the Kulm
Hotel. With the advent of a Swiss Skating Association, affili-

ated to the International Skating Union, an amalgamation of

the two St. Moritz clubs has been suggested, and will probably

be shortly effected.

The bandy players and curlers have their several rinks under

the control of their respective clubs.

One of the chief attractions of St. Moritz is the famous

Cresta run, the finest toboggan run in the world.

Danger is reduced to a minimum nowadays on the Cresta

;

but for beginners, and those who are not ambitious to travel at

something approaching sixty miles an hour, the village run

may be recommended.

For " bobs " a specially constructed run, banked and iced,

has been recently built, owing to the increase of traffic on the

only road available for the sport.

Trotting races and driving on ski take place on the lake in

February. The latter is a very pretty sport, recently intro-

duced from the north of Europe, in which horses are driven by
competitors on ski.

Ski jumping contests are held in the neighbourhood of St.

Moritz, and, before the snow arrives, splendid skating may be

enjoyed on the St. Moritz lake, and the lakes of Sils and

Silvaplana.

Ski tours may be made from St. Moritz to the Laret Alp

(6893 feet), Piz Nair (9945 feet), and by Suvrettasee and

Beverstal to Spinas, returning by rail.

Stockholm.—Winter sports may be enjoyed in perfection in

Stockholm from December until the end of February.

There are two rinks in the town, one at Nybroviken, and one

at the Idrottspark. At the latter resort there is a toboggan

run, ski-jumping hill, and first-rate covered lawn-tennis courts,

where play may be enjoyed by electric light during the short

days of the northern winter.
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At Saltsjobaden and Djursholm (about forty minutes by

rail), ice yachting, skate sailing, and skating may be had.

The athletic festival of the Northern games is held in Stock-

holm at intervals of four years.

The Grand Hotel, the Continental, and the Eydberg are all

comfortable and conveniently situated.

Trondhjem.—The winter sport season is from the beginning

of January until the end of March.

Excellent ski-ing may be had, and there is a good rink and

skating club. There are several toboggan runs near the town.

Hotels : The Britannia, the Grand, and the Angleterre.

Villars-sur-Ollon (4250 feet) was first opened during the

winter in 1905-6. It is beautifully situated in a sort of amphi-

theatre surrounded by the heights of the Diablerets, Dent de

Morcle, Chamossaire and other smaller peaks, while the Aiguilles

of the Mont Blanc range are visible at a distance of forty or

fifty miles.

The greatest attraction of Villars in winter is undoubtedly

the excellent skating rink, which is one of the three or four

largest in Switzerland, with an area of about 10,000 square

metres (2^ acres). There is also a good curling rink.

The ice toboggan run is probably the best run of the kind to

be found in Switzerland outside Canton Grisons.

The Alpine Ski Trophy, presented by Mr. W. E. Rickmers,

a member of the English, Swiss, and German Alpine Clubs,

has been contested for at Villars during the last two years on

the slopes of the Chamossaire, which are well adapted for

ski-ing. An interesting long ski excursion may be made from

Villars over the Col de la Croix to the Diablerets, and thence

to Gstaad and Launen on the Montreux-Oberland route.

Villars is one of the sunniest places in the Alps, having

6§ hours of sunshine in mid-winter.

Hotels : The Grand and the Bellevue.
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Driving on ski, 157
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Feldbekg, 327
Figure skating, 81, 95, 313

Figure skating, compulsory figures, 81,
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International championships, 283
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Free skating, 95, 118, 316

Giant skeleton toboggan, 217
Grindelwald, 327
Gurnigel, 327

Hockey, ice, 3
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running, 194
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points, 259
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International Skating Union, rules,

77, 301

Jumping, ski, 170
records, 298
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Kitzbuhel, 330
Kjaelke-fahren, 198, 224
Klosters, 330
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Ladies, skating for, 117-121
International Skating Champion-

ship, 118
Lenzerheide, 331
Lillienfeld ski, 131

swing, 163
Luges and luging, 194, 211

Montana, 331
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National Skating Association of

Great Britain, International
tests, 291

Pair skating, 120, 314

Racing on skates, 109
tracks, 112
training for, 113

Resorts for winter sports, 136-144,
321-333

Rotation, change of, 250

S. Turn, 163
Schlittli, or Swiss Luge, 211
Schwandfehlspitz, 324
Skate sailing, 63, 65
Skates and boots, 105, 114
Skating, 59-121

Championship, International,

283, 308, 312
competitions, 78, 102, 301
costume, 107, 114
English school of, 77
figure, 81, 95, 313
for ladies, 117
free, 95, 118
history and literature, 67
International, 77

rules of, 79
pair, 120, 314
races, 109
records, 109, 285
speed tests, 115, 309
tests, 291
tracks, 112
training, 105, 113
Union, International, rules of,

303
valse, 241

Ski Clubs, 132, 297
jumping, 170

records, 298
running, 125, 136

in England, 134, 297
technique, 158

sticks, 149

Ski troops, 128
types of, 145

Ski-lng, 123-185
evolution and history, 67-8, 71,

125,

in different countries, 136-144
outfit, 145-155, 178
rival schools, 131
tests for, 297

Skijoring (driving), 157
Snow, varieties in, 174
Speed skating records, 285-289
St, Lydwina, 68
St. Moritz, 332
Steel skeleton toboggan, 213
Stemming, 162
Stockholm, 333

Tailing, 191, 223
Telemark ski, 145

swing, 166
Timing toboggan runs, 232
Toboggan runs, 194

cost of construction, 208
Toboggan-riding, 222

equipment for, 222
speed and records, 234, 299

Tobogganing, 187-240
museum of, 209

Toboggans, construction, 209-217
evolution, 192, 217
models, 209

Touring on ski, 1 77
Trondhjem, 334

Valsing, ice, 241-278
back double wave, 267
points of, 259
rules, 271
tests, 272

Villars-sur-Ollon, 334

Wave, back double, 267
Winter sports, resorts, 136-144; 321-

333

Yachting, ice, 63

speed of, 64
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